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This report presents model information and data from wind tunnel tests
 
conducted on 0.01-scale models of the Rockwell Space ,Shuttle Orbiter and
 
External tank. -These tests were conducted in the Calspan 48" Hypersonic
 
Shock Tunnel to determine heating rates on ascent and re-entry configura­
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A 0.01-scale orbiter/external tank heat transfer model (number 37-0T)
 
was tested in the Calspan 48" Hypersonic Shock Tunnel from October 29
 
through December 15, 1973. The NASA/Rockwell designation for this test
 
was OH12/IH21, and the Calspan facility test number was 173-100.
 
The purpose of this test was to determine ascent and entry heat trans­
"fer rates for the-external tank and the Configuration 3 Orbiter over a
 
range of Mach.numbers from 6.95 to19.5 and Reynolds numbers/foot from
 
6
0.0095 x 106 to 6.5 x 10 . Of particular interest was the'determination
 




A total -of.58 good program runs was made out of 73 attempts. Fifteen
 
runs.were no good because of facility malfunction or off scale heating rate
 








Symbol Symbol Definition 
b B wing span, inches 
c C local wing chord, inches 
Ch Stanton number 778 qw pU(rH0 - HW) 
h H heat-transfer coefficient, 778 (32.17) q/(rH 
Ibm/ft 2 0 
- Hw),
W 
H Enthalpy, ft. lbs/slug 
L L fuselage length, inches 
M MACH Mach number 
OMS Orbital Maneuvering System 
P P Pressure, psia 
Pr Prandtl humber 
q Dynamic pressure, psia 
QDOT heat transfer rate, BTU/ft 2 sec 






Reynolds number per unit length, 
PC0 U0, 
S wing span, inches 
T temperature, 'R 
t time, seconds 
U velocity, ft/sec 
X X longitudinal distance, inches 




Symbol Symbol Definition 
Z Z vertical distance, inches 
ALPHA angle of ,,ttack, deyrees 
BETA angle of sideslip, degrees 
y specific heat ratio 
absolute viscosity, slugs/ft-sec 
p density, slugs/ft
3 
PHI Orbiter and external tank fuselage angular 
coordinate, deg. measured clockwise looking 
forward, 0 degrees at bottom centerline 
o nozzle supply conditions 
01 stagnation conditions behind a normal shock 
initial driven gas condition 
ms model station 
4 gas conditions behind reflected shock 
i incident shock in driven gas 
ts test section initial conditions 
w initial conditions at model surface 
free stream or test section conditions 
Haw HAW adiabatic wall enthalpy 





















value obtained at stagnation point on a
 
one foot diameter sphere
 
ratio of model heat-transfer coefficient to
 
heat-transfer coefficient of reference sphere
 
for Haw/Ht = X.XXX
 




chordwise location, fraction of local chord
 
longitudinal location, fraction of body length
 
spanwise location, fraction of semi-span
 




Reynolds number per unit length
 
designates the Reynolds number schedule
 






Model 37-OT is a 0.01-scale model of the Space Shuttle configuration
 
3 Orbiter and external tank.constructed of 17-4 PH stainless steel. The
 
orbiter is a sting mounted full-span model, with OMS/RCS pods. The ex­
ternal tank is equipped with removable protuberances (lines and attachment
 
struts) and was mounted on a separate sting which was either coupled with
 
the orbiter sting or mounted separately on the tunnel support fixture.
 
The figures and photographs at the back of this text illustrate orbiter
 
and external tank details. Model 37-0T was designed and built by Grumman
 




Model nomenclature used for the configuration 3 Orbiter and external­
tank was as follows: 
B17  Orbiter body 
C7 Canopy 
E22 Elevon 
F5 Body flap 
M4 OMS pod 
R5 .Rudder 
T10 External tank 
TI16 External tank without protuberances 
V7 Vertical tail 
WI0 3 'Wing 
Model dimensional dataare given in Table III. Table II outlines
 
model configurations and tunnel conditions investigated. The following
 





0 = Orbiter = B17 C7 E22 F5 M4 R5 V7 W103
 
T = external tank = T
 










Model instrumentation for 37-OT consisted of 158 thin-film heat
 
transfer gages. Ninety-eight (98) of these gages were on the orbiter,
 
the remaining sixty (60) were on the external tank. Orbiter and tank
 
gage locations are illustrated in figure 2 and tabulated in Table IV.
 
Photographs in figure 3 may clarify questions about gauge locations.
 
The thin-film gages consisted of a platinum film fused to a pyrdx
 
insulating substrate and-protected from the free stream by a thin die­
lectric coating of magnesium fluoride. Transient surface temperature is
 
determined by measuring the instantaneous gage resistance change which
 
varied linearly with temperature. An excellent description of thin-film
 
gage theory and operation can be found in Reference I.-

Tunnel conditions were determined by quick-response pressure trans­
ducers and a reference stagnation heat-transfer gage.
 
Data acquisition equipment, provided by Calspan, consisted of the
 
Calspan NAVCOR 48-channel data acquisition system, one 14-channel high­
speed FM tape recorder, ahd twenty-two 2-channel recording oscilloscopes.
 
The NAVCOR system-provided both a temperature and heat-transfer rate
 
history for each-channel, while the oscilloscopes recorded only heat­
transfer rate. This rate was derived from an analog network which con­
verted the gage temperature signal to a heat transfer rate signal. The
 
tape recorder was used only as a temporary storage of temperature
 
histories and was input into the NAVCOR following each run for a record
 










Additional instrumentation consisted of a tunnel Schlieren photograph
 
system, which provided qualitative flow information for-each run. Sample
 






:The 48-inch Hypersonic Shock Tunnel (HST) employs a constant-area
 
shock tube with an 8-inch inner diameter. The driver .tub6 is 20 feet long
 
° 
and is externally heated by a resistance heater to temperatures of 1400 R.
 
The driven tube is 50 feet long. The driver gas is generally a mixture of
 
helium and nitrogen with a maximum helium purity of 100% while the driven
 
gas is generally~,air. Steady-flow test times of duration-sufficient to
 
permit accurate measurement of the various parameters of interest are
 
achieved with the taflored-interface technique.
 









A Contoured 24 5.5 to 8 
D Contoured 48 - 10 to 16 
E 0-1/2o Semi-angle cone 48 9 to 20 
The contoured nozzles provide parallel flow with no pressure gradients
 
in the streanmise direction for several feet. This is very important since
 
the presence of a streamwise pressure gradient can have a significant­
effect on model test results. The nozzles employ replaceable throat in­
serts of different diameters so that with the particular nozzle, the test
 
Mach number can be varied. Test air passes downstream of the test section
 
into a receiver tank of a size sufficient to maintain the desired flow for
 
durations of 5-to 13 milliseconds. All nozzles have been calibrated using
 





OF POOR QTJAI~j 
TEST FACILITY DESCRIPTION (Concluded)
 
The-Test Section is equipped with two 16-inch diameter Schlieren
 






Model 37-OT was mounted via the model sting(s) to the tunnel support
 
fixture at the tunnel centerline. Instrumentation wiring was routed
 
through the base stings to a tunnel instrumentation patch panel. Figures
 
2a and b show the orbiter alone and the second stage configuration in­
stallations, respectively.
 
A typical test procedure was as follows:
 
1. 	Set model angles-of-attack, if necessary.
 
2. 	Install tunnel diaphrams and proper tunnel nozzle orifice.
 
3. 	Evacuate test section, set instrumentation gains and calibrate
 
oscilloscopes from heating rate estimates, and check gage re­
sistances for week or damaged gages.
 
4. 	Close driver and load driven tube for proper test conditions.
 
Take no-flow Schlieren picture.
 
5. 	Load driver to proper mixture and pressure for test conditions..
 
6. 	Fire tunnel for run.
 
7. Evacuate test section for post-run gage checks-, then bring test
 
section to atmosphere and break tunnel joints. .Read out data.
 










Data for this test were reduced according to standard Calspan data
 
reduction procedures. NAVCOR recordings and Polaroid film oscilloscope
 
records of heat transfer rates were made available after each run-. Fol­
lowing the test, all data records were read and assembledfor computer­
ized data reduction.
 
This report contains a listing of heat transfer coefficient H/HREF
 
and heat transfer rate QDOT. H/HREF values are presented for three re­
covery factors r = .85, .9 and 1.0. Plotted data illustrate the effect
 
of recovery factor, angle of attack and Reynolds number on heat transfer.
 
The postscript on RN/L indicates the Reynolds number scledule defined by
 
table I. Heat transfer changes between undisturbed and mated configura­
tions is illustrated by HI/HU plots. The plotted and tabulated data are
 






I Plots showing the effect of recovery
 
factor on orbiter and external-tank 
 -




Figure 4 through Figure 17,
 
2 Plots showing the effect of angle of
 












3 Tabular listing of source data 




orbiter fuselage B 1 
orbiter wing W 75 
orbiter vertical tail V 180 
orbiter wing leading edge 
(see Detail A fig. 2b) 
orbiter wing leading edge 





external tank T 323 
QDOT heat transfer rate is arranged 
in the same manner 365-512 
* 	 The fourth character-in each dataset identifier (i.e., RUGBXX, B for 
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TEST : OH-12, IH-21 IDATE: 5/3/74 
TEST CONDITIONS 
REYNOtDS NUMBER DYNAMIC PRESSURE STAGNATION TEMPERATURE 
MACH NUMSER (per unit length) (i1f t) (pounds/sq. inch) (degrees -Rahkine) 
6.95 	 0.10 x O6 1.35 5575
 
7.6 	 1.19 x 1O6 2.75 2000
 
7.9 	 6.5 x 106 10.2 1550
 
8.0 	 .. 19 x 106 3.22 2600 
10.2 	 2.0 x 106 4.03 2725
 
10.5 0.86 x 1O6 2.71 3200
 
12.0(sch 1) 0.20.x 106 0.73 3925
 
12.0(sch 3) 0.86 x IO6 0.26 3475
 
15,6(sch 1) 0.035 x 106 0.07 3650
 
15.6(sch 3) 0.20 x 1O6 0.36 3500
 
10. 0,0095 x 10b0.017 	 4400
 
19.5 	 0.035 x 1O6 0.065 4650
 
6
15.6(sch 2) 0,3 x "1O 0.61 	 3841 
BALANCE UTILIZED: 






















TEST:b,: 7/g2/ DATA SET RUN NUMBER COLLATION SUMMARY hATE 
DATA SET SCHD. ARAMETERS/VALUE No. MACH NUMBERS ( OR ALTERNATE 'NCE ;EDENT VA I 
IDENTIFIER COFIGURATION0 7 1 7dot ~UN 7. 174(z 17.! 4_ _ 
0 2 7c-T--N. ' ' ' ', 5 
3 57T-NP " -' 
M 37 T-NP 12 ,3 (03 
SI V I4 2. 
___~37/. 3 
07; 7 o) 0 1. cz 2! 25 E3 42 4i 
I 
- I I 0l I- z __ 
H ___________ I 7 "I 7 1/2 IH -
_ _Cs6 
_o771 + A ZZ. 4 
7 13 37 5/7 JL7 o S Z 46775 116 6& 47 
)'370. 2 I I ' 
/5 57 0 Pl2 I'54 s5 
_ 
__ _ 0,' -- I I I' I , S 
/7 A 1I 1 2. _ 
_ 
17 
 IS I9 25 S 37 43 49 55 61 67 757 
COEFFICENTS IDVAR (I) IDVAR (21 NJCV 
a OR 
__ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
SCHEDULES
 
N P dehdtes 5T without pro-Jvbroces 
+ /Qomihai Values-chAear A'd'vidcai ruchs -Fw Values 
Table III Model Dimensional Data 
MODEL COMPONENT BODY - B 1 7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Fuselage, 3 configuration, lightweight orbiter 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length , In. 1290.3 12.903 
Max-Width , In. 267. 6 2.'676 
Max Depth, In. Z44.5 2.445 
Fineness Ratio 4,822 4.822 
-
FtzArea 









Table III (Cont'd) 
MODEL'COMPONENT CANOPY - C 7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION Configuration 3 
MODEL SCALE: -0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 














MODEL COMPONENT OMS POD - MA 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION : Configuration 3 
NOTE: Identical to M 3 , except inte section to fuselage. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: . VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length In. 346.0 3. 460 
Max Width , In. 108.0 1.080 

















OF POOR QUAL1T= 
Dlm 
MODEL COMPONENT: RUDDER 
Table III (Cont'd) 
- R 5 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Configuration ZA, 3, 3A and 140A/B 
MODEL SCALE: 0. 010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000146A, -000095, -000139" 
DIMENSIONS: 
Area - Ft2 
Span (equivalent) , In. 
Inb'd equivalent chord In. 
Outb'd equivalent chord, In. 
Ratio movable surface chord/ 
total surface chord 
At Inb'd equiv. chord 
At Outb'd equiv. chord 




Area Moment (onwlxttDbtbakjme), 



























Table II (Cont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT EXTERNAL TANK- T 0 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION External oxygen-hydrogen tank, configuration 3 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL72-000088, VL78-000041 
DIMENSIONS FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE . 
Length (Nose at XT 309) 1865.0 18. 650 
Max Width (Dia. ), In. 324.00 3.240 
Max Depth 








W. P. of Tank Centerline (X T), In. 400.0 4. 00 
29 
DI 01h 
Table III (C6nt'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT : EXTERNA-L TANK - TI6 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: External oxygen-hydrogen tank. Has a 2416­
inch radius secant-ogive nose. 
-MODEL SCALE: 0. 010 
DRAWING NUMBER: SS-A01167 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
Length, In. (Nose At XT = 276) 1898.0. 18.980 
Max Width 324.0 3. Z40 
Max Depth 












W.P. of tank centerline (Z T ), In. 400.0 4.00 
L.E. nose radius 16.5 0.165 
Origin of 2416'! radius at Z231 from 
tank centerline 1181.0 11. 810 
30 
Table III (Gont'd) 
MODEL COMPONENT: VERTICAL - V 7 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Centerline vertical tail doublewedae airfoil with 
rounded leading edge. 
NOTE: Same as V , but with manipulator housing removed. 
MODEL SCALE: 0.010 
DRAWING NUMBER: VL70-000139 
DIMENSIONS: FULL SCALE MODEL SCALE 
TOTAL DATA 
Ft2 .Area (Theo) 
PlanforIn 0,043 
Span (Theo) - In. 315-72 3, 157 
Aspect Ratio', ,MI. 75 1.675 
Rate of Taper 0.507 0.507 
Taper Ratio 0.404 0.404 
Steep-Back Angles, Degrees: 
Leading Edge 45.000 45 -000 
Trailing Edge Z 26. Z49
 26.249 

0.25 'EtemenL Line 41, 130 41,130 
Chords: 
Root .(Theo) 'T Z68. 50 Z. 685 
Tip (Theo) WE 108,47 1,085 
MAC _9931-f .. 99IL_ 
Fus. Std. -of .25 MAC 1463.50 14. 635 
W.P. of .25 MAC 635.522 6.355 
B.L.,of .25 MAC 0.00. 0. 00 
Airfoil Se6tLon
 
Leading Wedge sngle - Deg. -10.00 10. 00 
Trailing Wedge AnGle - Deg. 14.920 14.9Z0 
Leading Edge Radius z; 00 -0. 020 
Void Ar6a. 13.17 0.0013
 
Blanketed' Aiea 'O;O 0. 0 
31 
AGE is
oR op, QtTArlJ7t 
Table IIi ( Coni 'd) 
MODEL OMPONENT: WING-W , 
-EvERA" DESCR: 0 TION: 'Configuration 3 orbiter wing. - -
NOTE: Same-planform as W,., except dihedral at trailing edge. 
MODEL SCALQt 0.010 
DUG. NO. VL70-000139TEST NO. 
DIMENSIONS: 	 FULL-SCALE MODEL SCALE
 
TOTAL DATA 
-- Frh7Teo.)-	 Ft2 
DIanform 	 6 , O.Z690 
Span (Theo In. .9.,.6 9367 
Aspect Ratio 2 265 
Rate of Taper, - 1.177 
Taper Ratio "" 0.200 0.200 
Dihedral anble', degrees . 3,500 3500 
Incidence AMgle..degrees 3.000 3.000 
Aerodynamic Twist, degrees 3.000 3.000 
Sweep Back Angles, degrees 
Leading Edge 45. 000 45.000 
Trailing Edge -- '. 
0,25 Element Line 757Wk __________ 
Chords:
 
Root (Theo) B.P.O.O. .689. 24 6.892 
Tip, (Theo) B.P. 12!8 1.312 
MAC 7 .81  
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC -TTT6-8.6 -
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 2992
 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 121 - 1.8I 
-EXPOSED DATA 

Area (Iheo )' Ft1 
Span, (Theo) .,In. BPI08 _770. 87. 7.207 
Aspect Ratio 2.058 Z.058 
Taper Ratio 0.245 O.Z45 
Chords 
Root BP108 562.40 5. 624 
Tip 1.00 b1,379 
MAC 393.03 3.930 
Fus. Sta. 'of;25 MAC 1185.31 - 11.853 
W.P. of .25 MAC 	 300.Z0 . 300Z 
B.L. of .25 MAC 	 Z 6 




-0.10Rootb, 	 0.10 
Tip b -	 0.12 0.12 
Data for (1)of (2) Sides 
Leading Edge Cuff -
Planform A-ea Ct 
Leading Edge Intersects Fus M. L. @ Sta - -
Lemf n' Edge Intersects Wing Q Sta 32-2 1035.0 10.350 
Table IV. 
HEAT TRANSFER GAGE LOCATIONS 
ORBITER (Lores = 12.903) 
FUSELAGE WING LOWER SURFACE 
GAGE m/Lm Ks ACTUAL DES ACTUAL GAG DESIRED ACTUAL DESIRED ACTUAL
 





. (FROM NOSEI 
0 ,
2 'co s 05 04 I +12 	 43 5161 5.165 1.171 1.1592 , 0064425 .25 29 " 012 144 6451 	 . 116 3 0o° 	 22 7750 1.1se 
2 	 4 9.032 9040 1.164 0 04 516 i 5 
5 006 i 774 I 797 .017 	 4 " 6 9 3.032 11904075 1 s1;id 08 032 -	 1 J 11.615' 1.171 1.163 
102 ' 13.I10 I .019 	 7" 7780 1.873 1930 
7, 19022401	 1 4a 9031082322031 0,1 !! 1% 6 0 1 	 0 10322 1, 8 117 
II Idl1 2 f05 1 2 7.0163I 	 t 51 1 12037 1203S 1_I873 1 67 
10 0,16 206 20 0578 ; Do1s 52 8399 8407 2342 2337 
11 020 ,;2580 ! 6178 . 00 902. I .04 
9032, 19,044 2312 025 3,226 j3221 	 .00B 13•54 	 '. 10.322 103262.3 
0 137313 3 3,571 	 i 0052.4 
14 , 0.35 i 4516 1 4'520 , 	 -0 ,1 .; 9 " 2340 2.14 
2810 280415 0.40 .16 151200 	 56 9j0 9499 
1 045 5806 I 57 i O 57 I 10.322 10322 228
 
- 060 7742 , 7690 60 9554 9643 3S13 3455
 
19 070 1 9032 9033 -0.6 	 8, i ,322 .0 321032 3 351 0 
20 0.80 10,322 10320 004 T ,.2 4 11429 13.513 3507
 
21 j 090 11,613 11016 1.01 10172_L ! 101,1 3
 
396722 100 J12903 12907 0.10°2 64 11.060 [ 11076 I 3.981 
0 037 .3470 .391 ____ _ 1" 6 520 8,508 173 1,54 1
 
24 JOS7708 014 I- 1__
116 	 66016T8lss 449 4 
25 0.09 1161 1171 0046 I 1 4 41 

26 0125 1613 11.623 006 8-- 119 193 44 .
  27 015 1935 13940 .0086 6 1134 [ 11 TP TI
 
28 0130 2.323 233 007
 
29 0160 2065 207 .09 WING LEADING EDGE
 
30 0170 2.194 22001 .009
 
31 050 6452 6.461 003 LOCATION
 
32 070 9032 9023 0 -.001 180G
 
33 0.10 1_90 1.284 -	 m_ GAGE NO. DESIRED . ACTUAL RC;ruRL 
° 34 020 2.580 .2593 .- 1 -.638 I 30
 
35 030 3871 3,75 .500 490 697D Y. = 1,171 Y% - 1.155
 
36 040 5.161 5,161 E500 .494 71-72 X - 5 160 X = 5.164'
 
37 0.60 - 742 7749 .600 .494 - 7374 K - 6503 X - 6508
 
33 080 10.322 10,323 500 497 75-76 X - 7742 X - 7.753
 
7778 Y. - 2.342 Y - 2351 0.#32VERTICAL TAIL 	 79-86 Y. - 2810 Y - 2.823 S.8oI 
8990 Yo • 3.513 Y 3.517 q.9'. 
GAGE rDESIRED ACTUALNO Z.., ZotI 
101-102 Y. - 4.i49 Y - 4A" 1D.ot" 
39 6096 6091 R E 
40 6951 6.970 'GAGE NUIBERS 87. 88 & 99. 100 WERE NOT 
41 7987 7861 FABRICATED BECAUSE OF SFACE LIMITATIONS. 
421 8157 i8 1se 
Table IV. (Coni'd)
 
TANK (Ltms = 18.650) 
GAGE Xm/Ltmt Xms ACTUAL 
NO. (FROM NOSE) x T 
103 000 0 0 ­
104 .006 080 .076 220 
105 01 186 196 199 
106 04 746 .760 190 
107 08 1.492 1498 
10 15 2798 2802 
109 .20 3730 3.744 
110 21 3.917 3932 180 
111 .04 .746 .740 0 
112 25 4.663 4 686 180 
113 35 6528 6545 
114 375 6 994 7.009 
115 40 7.460 7478 
116 425 74926 7953 
117 .45 8393 8414 
119 .475 8959 8 877 
11-9 SO 9325 9 341 180 
120 3J3 6397 6407 225 
121 55 19258 10271 180 
122 475 7.572 7590 193 
123 .60 11 190 11.215 160 
124 65 12 123 12 145 
125 70 13055 13083 
126 80 14920 14940 
127 .90 16785 16818
 
123 937 17 475 17453 180
 
129 406 7572 7594 167
 
130 15 2798 2800 0
 
131 .44 8206 8223 199 
132 08 I 492 1 492 0 
133 .475 8859 8.871 199 
134 560 9326 9.335 199. 
135 90 167i5 "168796 199 
136 	 .40 -1460 7464 221.5 
137 60 9 125 9 344 
138 60 11 190 11.205 
139 .70 13055 13073 
140 80 14920 14940
 
141 .65 16sh3 15882 
142 90 16.785 16818 215
 
143 825 15386 15386 214.
 
144 85 15853 15874
 
145 875 18319 16339
 
146 .9U 16.785 16805 
147 .925 17,251 17 280148 960 17904 17902 241. 
149 85 15853 1 15874 2475 
150 9D 16785 16795 247 5 
151 - 20 3730 3.729 270 
52-- 40 7.460 7465 
153 50 9325 9322 
154 60 11 190 11.200
 
155 .70 13055 13066 
6 .0 14920 14930 
157- .90 16785 16810 270. 
-- 18- 60" 11 190 11 196 315.
 
159" 0 14920 14930 315.
 
160 40 7460 7.459 a 
•101 l- .60' 11.190 11--91 0
 




,Figure 1. Configuration 3 Orbiter/ET 
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a. Model 37-T Instrumentation Locations 
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b. 37-0 Instrumentation Locations 
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a. Installation of model 37-0 - Orbiter Alone 
Figure 3.- Model photographs. 
0 
b. Installation of Model 37-OT - Orbiter/Tank 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
c. Instrumentation 
- Orbiter Top View
 
Figure 3. - Continued.
 
d. Instrumentation 
- Orbiter Bottom Surface 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
ORIGINAL PAGE 5 
OF POOR QUALITY 41 
e. Instrumentation - Orbiter Nose and Canopy
 




f. Instrumentation - Orbiter Wing Leading Edge 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
g. Instrumentation - Tank Top View 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
h. Instrumentation - Tank Nose 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
i. 	Instrumentation - Tank Forward Attachment Strut
 




J. Instrumentation - Tank Aft Attachment Struts - Side View
 
Figure 3. - Continued.
 
00 
k. Instrumentation - Tank Aft Attachment Struts - Top View 










m. Sample Schlieren, Orbiter Alone, Run 25, a = 30, M. 7.92, Re/ft = 7.55 x 106 
Figure 3. - Continued. 
S 
n. Sample Schlieren, Orbiter/Tank, Run 27, a = 0, M4 = 7.61, Re/ft = 1.20 x 106 







?RECKDINg PAGE -BL K NOT FHMb 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CRUGe07) TH12411H21 (CAL HV 173-100)(RUSR0S ) OAT& IlCr AVl'- LC 
(PUGOOS) 9 GAlA N3 A' L.JLE 
























MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= .850 PHI .000 PAGE 388 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU 07) 0H12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELA3E .000 .000
 
(RU808 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUC809 0 DATA NOT AVAILAB.E 10.000 .000
 




















L I I LE
 
6 8 . 1. 1C= .4 -. 0.-. 
-..- 2 0 2.4. . .0 12 . 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDIS',URBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.980 HA/HT= .850 PHI = 25.OCO PAGE 389 
DATA SET SYMBCL CO"IGURATION DESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA 
(RUG8073 
( RLCZ ) 
(RUGO9) 
(RuSBIO3I 
0 DOAA NOT AV5ILA2LE 
DATA ',OT A'/AILABLE 
DATA N2T AVAILALL 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED,ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= .850 PHi = 30.000 PIAGE 390
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU"07 ) C O'-HI22lH2: (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 FUSELAGE .CO .00
 (RUSBOB ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUUBO9 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FU.SELGuo
 



























'-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG; 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNI3ISTURIBEO ORBITER BOO'? HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.980 HA\/H1 .850 PHI 180.000 PAGE 391 
DATA SET SYrOot 







OIH2/I21 (CAL HSI 173-IOO) 
DATA NOT'AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILDLE 






























oi.OQB .. L L..... ... . L .. ~:' t at A '2 
.4
f .4 t.2 0 .2 .4 .G . ,2 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A,FRAC-TION OF .800Y LE.NQT.H, X/L 
FIG,. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON ,UNpISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI 
MACH G.980 HAV/HT= .900, Plil F .000 PAGE 392 
DAT&SET SYMBOL 




























Hl/IW21 (CAL : r 17)-100) 37 0 FUSELNGE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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DATA SET SYHBOL CD-"4rIJURATION DESCRIPTION ALPNA BETA
 
IRU1907 - DAA NOr AVAILABOLE .000 .000
 (P G9O9 I DATA HOT AVAILADLE 5.000 .0O0
 
( RuSBOs I DATA t*jT A'/A.IL)BLE 10.000 .000
 
IRUJGBtO) 0I12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
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-.4 2 0 2.4 .6 -2 8 1-.0 1.4
 
LONGITUDINAL LOCAT ONAS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 1B EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER lRN/LI 
MACH = 6 .980 HAW/HT : .900 PHI =30.000 PAGE 394 
------------------------------------------------
-----------------------------------------------
DATA SET SYOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU@07)] 0H12/IHZI (CAL HST 173-t00] 3 0 FUSELAGE .OOD .000
 
(RUGSBOB LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 (RU& B09 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.OD .000 

























LOGIUDNA LOA NA RCINO OYLNT , X/
 
-. 4 -. 0 - 4. 8 . 2 1.C-i
 
MAC .90 PH"9.00PG ,.98 IA/T 9
 
.00-. -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1, 1.2 .'
 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.920 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 120.000 PAGE 395 
DATA SET SMSOL CONFIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU8B07) OH12/1F2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
(RUBJ0 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.00 .000
 
(RU13009I DA NOT AVAILABLE 10.030 .30
 
(RU6IO O12/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-1C0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 .4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH O6.980 1.000 PHI = .000 PjGE
HAW/HT= 396
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
CRL ]aDBI 0 CHI2/IH21 (CtL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
CRUJBM ) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUl,09) D 10.000
ATA NOT AVAILABLE .000
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.4 -2 0.2 4 .6 .0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LNT, /
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI =25.000 PAGE 397
 
DATA SET SYHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUC4B07
R6J809 ) Q 
G 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0 AD TA NOT AVAILASLE 







fRUGOI ) O H2I LCAL PST 173-1DO) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.003 .00 
LJu 
• r .. . .. ............i... . ....... ...... . ..'I "I ..L... ..I..I ...... 
C-) 
U-• 
1.000 , .,Ipr -i n 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0
 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = G.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 30.00 PAIGE 398
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CH12/IM21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
































,,..4 -2 0 2 .4 6 .8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHi = 180.000 PAGE 399
 
--
DATA SET SYP*M CONFIGURATIN DESCRIPTION ALP-A BETA 
(PUG07)
CRUMB) 
(RUG09 I (RUNIC) I 
Q 012/1P221 (CAL HST 73-I1CO)DTA NOTAVAILABLE 
DATA NCT AVAILABLE 
























-. 4 .2.4D .012D. 
LW UIA LOCATION4 AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEATJRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH =16.040 - HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE '100 
DATA SET SYMOL. CONTIURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGB07]3 
( RUOS09 I U 
( R909 
CRUGBI0) 
01I21tH2I (CAL HSI 173-100) 
ATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 







































o:-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .'6 .8 1 .0 I .2 1 .4LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RNLI
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 401
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGUR4T[GN DESCRI 0 TICN ALPHA BETA 
(RUG007) 0 0H12/IH21 (CAL -ST !73-0O) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000I RUOSOB ; DATA NOT AVA;L BLE 5.000 .GCO 
cRUG8092 DATA NOT A\AILADLE :0.00 .000 
(RUGGIO) O12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-l00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000 
Lu 
.. .



















, -.4,NA 2 -- -. -2 O-1 1-.4 
LOWTUDINATL LOCATI-ON AS A'RACTION"OF BODY"LENGTHP- X/L 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER N/LI
 
MACH =16.040 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =30.000 PAGE 402
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IRUGB 207I Q 




1 . 000 
COtiiG RATION DESCRIPTION 
12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-I00 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OHI2/[H21 (CAL HST ;73-100) 37 0 
... .. . . . nr..... 
FUSELIGE 
FUSELAGE 















": .4 -. 0 2. 6 1 01. ' 1. 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER. RNILl
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 403
 
DATA SET SYMOI. CONFIGJATION DESCRIPT1ON ALPA BETA
 
(RUG807 - 0H12/-421 (CAL MST 173-100] 37 0 FUSELGE .000 .000
 
(RUsoo DATA NOT AVAILAGLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUGO9 2 DATA NOT AVAIL&BLE 10.000 .000 
(RU1 O910 0HT2/ll21 (CAL NSr 173-100) 37 0 FUSELGF 25.000 .000 
LJ
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATIO AS A"FRACTIONI OF BODY LENGTH, XIL I
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFERI RN/Ll 
MACH . 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 PHI .000 PGE 404 
C 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGSO7 I OM12/1H21 tCAL HST 173-100)(RtJOBO ) I DOATA NOT AVAILABLE (RuSBOS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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C.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 405
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CO.rIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPVA BETA
 
(R1IGI172IS(RU9098 II OHI2/II21 (CAL HSTDATA NOT AVAILABLE 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .0005.000 .=0.000 
RUB09 I DATA k;OTAVAILABLE 10.000 .00 
(RU BIO) CH42/IH2i (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .C00 
Lu 
LU0 
-r . 000 .. ... .... ... . rr.....  ...... ....... T... ... .. .-. ,, mI F 








.0 0 1 A.... ... ..... .... ' CX'. 2 _AT10.8 1 '0 I1.2 1 .4 
,- -. 4 LdWGTUDINATL LOCATI{ON AS A RCINOF BO DY LENGTH,X/ 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BOOY HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 
MACH 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 PHI 30.000 PAGE 406
 
1 
DATA SET SYtMBO. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
IRUG607) I DH12f1H21 (CAL HST 173-100 37 0 FUSELAGE .O00 .000
8RUGB130I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
CRU 092I DATA NtOTAVAILABLE 10.000 .000
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MAC 0=160 /T -- 00 H =1000PG 0
 
,Ij- -- L-GTDNLOAINA RATO FBD EGH /
 
8.0001.2G
H ,00 PI .6H .840 1T 4
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CDNrIGUATIDN OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
fIPLB07 I 
CRI.-808) [ 
OP 12/IH2I (CAL PST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 




(RUGOO3I DATA NOT AVAILAUL 10.000 .00 
fPU 1081 CW12/142I (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELA(,E 25.000 .C00 
LU-
UJ

























LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 




DATA SET SYhBOL COW$I. UqATION 2ESCRIPTTCN ALP4A BETA
 
(RUGB7 ) C 0412'1121 (CAL UST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000' .000
 (RU6083 U) DATA NOT AVAiLAVLE 5.000 .000
(RUGES9 0 DATA NOT AVAILABtE 10.000 .o0 (RUGBIO) OHf 2/lH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000 
u-I
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.--- .4 - .2 0 .f4 ION.2 .A 1.2 1.4LONGITUDINAL LOCATI'ON AS ',FRACTIO OF BODY LENGTHI,'XIL 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH =16,040 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI =25.000 PAGE 409
 





C012/i1421 (CAL *ST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. I8 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RIN/LI
 
MACH 16.040 HAW/HT: 1.000 PHI 30.000 PAGE; 410
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONI RATION DSCRIPTION 
(R{WB07 1 1-112/1H21(CAL NST 173-1003 
IRmeO8 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
I(RUGSOI DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
cR€wtI Q 01412/1H21 [CAL HST 173-100) 
=1.00o o .... 
Liu 
CD 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITFR BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L!1
 
MACH :18,040 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI =180.000 PAGE 411
 
DATA SET SYHOL COWIGl9ATICN DESCRIPTl0N ALPHA BETA 
(1.G I B07) 0412/1121 (CAL HSI 173-100). 37 0 FUSELAGE .C0O .000
 
(RUOBOS ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
IRUGOOS) O0 12/ IH21HST 173-100) 37 a FUSELAGE 10.000 .000
(CAL 
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-. 2""LONGITUDINAL 0 
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.6LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY 
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LENGTH, 
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Of'2f1H21 (CAL HST 173-100)
D ATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .850 PHI 25.000 PAGE 413 
DATA SET SYX8~4 CONFISURATIN DESCiPTIGN ALPHA 
(t3907) 0 C12/1L2i (CAL HST 173-IOO) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 
!PUSBO3 DATA NOT AVALABLE 5.000 
(R2809 H12/121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE I.C00 
(cRUGBIO DATA NO' AVAILABLE 25.000 
LJ 
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LNiUIA LOCATION ASAFRACTION OF B0D LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPH4A ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =18.330 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =30.000 PAGE 414
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COTWIGURATION OESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA 
(RU O7)
(UGBO8 I (RUGOOS I (RUSIO) 
0 
Q 
4121121 (CAL HST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE H12/1H21 (CAL HST 


































.4 -2 0 2. ' 1.46
.4 LONGITUDINAL LOCATfON AS A "RACT O OF BODyOLENGTH1,°X/L 1. 14 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 415
 







C12/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100)
CATA NOT AVAILABLE 
Gl2/IH2I (CAL PST 173-I00 

























.4 DIA0OT .2 .4' .6 .8 1.0 1.21 1.4
-.4 LON TUINL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER R /LI
 
MACH = 18,330 HAWIHT= .900 PHI = .000 PAGEI 416
 






OHI2/IH21 (CAL MST t73-100)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
012/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 PHI 25.000 PAGE. 417 
-
-
DATA SET SYVIBOL COW IGURATI0N DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
CJG807 ) 0 tJ12/H21 37 0 .0010" (CCL PST 173-100) PUSELAGE .000
 (RUGB08 )i DATA NOT AVAILABtE 5.000 .000
 
[RUGB09) 0412/IH21 (CAL -St 173-!00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 10.000 .000
 
cRUBID ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .OCO
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LONGTUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 PHI 30.000 PAGE 418 
DATA SET SYMlBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU.307 I 0 0112/1I21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGr .000 .000
 
( RUCE08 ) i DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .0o
 
cRUO CS) 012/[H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 10.000 .000
 (RUG9lD a DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000 
E-
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rw-LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH =18.330 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 419 
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O !J2/1N21(C'L HST 173-100' 
DATA NOT AVAILABuE 
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LONiTUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 1B EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 1420
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGU TION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGO07 I 0 12/1H2I (CAL PS? 173-1O) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
CRUGBOB 0ATA AVAILASLE 5.000 .0001 NOT 
C(RUGMI 0412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-|0l 37 0 FUSELAGE 10.000 .000
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LOWUDIATLLOCATION AS ATFRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI 25.000 PAGE 421
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGG07 ) 0 012/iH2 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 00G .00
 
fPUGBOS 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5,000 .000
 
(CRUGBO ) CHt2/IM21 (CAL MS- 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 10,000 .000
 
(IRUGG]0) DATA NOT AVAILAS, 25,000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RUBO7 I q(RUS908) 
(IRUS0291)





OH12/IH21 (CAL YST 173-100)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OW122I (CAL .',T173-10 
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FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Lt
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE' 423
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIG URATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA SETA
 
(RUZBO7 I ) OHI2/IH2I (CAL MST 173-tO) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 (RUO.BC ] 0I12/:H2I (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 5.000 .003
 
RUGSKS I) DATA NOT AVAILASLE 10.030 .GO0
(RUGSO 1 CH12I1"21 (CAL HST 173-100 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000 
LuL-i
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. I EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN) LI
 
MACH 19.180 HAW/HT= .850 PHI .000 PAGE 424
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CR'UG807) 0 OH1I2/ J2I CAL HST 177-lO0) 
IR BD8 ) U ]H12/1H21 (CAL YST 173-100) 
(RUBOS) DATA NOT AVAILABBLE 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTq, X/L
 
FIG. IB EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =25.000 PAGE 425
 
c 
DATA SET SYMBO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPA BETA 
(RUGe07)(R;U 08) I 
(RuoBg)
(RUGBIO ) 
0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-l00)
0412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILA-E 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 19I.180 HAW/HT= .850 PH 1 30.000 PAGE 42G 






OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
OR0 H2/I tCAL PST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNCISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH 19.100 HAW/HT= .850 p141 180.000 PAGE 427
 







O I-2/I21(CAL PST 1-3-ICOJ 
DATA NOT AVAILALE 
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FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =19.180 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = .B00 PAGE [428
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALFdA BETA
 
(RUGM07) 0 2HI2IH21(CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 (RUWOB08 U O1211L121 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 5.000 .0O
 
tRUGB09) DATA NO' AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
 
( RUGBIO DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A'FRCTO OF0BODY LEGT,
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 19.18D HAW/HT = .900 PI1 = 25.000 PAGE 429
 
DATA SET SYM0I COWFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 AL4A BTA
 
(tJ0,07 ) 012/1"21 (CAL WST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .400
 
tRUG S) CN12/IN2I (CAL NST 173-tO0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 5.000 .003
(RUB09I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 0.000 .Oo
(RUGOIDBI p C121IH21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
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LFETOFTDI LOATON ANDSTRE RITER BOOY LENGTH X/LFE N/L
A 

MACH 19.180 HAW/HTz .900 PHI =30.000 PAGE 1430 
DATA SET SYLS CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
IRUGSOO7) O 173-10) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
12/IH2I (CAL HST 

(RUOGe]s I OHI2/H21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 FUSELAGE 5.,l0 .000
 
(RUGeas DATA NOT AVAILABLE I0.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =19.180 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 431
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUOq07) IQ Ofl2/1H21 (CAL MST I73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
(RU B@ ) U OHI/IIH21 (CAL HST 173 I00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 5,000 .000 (RUG009 ) DATA N0T AVAILABLE 10.000 .00
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATAu, AS A FRACTION F BODY LENGTH, X/L i
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGUnATIO DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(CRU O7 I 
fRUG& 3 
(RUGB0S I 
0 l12/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-1001 
OH12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-ICC)











RuGIDo0) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .O0 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 433
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DATA SET SMOL 

























0412/1,121 (CAL HST 173-SO) 

DHIVI2/2L (CAL MST i73-100)

DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

0M12/h21 (CA' PST 173-10G) 













AWH= IO0 PI 3000PG 3
 
ALPHA BETA 
37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .00 
37 0 FUSELAGE 5.000 .0 
10.000 .C00 
37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000 
-:.4 -.2 -40 2 1 .2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIONGOF BODY LENGTHI, X/L
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RIGB07) flI4/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RU I ONI21IH2 CAL HST 173-100) 
(PlJ39) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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.4 LOWGTUOINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH= 19.180 HAWIHT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 435
 
DATA SET SYSGOL CCNVIGUJATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
fRUG107 I 
( RUWvOOI 
( RUGVOS I 
(RIJWIO) 
OH42/X1'2 (CAL kWS!173-100) 
DATA flCT AVAILABLE , 
DATA-NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCAlION AS A FRACTION OF L08CAL CHORD, X/C 1 .4 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 436 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RUGW07 ) Q 
RUGe8 I U 





N12/11 21 (CAL 5$T 173-100) 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
HI.'1H21 (CAL MST1 73-1001 37 0 
U-7 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 6G.980 HAW/HT= .850 2YIEB .400 PAGE 437
 
DATA SET SY ,BOL CW fJ URATI0N DESCRITI0N ALPHA BETA
 
(RW07) C 0$H12/IH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S, .000 .0CO 
(RUGW08 ) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUOV09 J DATA NIT AVAILABLE 10.000 .Ca3
 (RUGWIO 0Nl2/IPI2I (C L HCZ 173-1DO] 37 0 WINO LS, 25.000 .00"
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LO8CAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/,Ll
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= .8BO 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 1 438
 
DATA SET SYMP.BO CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
fJRUJWD7)
CRtGWOS)
f RUG3W 1 
0H12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100)
DATA NOT AVAILAbLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 






(RUGWIO) OH12/1H21 (CAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
L 






















LAH= G.8 AWH= .5 YB BOPG 3 
.85 4
MAH ..48 -.2AW. .T=. .2 .0 PAE 

--- --- -- --- -- ------------- 
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DATA SET SP'SOt CONFIG'JRATION DESCRWPTION ALP"A BETA 




;l412/JH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
00TA ,%OTAVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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'"CHORDW[SE LOCATION AS A FRACTIUN OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
FI. . 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER 
RN/L1
 
MACH = G 98CY HAW/HT= .850 
 2Y/B = .750 PAGE" 440
 







C'412/t121 (CAL MST :73-I007 
DATA *JOT AVAILPOLE 
DATA NOT AV#It -fLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
ACH 6.80 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B . .950 PAGE 441 
DATA SET SYISOL 
(PUGWO7 I Q 
(RUGVDO I U 
CRUGWO) 
(qUGWI0) 
CC'.r;LOAT:01 DES:R f';;4 -
012/-421 (CAL IlS 173 ;JO] 37 0 
DATA tJOTAVAILA9LE 
DATA NOT AVAILAME 307.0Lco 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LO8CAL CHORD, XC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = G .980 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 t'AuE 442
 
DATA SET SYMOL COIIGU'P&TlCN OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PUGW07 I 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VItIGL.S. .000 .000
 
( RUGdCe I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .C10
 
( 'JVw03 I DATA OT AVAILAJLE 10.010 .000
 
(RUOWIt ZHl2/IP21 (CAL MSl 172-tOO) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
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CHORDOWISE LOCAlIION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. IS EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 




DATA ET 5Ytr8L CC:, IGLATIZN CESCPIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PUGWO T) 0 O'12/-'21 '2At HST 173-103) 37 0 41%G L.S. .000 .COO
 (Pl*w06) CA" ',!2 ' ;13LE 5S.C0 .000
 
( U g09) CATA 'T A -1 E 10.020 .COO
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FIG. 19 EFFECT.OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 6.980 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .500 I PAGE 444 






0QH2/IH2: (CAL HST 
DATA lOT AVAILABLE 
DATA l:QT AYAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L| 
MACH : G.980 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/B = G00 PAGE 445 







OM12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100J 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LO8CAL CHORDa X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILI
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/[IT= .900 2Y/B .750 PAGE 446
 
DATA SET SYMO0t CONF1G'UATICN DESCRIPtION 
(PUGV07) C 0H12/1L421 (CAL HST 173-t00)
UOd08 ) i- DATA NJOfAVAILA^iOE2 DUG109ArA NO' AlAiLAME 
(RUWI H121 (CAL HST 173-100)
b. 







WINO L.S. .000 .0o0 
5.0"0 cc0 
!N LGOS 
W!NG L.S, 25.000 .CO 






















, -. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.,2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 447 
DATA SET SYPXBC CW IG'JPATION DESCPIPTICN ALPA BETA
 
(PUGO7 I 0 0412/H21 [CAL PST 173-IO]) 37 0 WIM, L.S. .000 .000
 
( PUIGVS)I U DATA 1101 AVAILAI E 5.000 .00
RQWV I DATA k0T AVAIt AlI F :0.000 .000 
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CHORUWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORDI /C 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 6.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 IPAGE 448 
DATA SET SYfrOO CO"FICURATIDN DESCRIPTION ALPHA SETA 
(PJW07 I 
( P,. f I 
C 
[ 
OHI2t11I [CAL I4ST 173-"CD) 
DArA I I AVATL.[ ', PF 










JATIA dJl AVAILAIUI fI 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 449
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONCIGU%6,TI0 OESCRIPTIOa ALPPA BETA
 
CPUGW07 3 Q 0'-12/1"21 (CAL PST 173-IC0] 37 0 V:NG L.S. .000 .002 
(RUGO0) LU DATA NT.CAVAI'tEg E 5.003 .C., 
(RUDW09 I DATA NOT AVAILeg: Et 0.00C .0"0G IO9 0"12'1H21 (Ct. FS 173-ICO) 37 0 WIN L.S. 25.000 .2O0 
LuJ
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.4 -. 2 O .2 .4 1.0 1.2 1 .4CHORDWISE LOCATION AS FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, /C
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING.HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6 .9BO HAWIIT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 I1PAGE 450 
DATA SET SYMSOL COTIl0UPATI04 OESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(U W07 I Q 12/;P121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 1.1WO0L.5. .000 .000 
I PLUwo I U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 0oo 
(RUGWO9) DATA *.'0T AVAILABLE I0.C 'J .000 (RJWl) OH12IIH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 370 VlraoL.S. 25.000 .000 
LIl
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CHRWIELOAIO S RATO OFLCLCOD /

UNISUREDORITR IN HETTASE:NLMACH= 8.80 '1/B.601000AW/H=FI.12FFETO LOW ALPHA ON UOSUBDOBTRWN ETTASE PAG NL 45 
.2Y 4.512MC = 6.8 -.2HT 10 =4 .6 PAG 1. 
DATA SET SYMBGl. CONCIS 'ATIGN OESCRI"'IN ALPHA BETA 
(PGV07JI 0-12/1H21 (-A. PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .CO0 
(Rt* V08JI ( QUOVOS)
(L*V I01 
D4A 4.0TAVA LALE 
DATA NOT AVAILA2 
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r,-..4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 10.O 1I.2 1 .4CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UJNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSiFER RN/LI 
MACH = 8.980 HAW/HT= I1.000 2Y/B = .750 j PAGE 452 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
CPUGW07) 0H2/I121 TCAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000 








LUI 1 ' 0 0 0 . I, ...... ... .......... .... ... . .. .. ......
 .. ... '......  ..... ,1 .. . .. .. ..
 ... 1 . ......
C=)
 
HA/HT=.1.0, 2ry, .n50I 0 -nAC jnii n nn .n6. 80 n= rnf f yi n PAGE 453n, 
1: 100 - ..0 .6 1.O.2L. 
.4 - 0 - OC .4 .--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
CHRWS TO A RCINO LCLCOD / 
FI.1 FETO O LHAO NITRE RIE WN ETTASE NL 
MACH----------------------------------------------­
DAh SET SYsvoot 
1PU5V7) C) 




O-t2' 2I ZUL WST 173- :CZi) 27 0 
DATN NOT AVAILARLE 
OATA hOT AVATLARI E 
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FIG. 19EFFECT-.OFLWAPAO N ISTRE 4RNSEC 1-4 2 0. 4.8 . . 1.0 P.2 4
(BT WIG. RN/LI1
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/H1= .850 2Y/B = .230 I PAGE 45M 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGUqATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
fRUGd07 I Q HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1O) 37 0 VI5 L.S. .000 .000
 
tRUfWCB I U DATA NCT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUGVS09I DATA f:0T AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
 

























c -4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CI-ORDWiSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNUISTURBED CRBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
tIACH = 16.040 HAW/Ht= .250 2Y/R .400 PAGE 455 
DATA SET SYMBOt CONIGOURATION DESrRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
CPU3V07) 0'12/I21 C, 14Sr t73-t01) 37 0 UtNG L.S. .000 .000
 
(PUJU0B U DATA OT AVAILABLE 5.003 .000 
(RUOVOS 0 DATA NO T'AILALE 10.000 .000 
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.4 -. 2 0 .21.0 12CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG.'19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .500 1 PAGE 456 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONfWOURATFON DESCRIPTION ALPMA BETA 




0N12/!2 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 






CR VIO) 0N12IH21 (CAL HST 173-IDOl 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
Lu 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF L08CAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WINS HEAT TRANSFER RN/L I
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 457
 





0N12/IH21 (CAL HST 
DAT4 NOT AVAIL 0 E 






DATA NOT AV'AILABLE 
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CHORDWlSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, /
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 1 PAGE 458
 
DATA SET SYVBDL CONIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RU0W07 ) 
(RUGWO)
(RUGWos I (RUGWIQI 
U 
0 4012/IHZI (CAL 14STI73-100 
DATA ';orAVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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- I 0 I . ' 
a:l 
-HRWSCOAINA RATO FLCLCOD / 
Fi.C-FET) O LHAO NITRE RIE WN ETTASE NL 
-AJ =1.4 AWH= .5 YB 90PG 5 
MAC -,.40 -.2 .22YO 4 .85 .921 PAG 4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGLRATIO OESCPIPTION 
fRUGWO7 C) Ct2/1'42; (CAL S' 173-:30) 
(RUWO8) U DATA NOT tVA:LAeLE 
( GRUG09 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(R OUG CHI2/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH :16.040 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 460 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
tIJGW07 I 





CY 1::.00 0 
CONFIGURATION ODSCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA 
0H12/iN21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000 
DATA NOT AVAILABI.E 10.000 .000 
CH12/121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .OA 
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DATA SET SYBD0 CDNFIJuRATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
1PU OW7 ) Q C:Hl2/! '? (CA'-ST P73-!CO) 37 0 WINO .S. .000 .000 
(RtO-08) U DATA NOT AVAILABLE S.O0 ,CO 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER, RN/Ll
 
MACH 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 462
I 
DATA SET SY.iL CCNg!GUOATION DESCRIPTIO4 ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07 ) Q 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WIflG L.S .000 .000
 
CRUGWOS ) U DATA NOT AVA ILABLE , 5000 GO0
 
(RUOWO9 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 30.003 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATICN AS A FRACTON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 463
 





C12/IH21 tCAL HST 173-100) 
DATA N 0 A ILABLEDATA NOT FVAILAO 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XiC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/U = .750 PAGE 464 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
I WGW07 I 0 C4121H2I (CAL HST 172-OO) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000 
I R wO08) DAT A NZT AVAILABLE 5.00 .000 
(RUW09O 3 ( DATA JOT AVA!LABLE 10.000 .000 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 465 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION D0SCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUSY07) Q H12/IH21 (CAL HSr 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 




OATA SET SYI8. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07) 0HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-lCO) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
(UOWB)B I OATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
( RUGw09) BATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 - .BO0 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-

MACH = 1G .040 HAWIHT= 1.000 2Y/9 = .400 PAGE 467 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




0H12/I21 fCAL HST 173-100} 
OA;A NOT AVAILABLE 
CATA NOT AVAILABLE 








.000 (RUGWlO Ct12/P21 (CAL HST 173-IC) 37 0 WING L.S. 2b.000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATTON AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X(C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 'AGE 468 
DATA SET SYMBOL CODNIGUATION E=SCP'-TION 
(PbCW07 3 O"2/IH2 (CAL lVt 173-100)
(LI08)O DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(PRLZOS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
IflurVO]I 0*12/I.J21 (CAL HT 173-100) 
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-.4. -,2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH 16I.040 HAW/FIT= 1.000 2Y/13 .600 PAGE 469
 
DATA SET SYH SO CONFIGURATION 0ESCRI M ALPIA BETA
jiN 
fROVU07) CHI-/:N421 (CAL HST 173-100 37 0 WING L.S. .OC0 .030 
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F.19EFFECT OFLW LHNUOTUB--R-TRW-G-ETTRNFE--NL
 
1..GO.20 .2Y/B =6 .750.0 1. 4 
MACH HAW/HT= 1002/ 70PG 7=16.040 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(rUGW7 I ( QuGWOB I 
(RUS1'09)
I UGWIO) I 
LL 
C= 1 .0 00 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
O1211H2 (CAL HST 173-100)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIION OF LOCAL CHOD, X/C
 
FIGd 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 471
 
DATA SET SYFB'L CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I PVW07) OH12,:w21 (CAL WST 173-;00) 37 0 WING L.S. (RUWO8 I U DATA -40T AVAILABLE 
(RGWro 1 ) CHl2/I421 (CAL HST 173-100] 37 0 WING L.S. 























.0011 .......I..... I. ..... ,. 
-.4 -.2CHORDWISE LOCATION A 4A FRACf1ON OF ACAL CHORD, XlC 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFE RN/LI
 
MACH 18.330 HAWIT= .950 2YB .250 PAGE 472
1 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGV07] 0 0HI H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
(RUGWO U DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
IRUGWOS] ONH2/IH21 (CAL HST 173100 37 0 WING L.S. 10.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH =18.330 HAW/HT= .850 2Y,/B = .400 PAGE 473
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CCSCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RU W07) 
IRLUGe0C ) I 0H2/I 21 (CAL H5T 173-100)DATA NOT AVAIL E 37 0 WING L.S. .000 5.000 .000 .000 
fRIWJ05) 
(RUrW 0) 
0412/1421 (CAL PST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOI'ST'URBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH =18.330 HAWHT: .850 2YIB =" .500 P*GE 474
 










OHI2/tm2IA (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILA9LE 
OHi2/1I7? (CAL "-ST173-100) 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
......... . ... ..... 
vIN, i.S. 
WIN(, L.S. 
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.4 CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH 18.330 HAW/Hf-'- .850 2Y/8 .600 PAGE 475 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ODESCPIPTION 
(RUGW07 I OI2/1421 (CUL HST 173-100 
(RuoWB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C rUwO9I 0 42/I2 (C4L HST 173-1001 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C;
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT RANSFER N/LI 
MACH :18.330 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .750 PAGEi 476 
DATA SET SYP2OL CONFIGURAIION OESCRIPTION 
(RUO07 3 0 0HT2/I2AI (CAL JST 173-100)
(RUGC8 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(RUGv09 ) 0H12/1P21 (CPL HSI 173-10O)
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 477
 
DATA SET SYHS0L CONFISUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA SETA 
fPUGWO7 ) 0-121:"21 (C. ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 OCO 
CRUGWO )
IRUVO9S)(RUGVIOI 
DATA NOT AVAILAELE 
DI2/i$21 (CAL 1-ST173-100)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 


















MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B .250 PlAGE 478t 





OH12/H2I (CAL 4ST I73-10) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
I12/IH21 CAL PST 173-100) 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 479 
DATA SET SYMEOL COCNIGURATION DESCRIPTIGN ALPHA BETA
 
IRUtjOV7 I 0H12/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-1D0] 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
(Rt'je0 I L DATA NC? AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(RUGW09SI 0 HI2/lH2I (CAL -51 173-:00) 37 0 WING L.3. O.000 .0CC
 
IRUGWIO I DATA NCI AVAILABLE 25.00C .co 
Li
 
"= 1 .0 0 0 . ... .. ..........
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 




-*DATA SET SYMBPrL 
(PUG*07)
(PLGVO ) U 
(RP wO) ) 
CRUGWIO) 
L­
1 . 000 
CO'FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
04I2/I1"21 CAL HST 173-1OO) 37 0 
DATA NOT AVA;LALE 
0N12/IH2I (CAL HST 173-!00 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
... ," " !"!. ....uIt 
__ 
ALPHA BETA 
WING L.S. .000 .000 
5.000 .000 
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CHORDOWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISFURBEC ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH "HAW/HT= .900 2Y/8 .800 PAGE ,481=1B.330 
DATA SET SY -. L CONF:GU'ATI. ZESC-OITIGN ALPHA SETA
 
(PtJGV07) - CH12/I'-21 !CAL HSI 173-ICO) 37 0 WING t.S. .000 .000
 
( RUWv56 ) DATA NOTAVAILABLE 5.000 .Oo
 
tRUGW03 ) 0H12/iH21 £CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 20.000 .Oco
 
I RUWIO I DATA NOT &VAILN9LE
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOIStURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li
 





DATA SET SYMM CMt$IGUPATI0N SCRITICN ALPHA 
 BETA
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISlURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 483
 
DATA SET SYlEO- CONIGURATiO'4 0ESCPIPTION ALFUA BETA
 
fPUGW07) - 0"12/11-21 (CAL -ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.t. .000 .000
 
(RIowcOS ) W 5.0C0
TA NOT AVARLAB-E .000
 
(RUG009)I OM12/IN21 (CAL PST 173-ICO) 37 0 WtING L.-. 10.030 .OCO
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD,
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT"OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTJRBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE! 484 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTUON 
IPU'3V07 1 fl 0HI21IR2 (CAL HST 173-lCOG 37 0 
I RUGWOB ) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
tRUG 03 I ON2/II2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
(RUGVIO) O'A NOT AVAILABLE 
LL 
LLJ 
: 1 .0 0 0 . .. . . .. 
WING L.S. 
WING L.S. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LO8CAL CHR, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILI
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= !.000 2Y/8 = .400 PAGE 485
 
OATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURATION DESCPIPTION ALPLA aETA
 
(PUGW07 I 012/iH21 (CAL "ST 173-100 37 0 WING L.S. .CO0 .000 
(RUGWOS I ODATA 8t0T AVAILAeLE 5.000 1 .000 
(RUGOS) 012/1M21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 10.000 .000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS 'AFRACTION OF LO8CAL CHORD, X/C
1
 
FIG. 19 E'FFECT OF L'OWALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/8 .500 PAGE 486
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFTGUPATION DESCRIP N ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW7 ) 0- 12/IH2I(CAL HST 173-100) 
(RrWW0 I DiATA NOT AVA LABLE 
IRUGWOS I 0 C* /I tI('A,. 11 173-100 
(RU WIOI DATA NO? AVA:LAPLE 
LL 
1 .0 0 0 ' " 
37 0 WING L.S. 
37 0 WING L S. 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .600 , PAGE 487 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGUPATICN oESCIPTI[ON ALPHA BETA
 
(PUGW07) C C12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
(RUOWOBI OTA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000 (RUGW09 C) OH2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 10.000 .OO
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/Cl 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .750 PAGE 489 
DATA SET SYHMCL CONIGUPATI0N OESCPIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGV07I C H12/IH21 [CAL HS; 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S: .000 .000
 
tRUGWO8 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.00 .000
 
(RUGV09 012lI121 (CAL IST 173-:00) 37 0 WING L.S. 10.000 .000
 
(IR ]w103 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 25.000 .000
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CHORDWiSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. I9 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISFURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH =18.330 HAW/HTz 1.000 2Y/8 .950 PAGE 489 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS AFRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XlC'
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBIT--R WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
PAGE 490
MACH = 19. 180 HAW/)4T= :'85b 2Y/B : .250 

DATA SET SYM2OL CCfIGtRATI' OSCRIPTICN 
tRtJGW07 I C012/IH21 (CAL MST 173-1003 
(RUWOS) II12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
(PUGWO9 I DATk NOT AVAILADLE 
(cR WIO Ch12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-tO0) 
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.4 .2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILI 
MACH =119.180 HAWIHT= .850 2Y/B0 .400 PAG E 491 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI0GAATION 0ESCRI-TIO ALPHA BET
 (RUGW07) 0 032/11H21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING L.. .00 .000 (4UGW8) 042/IH2I (CAL HST 173-I00) 27 0 WING L.S 5.000 .OCO
({uwO9) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 .000PuGWIO) p HI/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 27 0 IN5 L.S 25.000 .000 
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SCHORDWISE LOCATION AS-A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANWBFER KN/Li 
MACH 19.180 HAWIHT= .850 2YIB, .500 PAGE1 492 






Ot CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
O?/IN21 (CAL ST 173-1 n)
CHI12/L421 (CAL -S I73-100)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF L08CAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI1
 
MACH =19.180 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .600 PAGE 493
 
-LI 
DATA SET SYMSOL COWSIGUPATI-N DESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07) 012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.5. .000 .000
 
CRLIGWO8) I 0N12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WI4G L.S. 5.000 .000 
,
(Q VJGvO9 DTi 10.0m0 .000I NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER 'RN/LI
 
MACH :19.180 HAW/1HT: .B50 2YIB = .750 PAGE 494
 
DATA SET SYQOtL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETh.
 
IRUG#07) 012/OIH21 [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING LS. , .000 .000
 
(RUtG08 ) I 0W12/1'421 LCAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .u00
 
IRUGWOS ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
 
IRUGVIO ) l12/1H21 [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.3. 25.000 .0OO
 





















- CHORDWISE LOATION AS AFRACTION OF LCAL CHORD, XlC
C= .4 -2 02 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED OR9ITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
'MHACH =19.180 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .950 PAGE 495
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIOLSATION 0ESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(Pt*W07 ) 0 HI2/IH1 (CAL 3T J,73-:00) 37 0 WING L.A. .0O .000
 
(RUOWCSI 0HI21IHt (CAL PST 173-tOO) 37 0 WING L,. 5.000 .OO
(RIVOS) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10020 ,00O
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CHORDWISE LOCATION ) S A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC t2
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 
MACH = '19.180 HAW/HT= .900 2YiB = .250 PAGE 49
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





OI-I12/lI121(CAL -ST 173-1001 
0" 2/I2PZI(CAL WS' 173-;00) 
DATA NOT AVAILAeLE 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =19.180 HAWHT= .900 2Y/8 .400 PAGE 497
 
L.3 
DATA SET SY¥OI- COZIGL-RATION DESCRIOTION ALPHA BETA 
COUW07 I CIV2IN21 (CAL HST 173-:CD, 37 0 VING L.S. .000 .000 
(PUG0 E) OH1I2 1 (CAL HST ]73-100] 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .000 
(RUGWOS) DATA NOT ?VAILAC' E 10.000 .000 
(RUJGWI0 0"12/IN2I (CL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING LoS. 25.000 .000
 
Lu























,.-"-.4 - .2 0 '4.C .6 .8 012 . CHORDWISE LOATION A.3 A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR, X/C
 




DATA SET SYMBML C0N[GURAT!ON DESCRIPTION ALPHA 9ETA
 
tRUGW07 1 f H12/IH2I (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000(RUGWOS) I 012/1421 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .000
 
(RGWO9 I DATA NOT AVA:LAOLE IO.O .00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS AAFRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B :: .600 PAGE 499
 
DAIA SET SYMOOL CONIGJRATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
CPUGWO7 0 O4I2/IH21 (CAL I-' 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .GCO 
IRUGWBS 
I RUGWO 
I 0k12/1H21 (CAL PST 
DATA NOr AVAILABLE 





















- .001 1. 1......Cif .4 -. 2 .2 .4 .8 l o .4 .2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHIOR°D, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 500
 








O1412/1121 (CAL HST 173-I00] 37 0 
D$I /I$21 (CAL IST 173-100) 37 0 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OHI2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 
WING L.S. 
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FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 19.180 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 501
 
DATA SET SYBCL CCNIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA fTlTA 
IPUG0W07 31 OHI2/IH21 (CAL hSr !73-100) 37 0 VmUO L.5. .000 .C0D 
(RUGWG8 I CH 211,2/h21(CL hIST 73-1033 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .000 
IRUGwos I DACTANOT AVILABLE 10.000 .000 
(RUGIO) OH12/IH21 (CL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.00 .CO 
LU 
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L
.001. -.2-u o .±s tt a t i -. a, a a .8itiuhj t.tlI0 LW I WAUI , 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 18 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1 
MACH = 19.180 HAWIHT= 1.000 2Y/B .250 PAGEI 502 
DATA SET SYMBL CONIGIAATICN DESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGW07 ) O'412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
CRUGWOB 1 O"2/1"21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .000
 
RUGOWS 2 DATA NOT VAI LADLE 10.000 .000
 
(RUGWID) CN12/]H21 (LAL -ST 173-:00) 37 0 WING L.S. 5.000 .000
 
Lad 
..... .l . .. 
1 .0 0 0 ,. r T" Il ........ ... ..... ......... .T."
 
LI I 
i i , 
clad-
-- ----
- - - -I 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGS 503
 
OATA SLT SYMBOL CO ISIRAIION IM.SCRIPTIO4 ALPHA BETA
 
( RUGW07 ) 0 1l2/JH2I (CAL 4ST173-100] 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 
I flUW0S1 I U ,12/11421 (CAL ,ST 173-l00) 37 0 VING L.S. 5.000 .000
 (RUG1,O9) 2 DMA M7, AVAhLAnI E ; 270Moa A 10. .000
 IRUGWIO C 2/1;'': tCAL l .'l 17i4 27 I 1,]IG L.S. 25.0JUi .00LI) 
Lij
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 1 HAW/HT= 2Y/B = .500 5049.180 1.000 PAGE 

DATA SET S ,. CIT!, 2.I 0.tI. DEs'.PIDtla ALPWA BETA 
(PtrdC,7I Q CHi2/;I21 (,CL I$S 173-i-) 37 0 VItG L.S. .0-0 .000 
(RGoa) U 0,12/-21 (CM. NST 173-100) 37 0 WINO L.S. 5.000 .000
 
(RUGW09I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/lHT= 1.000 2Y/B = .800 PAGE 505
 
DATA SET SYMSMl C J*3IJOTZV'4 SESCPflTICBI ALPH.A BETA 
(Pt*W07 C u!~2/12T ( AL PST 173-M)2 37 0 Wile, L.S. .O3 .'oO 
(frjbI W ~ tj~f~ 9 t f31 t ) 2 t:I. L.S. 5~lJ .0 
(PUGO I DATA t.0'A,#IL#A2E 10.010 ifl 
Li- CeUG.OsO1 01,12/11421 (COL.'4.1 173-100) 37 0 W'It L.S. 25 GJO cGU 
1.O000I 
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CHORDWISE L A ON AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORDO, X/C

FIG. 
19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER 
RN/Ll

AC H = 19 .180 H A /H I': 1.000 2Y/B *750 IPAGE 506
 







OH:2/*21 (CAL ISr I73-,:0)
Cq121I21 (CAL HS; 173-VO)
ADATANT AVAILABLE 
















1.000 . .. c ,-r ... ( I I I ' 
LLJ Li. ------- - ' [ 











•a.001' . ' L i 
.4 -. 2 0 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD9 XIC
 
FIG. 19 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH [9.180 HM/HTZ 1.000 2Y/8 .950 PAGE 507
 
- - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET S OY8L CONFIGLPATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA BETA
 
(Rt) VO)7 0H12/11421 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 IERTICAL .000 .000
 ( rV0 Ue DATA NOT AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
(fPl V0 g DATA NOt AVAIlAOIE 10.000 .000
 (RUGVIO] OH1t2/I21 (CAL HST 173-103) 37 0 VERrICAL 25.0U0 Co0_
 
LLJ
CI 1 .0 0 0.... ... .
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN,, Z/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 6.30 HAW/HT= .850 GAGEIO= 40.u0 PAGE 508 
--
DATA SET Sriga COALC cECC01'PT:o; PLPJA BETA
 
(PUGV07 } ) 0C12/;2" (CAL "ST 171-:O0 37 0 VrRTICAL .occ .0co
 
(RJIV(O 1 L ATA A'I ILL-UsE 5 .- JI
 
fRUGV09 I 01DtA t AVILADLE .COO
CT lo.c00 
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,X .72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.0 .04 SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, ZIBV1
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RNILl
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT : .900 GAGE140= 40 .000 PAGE 509 
DATA SET SYMBCL CCFIG~qATIrI DESCRIPTICN 
IRUG ) 0 0412/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
(PJGVC) U OATA tri AVAILABLE 
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.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 1.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPANjZ/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 6.980 HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO = 40.030 PAGE 510­
DATh SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGVY07 I OH412/IU21 (CAL PST 173-100)
CRUGVOS L DATA NOr A L:tAILCr (RUSVO) OATA140 A'/iL,LEAE 







































TAI'L LOCATIO80N AS A*FRACTIO'N OF EXPb'SD SAN, ZB 
.04 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 






(RUGVO7 3) CMHI2/IH21 fCAL H;ST 173-1003 37 0 VERTICAL .000 .0o
 
( RUGVO) U] DATA NOt AVAILABLE 5.000 .000
 
RUVgY) 2 DATA not AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
 
(RU YVI0I HI /IIJZI(CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000
 
DATA SET SYHBOL C0N$I ,0J N AL HA BETA 
LU 
LIJ 
""' I- I N 
U­
u- 0c 










.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .98 100 .4 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA, f7/Dy
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.040 I-AW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PA&GE 512
 





12/IH2t (CAL HST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
DATA NOT AVAILADLE 







































.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 1.04
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.040 HAW/1T= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 513 
DATA SET SyBO. CCPlIG-QATION 0'SCRI-TION ALPHA BETA
 
CRUvGv7 0 O'H42/Tw21 (CAL *ST 172-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .000 .000
( RL0vo8 Li OATA NOT AVAILALE 5.000 .000
 (RUGVOS )0 0-:211P2I (CAL PST 173-1033 37 0 VERTICAL 10.000 coo
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-".0 0 1 ..... ...SPA7I1E7" -E10..64 .88 .92 .99 1.00 1 .04 
SPAN~k ER CALTAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION-OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 





DATA SET SYMBOL CCNCIGURATION1 DESCRIPTION 
















1 .00 0 ....  -...... ..... . . nn_.1fl .... ... ...........l. 
I I ; 






1 1 F I ILU L .0101 
.00 
S.72 .7 .80 .8, 88 92 .96 1.00 1.04
 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCAT AS AFRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 515 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATIDN DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RLJGV07) 





0CH12/142 (CAL MIST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAIL DI E 
0n12/tH2I (CAL MST 173-100) 



































- . 7 .76 .80 .64 .88 .92 1.00 1 04 
SPANWItE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSEO SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 18.330 HAW/HT= 1 .000 GAGE.NO= 40.000 PF GE 516 





1. 0 0 0 
COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
OHI2/IH2I (CAL PST 173-100)
CH121IP21 (CAL HST 173-001 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OH12iH'l (CAL HS 173-LCD) 


























.72 .70 .80 .84t .88 .92 .9G 1 00 1,04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA Z/BY
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH =19.180 HAWIHT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 517 
U1R'6ATION ALPHA 

IRUOV7 I q 0I-12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 VEPTICAL .000 .0co
 
DATA SET SY1iBOL CO OESCOIPTION BETA
 
(RUGVO8) O 12/lA21 CPL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 5.000 .000
 
cPRUJVOS 7 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 .cco
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, .72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 1.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA., Z/BV
 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER! RN/LI 
MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 518 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
IPUGYO 1 0 OH12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .000 .000
 
IRUGVOD]I U 0H12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100 37 0 VERTICAL 5.000 .000
 
CRUGYQO) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 10.000 .000
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00 72 76 .80 ,84 .88 .92 .96 .00 1.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA , Z/BV 
FIG. 20 EFFECT OF LOW ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANS R RN/LI 
=
 MACH = 19.180 HAW/HT= 1.000 OAGENO 40.000 PAGE 519 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO"'FIGURATION DESCPIPTION 
(PRUG07 I DH2/11H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
(RUGS103 U I2/iP2 (CAL MST 173-100)( 'JGS i 3 -)O1t11H42 (CAL MST 173-100)(RUGBI2 3 OHI2/l-21 (CAL PSI 173-100) 
3I NRUGSDATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LLJ 






























- .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .B 1 .0 11.2 1 .4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED.ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFE RN/LI 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 520 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIM4O ESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGBO7 )0 CHI2/H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
(RUGBIO} C412/I121 (CAL -S- 173-1C0) 37 0 FUSELA3E 25.000 COO
 (RUGUIII 0Hl2/IN2I (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSILAGE 30.000 .000
 (RUGBI2 , 0412/I121 (CAL MST 173-1CO) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
RUGS13 DOATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
 
u 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNUISTURBEO ORBITER BOODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH4 7.000 HAW/HT= .250 PHI =25.000 PAGE 521 
DATA S 
E 





LL RUGB13 I 
DATA N.C AVAiLA2LE 
CA2/I 21 (CAL QST 173-100) 
0NI2/IH2I (CAL "ST 173-100) 
a12/IH2; (CAL HiST173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 522
 










(CAL MST 173-ID0 













(RUG912) t 04i2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-10O) 37 0 FUSrLAGE 35.000 .300 
(2UG13 ) DATA NOT AVAILA2?L 40.000 .000 
LJc: 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 100.000 PAGE 523 
DATA SET SYPBCL CONFIGjRATICN DESC PTI"CN ALPHA BETA
 
I RUG07 I CRI2/IH2I CAL WST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
IUGcsI0 3 CHi2/IH2! :-LL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
I(RUGS I I CHI2 IH21 (-A UST 1-3-1003 37 0 rUSZLIGc 30.000 .000
 




L-J,RU313 i DATA NOT AVAILABLE LLJ 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
O 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFEIR RN/LI
 
MACH = 	 7.000 HAW/HT-" .900 PHI = .000 PAGE 524
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RU0B07 2 0 
RUGS802(RUJ|II(RUG592] 
CONFi0URA'l04 DESCRIPTION 
0H12;IH21 (CAL HS1 173-100)
CH12/1H21 (CAL PST 173-100)OH12/1IH21 (CAL 'ST 173-100)OHI21IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
37 0 













i S(DUG8I3ATA 'IT AVAILABLE A0000 .000 
LLJ 
r 1.000 .... ... 
- - - -
SI
 














Of -.4 -. 2 0 .24 .G .8 I.0 1 .2 1 .4 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI1 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .900 PHI1 25.000 PAGE 525 
ALPHA BETA
 
(RU3VS07 - DATA NOT AV&ILABLE 





(RUGS!0 ) ROn2/:421 (CAL HST 173-!0M 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .C0
 
cRUGEII I 0 (HI2/i"21 (CAL IST 173-1001 37 0 FU-EL#GE 30.000 .COO
 
fRUG912 1 0 412/;H21 (CAL LIST173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 


























































LOCATION AS A 


























ONI2/IH21 (CAL Sr 
0N12/IH21 (CAL MST 
0I21 21 (CAL $ST 
0l2/lH21 (CAL MS 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 190.000 PAGE 527
 







0$Hl2/I"21 (CAL tSI 173-1SG) 
H)102I 1421 (CAL PST 173-!00)
OI2/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100)

















1 I(RWO13DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LU 
























c . .4 L - -T DNNL .2 .4. .6 .8 1.0 11.2 1.4 
LOWUDIATLLOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT .OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEU ORBITER BOOY HEAT TRANSFER! RN/Ll
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 528
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 





0f12/IH21 (CAL lST 173-100) 
012/IH21 (CAL MST 173-1003 
0-!2/1I21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
04121I21 (CAL MST 173-100) 

























LLJ I I I 
.00 
, 
.0 0 1 ... ................ ... ..
... 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I1.0 1 .2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L!
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 529
 
DATA SET SYIB0t CCNIGUPATICN DESCDIPT10 ALPHA BETA
 
CRIM07 ) DATA %0T AVA!LABLE .coo .000
 
(RUGSIO 0H12/IH21, (CAL PST 173-IO) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
tRU9GI ) CHI2/1421 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 00,
 
(RUGOI 2 ) 4 H 121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.0 0 .000 
(rR6IO13i DATA NOT AVAILADLE 40.000 .000 
Lii 
S 1 .0 00 "t ... T ..........
.. .. .... 

























LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS'A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 1
 
FIG., 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.000 , HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 30'..000 PAIGE 530 
DATA SET SYPBOL COIFtGURATION ESCPIPIION ALPHA BETA 





0HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
0N]2/IH2] (CAL HST 173-100 
HB12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
01412/1"21 (CAL HST 173-1001 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L! 
MACH = 7.000 ' HAW/HT= ' 1 .000 PHI 180B.000 PAGE 531 








DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0Ul2/IH2I (CAL -ST 173-
0-12/;121 tCAL HST 173-
CW12/Ii-21 (C-L HST [73-i 









































c . U.4 r.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 
,-- LONGiTUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
4 

FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFE7 RN/Li 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850' PHI = .000 PAGE 532 
DATA SET SYIDOL CCNFIGURATION DESCRIPTICO ALPHA BETA 




012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
GHI2/IH2l (CAL HST 173-100)
O@:2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-I00) 
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L

FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 533
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTION ALPA BETA 
(CRUGe07)
(RUGG 10) 
(RUG81 I I (CR3012 )
C(RUGB3) 
L1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE CI-2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
C1I2/IH21 (CAL lIST173-100) 
0)12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER, RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =30.000 PAGE 534
 
DATA SET SYHBOL CONIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 






OAT- NOT AVAILAPLE 
0C1112/I21 (CAL NST 173-100) 
CH2/IH2 (CAL UST 173-10) 
OIJ2/1Il21 (CAL I-ST 173-1Oj
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* .'4w LONGITUDINAL L@CATI' N AS AFRACTION OF BOCY LEN T-, X/L 
MAC= 7.,0 .88 PH =.11.20 .6/H= PAG.53
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.800 HAW/HT="- .850 PR[ 18OOOO PAGE 535 
OATA SET SYMSO1 CONIGURATION DESCOIPTLC ALPHA fETA 
(RUS207]I DATA NOT AVAILAS S .000 .300 
(RL* 10 L 012/!h21 (CAL LST 73- 37 0 rUEL AGE 25.000 .000 
(P1)6W)I I112/IH21 (CAL HST 173- 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.030 .00 
C "912) U4 2/1H21 (CAL HST 173-1 37 0 FUSELASE 35.C00 .c0o 
P(1)23) N 012111-21 (CAL IST 173-') 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.000 .0O
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
I 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT: .900 PHI : .000 PAIGE 536
 
DATA SET SYreOL CNFIGURATIC-4 CESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PU5B07) C DA'A 1;OTAVAILABLE .000 .000
 
COUGI0 ) CH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGBtI ) C 2/iH21 CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.00 .000
 
(RUG8121 0-2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
1(5.13} 173-100) FUSELAGE 40.000 .000
0HI2/IH21 (CAL HS? 37 0 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/IHT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 537 
DATA SETS SOL COISIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPRA E"A
 
fUGOP7 ) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(RU9103 Ul2/1H21 (CAL HST 73-:00) 37 0 FUSELAS 25.000 .000
 
(R1 1]Q 0I12/H2I (CAL PST 173-103) 37 0 FUSELAGE 23.010 .)000
( WG8112) 4 G12/imI (CAL PSI i73-CO 37 0 FUSELAC 35.0"0 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH X/L 1 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 538 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
RUGO7 C 
CRU010 I 
cRUO001 1 1 (RUG812 1 
L (RUG12I3 
LLJ 




H0412/ H21 (CAL HST 173-10) 
0N12/IN21 (CAL PIIS173-100)
0I142IIH21 (CAL MST 173-100)
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH,'XIL
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 18.060 PAGE 539
 
DATA SET SYMsOL C0$IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
( UGS07 ) j DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
CRI4JG8O 1 01112/1H21 (CAL M5T 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(IRUGBII I Q D12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-I00) 37 0 FUSELAGO 30.000 .0
 
(PRU812)I 	 G"12/H21 (CALUST 173- IJf1 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 















LONWTUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH?. X/L Ij 1. 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER r N/Li 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGEj 540 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RiJOB7) L DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 






042/I22 (CAL PST 173-100) 
0H12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-00) 
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,-.- .4 LOWGTUOINAL LOCATIONAS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/'LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAWV/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 541
 
09 
DATA SET $Yfl8. COWIGJQATION CESCRIPTION ALPNfA BETA
 
IR(P-G7) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
(RUGBIO)L 0'-2/IP21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 (RUGBI I ) 0HI2/Ik21 (CAL MiST173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .00
 
(RUGBI ?) 012/IH21 (CAL MST 173-IC0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 ,.000

LL(RUGI13) 0H12/I421 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.000 .000 
LJ 
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FIG. 21 EFFECT Or HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT: 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE'l 542
 






j OATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C0I2/IH21 (CAL HST 
OHl2/IH21 (CAL PST 
CH12/IH21 (CAL HST 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS IAFRACTION OF BODY LENGTH. XIL 
21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
7.900 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 543 
DATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 









012/IH21 tCAL HST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OH2/IH21 (CAL HSt 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 544
 
DATA SET SYMBOt CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
LRLIdWOV ) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
[RUr.310 I C0l2/IP21 (CAL PS 173-100) 37 0 rUSELA(: 25.000 .00 
CLb0II J 0 DA'A NOT AVAILIOLE 30.000 .000 
C RP BI2] C12/I 21 (CAL HSi 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAG': 35.000 .000 
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.4,2.2 0 .4 .6 .81.0 !1.2 1.4 
FI.LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FI,21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/hT= 8B50 PHI =25.000 PAGE 545 
DATA SET SYaOL C(tFIGURATION 0ESCRIPTICN ALPHA BEA
PUG07 0 DATA 40T AVAILABLE 
.000 .000
C12/IH2t (CAL
( qUGUII 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(R Lo ) [ " 1ST 173-1C0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000 
30.000 .UD0(RUI 12 p 0$12/I"21 (CAL ,ST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .0'o 
u- RUG813 012'IH21 (CAL MST 173-103) 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.COO .00
 LIJ 
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,---4 LONGiTUOINA% LOCATI&'N AAFRACTIOF BODY8LENGTH-,0X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDIST.JRBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= '.850 PHI 30.000 PAGE 1 54S
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON;IGUPATICN DESCPRITION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUG907 I C DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(RUGSfl101 OH211H21 (CAL li5T173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGII ) DATA NOT AVAILAILE 30.000 .000
 
(RUGS2) C'1 :17tII (CIL '1';1:73-100) 37 C FUSLAOGE 3 '.IUU .Of)i
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 547 
ALMA BETA 
( RUG-70 ATA %T AVAILABLE 
DATA SET 	SYISOL CONCIGIAATIDN DESCnIPT!ON 

.000 	 *0co 
.0oC(RIJGIOI 044121lH21 (CAL HST 173-I00) 270 FUSELAGE 25.000 
30.000 .000
 
(RtJGBIZI 0"2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-N) 270 FUSCLAGE 35.000 .00O
 
ujRUGBI3 0N12/IH21 (CAL HT 173-Ir 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.000 .000
 
RUGBI]II > DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER 1RN/LI 
PAGE1 548MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = .000 









DATA IjO PVAILABLE 
C 2/1[21 (CAL HST 173-1001 
DATA tiOV AVAILBLE 
C1211H2I (CAL ST 173-100) 
04l2/1NZI (CAL ";T 173-1UU) 
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MCH= .00H/H= .0 PH2500PG 54 




(RU-812 I 4 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
012/1421 (CAL HST [73-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 













c5RU.13] G-I12/II2I (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.COO .oC0 
Lu­c):: 1. 0 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI 
MACH = .010 HAW/t-T= .900 PHI = 30.000 PAGEj 550 
L 
CATA SET SYMOL 
(PUGB07) r ' 
(PU2s 10)1 
(PUGBII I 
(RUGG%2 ) 4 
(PUL I3 I 
CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION 
ATA NOT AVAILABLE 
HI2/IH21 (CAL 'ST 173-100) 
CATA NOT AVAILA LE 
H12/IN21 (C'L HST 173-103) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS,A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BOGY HEAT'TRANSFER RN/Li 
.NIACH = 8.010 HAW/I-Th .900 PHI =180.000 PAGE 551 
DATA SET SYXCL CO"IGLRAT!ON CFSCoPpTION ALPFA SET&
 
I RUGED7 I j DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000 .000
CRUSIO ] , OI2/1421 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .00D (RUG111 I DATA N'T AVAILABLE 30.000 .000(RUG912 I C I2/;H21 (CAL HSI 173-:CC) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .00 
C 2RUG6-3(CAL HST 173- ) 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.000 .000C1 /IH2I 
LLJ 
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Fr.2 FETO IHAPA'NUDSURE RIE OYHA RNFR;NL 
MAH- .tOHiH= 100 H OD AE 5 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURAIION OE5CPIPTION tLPHA BETA
 
CRUGB07 I fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
CRU,9RIO)3 0-I2 ILA2I (CAL LST 173-IS0O 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.O0 .000 
CR00911II DATA 'CT AVAILABLE 20.000 .000 
CRU0012 I 0I2/m':-I (CAL HSi 73-10C) 37 0 FUSELAGE ?5.030 .000 
LL(RUGB131) OW12:21 (CAL MST 173-t00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 40.000 .000 
Lu 
































LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS AN 0BDY8IM ENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBI1TER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = .010 HAWIHT= 1 .000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 553
 
4 




0) DATA N3' AVAILABE 
012/.P21 (C4L -ST 
DATVA IOTAvILBLE 







(RUG12 1 12/IR2; (CAL IJS i73-10) 37 0 FUSEL0GE 35.,)00 .000 
IRUG13)0LI2/I-2I (CA PST 173-IC0) 37 0 FUSELP C 40.000 .Oo 
LUJ 
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LONiTUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIDNF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTUI ED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8.010 HAW/IHT- 1.000 PHI 30.000 'PAGE 554
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IRU&B907)
iRUG910 
(RUGBII )(RUG I2 3 
LL(RUGBI3 ) 
L-I 
. CONCIGURATION OESCRIPTICN 
OATA tOT AVAILABLE 
0H12/1H21 (CAL "ST 173-100) 
DATA N4OTAVAILABLE 
0iH!2/IH2t (CAL ST 173-1003 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 555 
DATA SET SYfl'.BL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 




j DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0-112/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100)
01412/I-121 (CAL MST 173-1003 
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DATA SET SYiOL COW IGURATI0 DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PUG8O?)I Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
(RUOBIO2 OH)2/UPI21 (CAL -ST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGOII I Q 0A42/1-21 (CAL HST 173-IC{) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.COO .o
 
(PG2B 12 a H2 (CAL liST173-1,0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 5.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 557 
--
DATA SET SYPTBD. COW IGI ATION 3ESCRIPTICN ALPA BETA
 
(RL907 ) Q DATA NOT AV iLABLE .000 .00
 
(RUiO) OH2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUG811 ) OHI2/H21 (CAL HST 173-1O) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(PUG8 12) P C12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-10) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .0
 
SRU613 ) I DATA NOT AVAIL.'LE 40.000 .000
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LONITUDINAL LOCATfON AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 10.500 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 558 
DATA SET SyMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
fRUGB07) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
(RU dI) L (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 25.000 .0001'l2/IH21 FUSELAGE 

(RUOBII 2 0 NH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 O FUbELAGE 20.000 .000
 
(RUGBI2 I 0"I2/IH21 (CAL PST !73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 3!.000 .000
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.4 4 .ILONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 1 . 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 10.500 HAW/HT= .850 PHI 180.000 PAGE 559 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGURAliON 0ESCip"ICN ALPPA BElt
 
(RWR07] 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
(IO81J I D12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.00 .000 
IRUGBII 1 0H12/I1421 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(TGRBI2) 04121I-21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.003 .CO0
 
qU 513 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40 .000 .000
 
l.00 0 ... .. I......... ..
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIOR60F BODY ENGTHI, X/L 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUQATION 0ESCRIPTICN ALPA BETA
 
(RUG9307 ) DATA NOT AVAILAGLE .000 .000
 
CRUGI ) 0 1 /I2/H21 (CAL HST [73-ICD) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGBII ) c12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-10C) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .COO
 
tRUG212 ) CHI21IH21 (CAL PST 173-10) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
(RU. t3 D 40.000 .000
ATA 'NOT AVAILAME 

1. .L . . . .
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BOOY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 561
 
DATA SET SYJBACL 
j08 
( V66102) 
CRUGBI1 2 0 
(PtBI2 1 
I RUCAIS ) 
CONIGUPATION CESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
H121H21 (CAL H4T 173-100) 
0412I1421 (CAL HSI 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCAT ONAS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH',*XlL i
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER Rt /LI
 
MACH 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 PHI 30.000 PAGE 562
 







1 .0 00 
COW IGUPATION DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CH12/1N21 (CAL NSI 173-100) 
0H2/IH2 (CAL HST 173-1001 
0-tl±1N21 (CAL hST ?173-100) 
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LONWTUDINAL LOCATION AS A F ACT1ON OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 563 
0

DATA SET SYrgSOL CONFIGURATION CESCRI TION ALPNA BETA 
( UG07) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
CR1GS10) C"12/21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 2S.COO .000
 
CRt9I) 0I0J-12/1"21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
CRLCB12) 0H2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000 
L,( U13 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
 
LLI 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/ILI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 1564 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONWIGURATION DESCRIDTIOt ALPHA BETA 
(RUGB07) DATA NOT FVAILALE (RUGBII)O01.-S2/IH21 (CAL PS3T173-IG0)
(RGBLIC OH12/'21 (CAL HST 173-1003 (RUGGI? 012/II2I1 CCAL HST 173-100)
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER 
RN/Ll
 
MACH =10.500 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI 25.000 PAGE 565 "
 
0




(RUGS; I (RLGS12 ) 
Li 
C) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CPt2/jH21 (CAL PST 173-100)
0I2/IH21 (CAL 457 .73-:001 
0HI2/IHI (LAL "9T 173-,CS) 
,RUG913 ) DATA %0T &VA'LASLE 
L.u 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/IIT= 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 566
 
- - --
DATA SET SY290L CO,! GU AT;O'0 DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
f PU0G07] -Q DATA N0? AVAiLA2'- . .000 .r0
 
(PLfI) U 0412/I'-21 [CAL HST [73-lCO) 37 0 FUIE.AGE 25.000 .300
 
(RUG211 J 0H12/IH21 (CAL H' 173-IM) 37 0 FUSElAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUG812 I 012/I421 (CAL 45T 173-100) 37 0 FUiELASE 35.00) .000 
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r
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HI GH ALPHA ON U14,DISTURBE D ORBITE'R BODY HEAT TRANSFER RNA LI'
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/NT= 1.000 PHI --180.000 PAGE 567
 
DATA SET SYrSOL CONFIGUQATION DESCRIPTI ON ALPPA BETACPIl.O07 2 Q DATA I.-TAIILA2-LE 
.00 .0
-U90 C4I2/1-2: tC-L 'JST 173-!7J) 37 0 .00tG .C5DC 
C~' C"112/11'1 "A..1 ' 73-:tZ ) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.,)55 t
 
CO'st 2) 0HI1 212 c, 't12C)








L _ .010 ,In
 
LUL 
.0 0 ........ ... 
-. ,1. B . 1.2 1.-4 
- LONOITUDINATL LOCAT'N AS AFRACTION O BODY 'LENGTH', X/L 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFqER RN/LI
 
HACH = 12.200 HAW/IHT= .850 PHI .000 :,PAGE 5GB. 









ATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CH12/IH21 (CAL MST I73-100)
OH12/TH21 (CAL MST 173-100)
812/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 569 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGBO73 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
RGS O) OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUGelI 0 OHI2/IH?I (CAt -(ST173-100) 
(RUGBI2 OH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
f.RUSI 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LJ 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
14ACH =12.200 HAW//HT= .850 PHI =30.000 PAGE 570 
--
DATA SET SYn00t CONPI OATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
PUGB07 3 DATA NT AVA!LABLE .000 .000 
(RUGBIOI G012/I'2: (C1,L .T 173-IC ) 
IP11521?I CH121.I (CAL PS'T 173-100) 
fPL,01/21 C" 12/I21 ( ' IS '173- 101) 
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. I 2 1.Lc. .41 -. 2. 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH,, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =12.200 HAW/HT= .850 PHI -=180.000 PAGE 571
 
DATA SET SyreaL CCNCIGUOAICN ES PIPTIjCN PLPNA 8EtA
 
I = I _0 DATA NO' AVAILAUnE .000 .000
 (RatjI0) I C-:I2/O;P': (CAL '57 ;73-:Cm )7 0 FU-LAGE 25.000 .000
 
(PUGSel) Q C2/H2; (CL PSt 173-c'0) 37 0 FUIELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUG912 ) 4 01412/;H21 1,1. PST J73-103) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.23J .00
 




















-. 4 "-.2 0i f2 .4 .6 .8 1,.0 i 1.2 1. 
,-.- -.4 LON,,.,TUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, /
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
57MACH : 12.200 HAW/HT " .900 PH ! CO IroPAGE 57
--








DATA !IT A/AII .. 
U"012/121 (CAL ICT 
0'-12/121 (CAL IS' 
01 012/IH21 (CAL MST 




















1. 000LUL V I _, I I . .. 
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CLONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UI4DISTUPBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER PN/LI 
M1ACH 12.200 HA/HI r .900 PHI 25.000 PAGE 573 
DATA SET SYP,. - CNWjGURTIC4 0gSCO[PTIoN 
P1 07) DATA '0 ,AVA:LASLE 
(CR110) Q 0 I2I'2l (CAL IST t73-I00) 37 0 LrELA2E 
E(PUGBII 3 Q H32/1U21 (CAL fST 173-100) 37 0 rUE.t-E (RUGBI 2 Cl24!I/H21 (CPL HST !73-100) 37 0 PUSE.A E 
CRUGR13 t DATA NOT AVAILP&rE 
LuJcr 
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-4 A Hi20 
Lu ! 
90 H Lu, LWL.AA M!L L u L 
1 
l . f 
30..00.PAEo57 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO"IGPATIN CCSCRI-TIGN 
(hUGBO7 3 DATA NOT AVA ILABLE 
(USBIOf L 0) tI1H23 (CAL PST 173-100)
(IUGBI I) 0 I /.2'?l(CAL AS' 173-bOC)
RUGBI?23 OHl2/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100)(IUGB13 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LLI 


































.41 .2. 6. . 2 1. 
C1 
MACH 0 12.200 H AW/HT 90 ........... 8 . ...... 75..
........ H PAGE. ... ....... 

DATA SET SYBOL CCIGUAI DESCRIPTIONI ALPHA BETA
 
CRUG07 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(t)GGIO) A 0I2/1121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.0O0 .000
 (RUG-! I CH1I2/I21 (CAL PS7 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 3GCo. .00 (RUG9I2) ft ]l2/1U21 (CAL iST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
DA ARUGS3INT AVAILABLE 40.000 .OD
) TA 
LLJ 
1 .0 00 . ..... .. ... 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .D0 PAGE 57BI
 
OATA SET SYtBOL 
(PUGBO7 ) Q 




' '.= 1 ,0 0 0 
CCNFlGUPATICN DESCRIPTI5N 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C I2/1121 (CAL PST I'3-100) 012/1;21 (CAL PST 7)400) 
CW12/IH21 (CAL .ST 173-100)
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F-IG.IEFLCOGTUINALPHASN FlRATON OF GYLENGTH., / . . 
FIG 21EFFCT LPH RN/LI
F HGH ONUNDISTURBED OR2ITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 577 
DATA SET SYyV9L CO IGUQATION CESPIPTION ALPHA BETA 
( PU0837 j DATA NOT AVAlA. BLE .000 .000 
(R*BIQO OR (CAL 37 0 25.00
0.12/IH21 -ST 173-ItO) FUSELAGE .OO
 
(PRUDE11 ) 012/12I (CAL HST I73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
C LBI2) 0-2/12: (CAL 4S7 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
c(RUG12I3) L ATA : !LAOLE 40.000 .000 
LuJ
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIONGOF BOO LENGTHI,-X/L I 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFERK RN/LI'
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI =30.000 PAGE 578
 
DATA SET SYMSCL CCNIJGURNTION DESCRIPTION ALA gETA
 
(RUGB07 fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(PUGBIOI C I21IH21 CAL HST 173-100 37 0 F'JSEfLAGE 25.000 .000
 
IRUBI I 0HI2/iH2I (CAL HST 173-1O0 37 0 FJSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUOOI21 O4l2/IHK (C.L ST 173-00) 37 0 FJSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
JRUGBI3 D 40.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/14= 1.000 PHI 130a.000 PAGE 579 
DATA SET SY$BCL CONFIGURATIGN DESCRIPT:ON ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGB07 ) ' OHI2/H2 (CAL MST I73-100) 37 0 FUSELACE .000 .w0o
 
(RUGSBIC L 0412/14N21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUS-LAGE 25.000 COO
 
(RUG11 )I 0412/IPl2 (CAL FST 173-033) 37 0 Ft$-L.AGE 30.000 .000
0I Ur§92]) CNI2/:w21 f AL "S? 73-1M) 37 0 FUS-L.,E )5.0§2 .30c
 
I PUGBW i "A143TAVAILABLE 40.C) XUD
3 ) D 
LI.J 
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:LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/LI
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =16S.000 HAW/HT= .850 PH 1 ,000 p,AGE 580 








0I2/1W21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
CHi12/H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
CH 2/IH21 (CAL ST 173-100) 
OH1IZ/1I2 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 21 EFFEC T OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =25.000 PAGE 581
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGB07I Q C 0H1211-2L (CAL MST 173-!00) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000 
ERUGBIOI U OH12/1N21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSE.OGE 25.000 .0-0 
(PUGSI I OH 1I2/I12i (CAL PST t73-1C0) 37 0 FUSE.AGE 30.000 .OZC 
IRUGBI2I C"121!-21 (CAL MST 173-10) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .2Zo 








































- . LQ UB 0A .2 .4 .8 . 1.0.2 1.4 
LLCATITUDINAL FBOOY LNT 9 XIL 1 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY REAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
HACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 30.000 flAGE 582 
DATA SET SYrBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGB07 I 0H121IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
IRUOBIO) I 012/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 370 FUSE,.AE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGBIT ) OH12/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUGn12 ) OHI?2/T21 (CAL P$T 173-100) 37 0 FUSE.AFE 3b.C00 .000
 
IRUG013 ) i DATA AOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
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LONGITUOINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =16.000 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 80.000 PAGE 583
 
"
 DATA SET SYHOL COcrIGLATHON CESCRIPTIC 
 ALPFIA SE'A
(RUG307) C C412/lP2 (CAL PSI :73-100} 37 C FUSELIGE .000 .000(RUGI0 ) C1I2/IH21 (CAL PAST173-IGO) 27 0 rUSELASE 2Z,0oD .Co
SI(RUOBI! T S4I2/IH21 (CIL bST 173-100) 37 0 FUSEL31E 30.000(RUG I2] CHI2/P21 (CIL HST 173-:00) 37 0 FUSE±ASE *C5Q 35.000 .000
 
LL 3 DATA kOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
 
Lu 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATfu3N AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L

FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = .000 PIAGE 584 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IRUGB07]I 
(RUSSI0] L 
(RUGSII01 (RUGBI 2 4 
(RUBBI 3 ] 
Lli 
1 .0 0 0 
CcNFIOURAriON OESCPIOTICN 
OHIZ/IHZI (CAL RST 173-100)
OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
01Hl2/IH21 CAL MST 173-10 )
OI2/IH2I (CAL MST 173-100) 
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. 4 - 2 0 XIL
0 - LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, 
RN/Ll
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER 

PAGE 585





DATA SET SYrSOL C0'JFIGtATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PRG07) 0 012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-lam 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .GO 
(RUGBio ) HI2/IH2l (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
CRUGGII U 0I2/IIH2l (CAL IrT 173-IOC} 37 0 FUSELAGE JO.000 .000
 
(PU5912) QNR2/IH2 (C'L -ST 173-120) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.300 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFEIR RN/LI 
PAGE 586MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .900 PHI 30.000 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONCIOaATIOU DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUG007) DH12/TH21 (CAL HS- 173-100) 37 0 FUSELGE .000 .000
 
RUM210)L OHI2/IHZI (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 rUSELAGE 25.000 OCO
 (P0Ut)I C"!2/IHI (CAL IST 17-:00) 37 0 r LGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUG812) r4I2/IH21 (Cat H5 173"100) 37 0 PUSILAGE 35.000 .000
 
(RUGBI3 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 587
 
DATA SET SYIO0L 




CNI/W21 (CAL NST 173-:00) 
0"i2/IH2I (CAL -ST 173-100)
0H121IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)



















PUG83 OATA 'JOT,,'LABLE 40.000 .COO 
LJ 
1 ~0 0. .0 I. . 1 1 11.. 1 .. ... . ... .. ........ 
-I
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER NL
 
MACH 16I.000 HAW/HT= 1.,00O PHI = .000 PAGE 588
 
0.01 
DATA SET SYMBOL CDNIGURATICN DESCPIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
CRUGD07 C ONI7/1021 (CAL HST 73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .OD
 
N C L -$T 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAE 25.000 

(RUGBI I1 0H12/IH21 tCAL HST ;72-100) 37 C FUSELA3E 30.000 000
 
Pt$lI0 ) ] CU 2/1}21 .000 
CRUG912 ) 0H12/1W21 tCAL "37 173-100) 27 0 FUSELA E 35.000 .000
 C(RUGGI3 ) i DATA NOT A/AILA2LE 40.00C .000 
Lii 
i . 000 ... .. . .. .. ... . . . . . ...... ... . .... . .. . ....... 
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= -.4 LON ITUDINAL LOCATfON AS O'RACTION OF BOOy LENGTH, °X/L,. .
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 589
 
-- ------ -- 
DATA SET SYrgOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CR0G807 Q 0'412/1I21 (CAL PST 173-1001 
(ROGIO) 0"12/1"21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
CpU0 I 3W12/1H2 1 (CAL MIST!73-100) 
CRU 291 A IC2/II2l (CAL LST 173-100 
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ILl
-1 
-Lu I- - -CX
 
LD 
L-<- .001 ....... t Ml... 
CH -4024.6.8 1 .0 1j2 1,4
- LONGITUDINAL LOCAT 'ON AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
M1NILP 
MAH=16.000 HA/T 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 590' 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTORBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RNL
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(PUSB07 C CH12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELGE .000 .000
 
(RUGs)ia CH12/IH21 (CFL UST 173-1C0) 37 0 FUSEL %GE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGOII) O.12tH21 (CAL FST 173-100) 370 rU5ELwG2 30.000 .000
 
(RUGB12 ) U-2/IH2t (CAL FST 173-100) 37 0 FUSEL\GE 35.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XL
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 591
 
---







j CHI12/1H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
O12/[H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
01I2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
0NH2/H21 (CAL HSI 173-I00) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L '
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFEIR RN/LI 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 592 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUG07 I-- 0H12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-1001 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 
(RUGSIO ) DATA.NOT AVAILAeLC 25.000 .00
 
(RU'9 II I CAI2/IH2I (CAL P3T 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.0]( .OO
 
(RUOE12 1 C-2/IH21 (CAL ',.S173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
CRUG013] OATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
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LONGITINAL LOCATION AS A*FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
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DATA SET SYMIBOL CONIG RATIC% DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(U= 7) 1 370 .000 .000
042/1H21 (CAL IST 73-100) FUSELAGE 

(flJ0.10)2 .0I2/IM2
(C L PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELACE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGBII ) 0"12/I121 (C L MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUJ812) HI12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 
L.L(RUGBI 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .0O 
Lii
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1.0 i. .2 1.4ck:-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L I
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 594 
C 
DATA SET SYMBOL C'JNFIUPATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUG00 ) OfHI N/2 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUGBI0 ) 0HI IIP21 (CAL HST 173-1001 (RUGE! ) 040I2/IP2I (AL iSt 173-100)
CRUGG12) 04:2/1 2! (CAL T 173-1C0) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= ,850 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 595 
DATA SET SYMBOL CDNIGUPAYI04 DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGI07 C HAI2,II (CAl.IPST 173-1o 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 00
 
CRU010 ) U 04:2/1H21 (CAL PiS- !73-00) 37 0 FUSELA*E 73.000 .000
 
(IPUGRII I C-21112I (CALLPS 173-10 ) 37 0 FUSELAE 30.000 .000
 
(RUG12) 012/,H21 (CAL HST 73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
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FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 19.,170 HAW/HT= .9O0 PHI = .000 PAGE 9 





DHI2IH21 (CAL PST. 173-10) 
DATA NOT AV/)LAN E 
0H121I-2j (CAL HST 173-100) 















(RUGOB3 ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 4O.000 .000 
LL 
1 .000 r * Tf'1 -rnfrfl ,--Trrtl__ 
Lu 
------ -- - -------- - - - - - - - - - - -
-C 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 597 
DATA SET SYfOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
CR1GB073 j OH12/l421 (CAL HST 173-!001 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .000
 (RU-IO ) 01412/1121 (CAL PST 173-t00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(UGBII O8t2/lHf1 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .003
T
(R.2B12) f HI2/1421 (CAL MS 173-G0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 3,000 .00
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2 . 'nI.)L*L- tFI . I .__ . . l i s -i.i] alLlJ*i*'11 a U 42L -tL t 
.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 11.4
.4 LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL 
- I
FG21EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 598 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGBO7 I "H12/IP2I (CAL HSI 173-1003 37 0 FUSELAGE .000 .C0O
 
CRuGBIO IA H12/1 21 (CAL HST 173-IOQ) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUG1 11 I OH:2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000 
,[RUGBI2 OI21IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000 


























-,-..4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 599 
- --- -----
OATA SET SYflOL COWN;cURATTON OESCP:PtICN ALP"A QCTA
 
(RUGS07 I j 04I2/IH21 (CAL "ST 173-100] 37 0 FUSELACE .000 .000
 (RUSSI 0 L 0K12/1H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELACE 25.000 .000
 
(RUOBIl ) 0I2/UJ21 (CAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 FUSFLACE 30.O0 .000
 
(RUGBI2) 0I12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
 3
( RUJG1I ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LU 
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n,--.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 I O 182 1 .4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS AFRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RNILI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAWIHT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGIE 600
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPA BETA
 
(RUGSO7 3 0CI2/IH21 (CAL NS' I(3TO 37 D FUSELAGE .000 .000
 (RUOTO)I DATA NOT AVAILALE 25,n00 .000 
(RUBBLI3 0 HI2/iH2 (CAL ST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELA(,E 30.000 .0O0 
IRUGBI2) OvI2VI21 (CIL HST 173- 00) 37 0 FIJSELA(,E 35,000 .000 










L.. .010 A 
100 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 601
 
- - - -- -
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-- -- 
DATA SET SYEOL CZNCIG-.SATI0N CESCRPTI2N ALPHA BETA
 
( UGB07 ) CX2/1P21 (CAL T 172-100) 37 0 F2SELAGE .000 .0
 
URUGO04Q,!1421 (CAL HST J73-:03) 3' 0 FtSELA3E 25,.000 .010
 
(PUG }f CHl2/I2I (CA- -S' 712-:CO) 37 0 FUSELAOE 30.000 .000
 (PUGBI 2 12?/1121 CA' 4ST 173- MCD)37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .00
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-.4 -.2 0 .2 -4 .6 .B 1.0 .21 . .4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH. X/L 1 
FIG. 21 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI =30.000 PAGE G02
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATloN OESCIPrIcN ALPHA BETA 
CtUGB07) 
(0UGBIO 
Cl 012hIH21 (CAL PST 











(RUGBII I(P1812) CH12/lM21 (CAL PSTH12/1421 (CL MST 173-[00173-[0 37 037 a FUSELAGEFUSELAGE 30.00035.000 .000.000 
L.( RUa3 
LJu 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CCWIMGUATIMN OSCRPTICN 
fRJGV07) 0H12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100)(RUGWIO) H12/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-100)(RUGY!l! GQ412/IH2I (CAL HST 173-10 )
CR JGVtI21 N12/4H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
CRUGWI3) DATA tCJIAVAILABLE 
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rI. -. 4 -. 2 0 0(2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1 2 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC1 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER i RN/LI 
MACH 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .250 PAGE 604 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




I RUGV13 I 
LU 
1 .0 0 0 
CC:FI RATICN OESCRIPTIC 
012/H2i [CAL HST 173-100) 
04I2/1P21 (CAL HST 173-100 
OH12/iH21 (CAL HST 173-tO0) 
OH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 






WIN' L.S. .000 .000 
WING LS. 25.000 .000 
WING L.S. 30.000 COD 
WIND L.S. 35.000 .000 
40.000 .000 


















-.4 -. 2 0 OC2 4B .O. 1 .2 1,4CHORDWISE LOCATION AS4A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = ,400 PAGE G05
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 






O$;2/:"21 (CAL ,ST 173-)0
PI2/IH21 (CAL "ST I73-100) 
OW12/lH21 (CAL lST 173-100) 
0-12/IH21 (CAL H1S 173-100) 









































--. 4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER] RN/LI 
MACH = -7.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 606 
DATA SET SYtOOL 
(RUGWO7) 
(RUGWIO)(RUGWII ) 0 
(PUGWI2 I 
RUGWI3 I i 
CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0N22/1421 (CAL PST4 73-100) 
OfJI2/1H2I (CAL HST 173-IGO)Ht2/IH2 (CAL HST 173-IOU) 
0'1I2/IH21 (CAL PST 1/3-100) 
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-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .9 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/G = .600 PAGE 607 
DATA SET SY1'DL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(PUGW07 1 CV12/IjHZI (CAL PST t73-102 37 0 WIN' L.S. .000 .000 
(RulOI) )(RUOW 2 2/1 21 (CAL PST0I2/IH21 (CAL PSI 173-IC0)173-10) 37 037 0 WING L.S,WING L.S. 25.00030 .000 .00O.000 
(RLJWI2 CH12I-421 (CAL 'ST 173-T0O) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .0 
I DRUGW13ATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LL 

























4- -. 2 0 .2 .G .8 1.0 1.2 I 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILI.
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE ! 0
 
DATA SET SfIIBED CNJISLRTION DESCRIPTI' 
(RUGW07) 0'12/1I21 (CAL PST 173-ICO) 37 0 
(qUGWI0) CH f/I (CAL USr:73 00) 37 0 
IRUGWII) V 012,i421 (CAL HST 173.i00( 37 0 
(PUGWI2) 0H12/;P21 (CAL HS. 73-tI) 37 0 

















































DATA SET SYMBOLt CONtIGjqATIO' 0ESCIPT N ALPHA BETA
 
IRU WO7 I 04I211L21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .O00
 
(RUWI01 0H12/IP21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VING L.S. 25.000 Co0
 (RUGWII ) 0"12/IH2 (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 10.000 .000
 
(RUGWV2I 0 2/1421 (CAL IIT 173-100) 27 0 WING L.S. 15.000 .000
 

























-. - . 4. 81 01 2 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XI
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 1 610
 
DATA SET SYrOCL C0tI6tATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(UGW07 I Q CI-I2/IP21 (CAL PST 173-]G3) 37 0 WIN, L.S. .0GO .000 
(RUG WI ) [ OHi (CAL PST 173-103) 37 0 VI'IG L.S. 25.0C0 .000Z'IH21 
(RUOWII ) C"l12/H1 (CLa S- 173-t0) 37 0 WING LS. 30.000 .000 
(RUGW12) I P:2/IH21 (CAL. HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
(RUGW13 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
-. 0 -. . ..... 
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L. 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFCECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 611 
DATA SET SYM'GL COWIGURATION CESCRIDTICN 
(RUVG07 0 C O I2P21 (CAL MST 173-ICO) 
(RUGWIO)) 0HI2/IH2] (CAL MST 173-100)(RUWI!3 0 I2/TM?!(CAL MST 173-10 (RUGrWI2 I OH1/TIH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 





























C= -. -. . .2 .
 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FAfON OF LOAHR XIC I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .900, 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 1 612 





O12'Iu2I (CAL HST 173-100)
O 2/IW21 (CAL P5 173-00)

















0IC 2/IH21 (CAL IST 
DAA .OT AVAILABLE 
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I- : 1 LJLJ4M u!±L susLJL WL ii~i 
0 -,4 -,.2 0,2.. . ,1 2 1,CHOROWISE LOCAT ION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .300 2Y/G =' .60O PAGE 613 




(1U01071 D IST J73-1 
(IRLfWO 1 M412/1H21 (CAL HST 173-I00) 
(RtWII 0 012/121 (CAL HST 173-ICr) 
(R'L W2 I OHI2/IP21 (CAL -ST 173-10) 
.(RUGW133 DATA NOT AVA;LABLE 






















. 0-. -. 0 
ALPHA ETA
 
37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000
 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .cCo
 
37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 















2. 6.01.! 1. 
.I
-
CHO RDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER 4N/LI
 
MACH :-7.000 HAW/HT= .300 2Y/B = .750 PAGE! 614
 
--- --





012/H21 (CAL LST 173-l00) 
-012/1I21 (CAL HST 173-0) 
CH12/1421 (CAL PST 173-100) 
0412/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 








































,r. .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1,.4
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/H.T= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 615 
--
DATA SET SYMSBO. CCeNIGLUATjON CESCOIDTICN ALHA BETA 
IqUGW 07 CH12/1-21 (CAL FST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .Oo .000 
(RUS IL0 0UI2/iP2I (C L PSI 173-100) 37 0 WIN, L.S. 25.000 .000 
(RUOWII ) CON22 21 (C-L PSI 173-I001 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000 
(RUGWI2 1 CI21"1.I [CL -51 173-I00) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
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CRWSELOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHIORD, X/CI:1 .
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7X000 HAW/I-T= h 000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 616I 









tCl2/1f21 (CAL 451 173-ICO) 
H12/421 (CAL PS i73-100) 
C12,I1H21 (CAL SI 173-300 
02I?/tH7I (CAL HSI 172-100 
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.2LUP++ .4 -. 01-- 1 4 81 1 .0 I -- 1. 
CD,
 CODIELAINAAFRCIO OF LOA CHR,
oatt l I ! 1 ]
 





-J lt MAC ='.0 A/T .0 2/ 40PG 1
 
O-C. .' " "" .. ... ....... . .. .. . .. ........ .. .. " +.... .... ..
 
CHRWS OATO-SAFACINO OALCOO l
 
FI.2 FETO IHAPAO NITUBDOBTRWN ETTASE NL
 
MAH= 7ODHW/T .OjYB 4OPG i
 
DATA SET SY B. 'CCNFIGURATICN OESCRI'T!O4 ALPHA BETA 
(PUG%07 I ( RtWI) 01 CHI12 /IH2 1 (CAL HST H12/1N21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 173-100) 37 0 37 WVN, L.S. WING.L.S. .000 2S.000 .000 .000 
(RPuGwEI ) 
IRUv12 1 
0M421IM21 (CAL $ST 











L( I DGW13ATA hOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .010 
LU 
-,r-- . t I z tz 







MAH : 7OLHW/T ,O YB 50PG 1 
<c I 
C H 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGW07)
RALGWIO1 (RUGd11 0 
(RUGVI2I 
C 0102/Wi421 (CAL HST 173-100)
0412/1ll21 (CAL HST 173-100)
OI12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)

















jCRUGWI3] DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .L00 
Lu­










4 -2 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 7.000 HAW/HT= I .000 2Y/B .600 PAGE 619
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COINFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
I U0W07) C H12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 
IRUbWIoI 041211H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 
[RUGWII 3 C 12-I24I' (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 
(RUGW12 I C12/[121 (CAL H$ 173-100) 37 0 
IRUGW 3 OATANOT AVAiLABLE 
LLJ 
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-. 4 -. 2 L 0 .2 .4 . .8 .* I .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C '
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .750 PAGE1 620 
--------------------------------------------------








0H12/IM21 (CAL PST 
0I2/1121 (CAL PST 
OCH12IIH21 (CAL MST 
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1 -0 . .. .. .. . .. .P J P PI1'' ... 11 . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
-.4 -. 2 C .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL. CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2YiB = .950 PAGE 621
 
DATA SET SYPrS. 
(RUGW07 I 0 (RVGVIO) 
(RU3VI I ) 0 
IRUGWI2 1 
CONCIGL4RAT JN DESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
HI2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
12/I421 (CAL HST 173-100)
















RUGVI) IH2/IH2 (CAL HST 173-:00) 37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .O00 
LLU 


























- - - -
AS A FRCTO 
RCTO 
,20PG 
- - - - - - - - -









MC7.90 -.2HT .85 .2Y . .5 PAG 1,6.22 . 
DATA SET SYMBOL CWONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
PLrWO7 ) C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(RtOW10) U CHI2/II21 [CAL HST 173-00) 37 0 WING L.S. 
(RIlUOII ONI21I).J2 (CAL HST 173-1O0) 37 0 WING L.S. 
( UG,12) 0HI2/IH2! (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 VING L.S. 










































.0 0 1 ... ...... ... ....... .. .. .
 
-. 4 - .2 0 .'2 54 .G .'8 1 .0 1.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION ASA FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURRED ORBI1TER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll,
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 623
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWFIGrRATION OSCRI PTIt4 A.PHA BETA 
t.JGW07 ) Q DATAN'T AVALAL. 
QtJGWIO) OHI2YIk21 (CAL NST 173-100) 
t ) 0Ht2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-:00 
.12 0#L12/lH21 (CAL HST 173-00)










































ccRD .4 -.2TION IS .4 .6 .8 :.0 1.2 1 1.4 
CHORWISLOA'TON S AFRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER Ry/LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 624
 
--------------
DATA SET SYIBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 





CH12/121 (CAL PST 173-100]
G-I2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 
CHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 


















1 .000 ..... . v. -. . . 














.00 1..... . .. " "'.. .... " 
a= .4 -. 2 0 .C2 .,4 G6 1B.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHORDWlSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XlC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON'UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 7.900 HAWIHT= .850 2Y/B = .G00 PAGE 625
 





DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
",12/1 H2N (CAL HSI 173-100)
0W12,'IN21 [CAL HST i73-iCC 















I RUGWI2)3 -2/ikm2l (CAL PST M7T-G0) 37 0 WIN' L.S. 40.000 .000 
Lu 
cr 1.000 


















CI : - .4 - .2 0 2 .. 6.8 1 .0 1 .2 ' 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION A6 FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER Rk/LI
 
MACH ='7.900 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 62G
 








DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0. 2IH21 (CAL 51 173-100) 
CHI2II42I (CAL MST 173-1003 
CH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100 




37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 
37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 
37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 
37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 
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FLCLCOD / 12 . 




DATA SET SYMBDL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION AL-i4A BETA 




/ 1 (C- L HST 173-1001 
N12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 






































.4 - . 2 0 . 2 4 . 1G.84.0I 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACT16ON OF LOCAL CHORD? X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 628 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000(RUOWI' L I2HIH2I (CAL 'iST 173-100) 37 0 WIP4NL.. 25.000 .QO0(RU6WII) OH12/I1421 [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 20.000 .000 
(PUGWI2 ) 0412111421 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WINGSL.S. 35.000 .030 
















I- . O .... .. .. .......'.. .... ........... " " .................. 
.4 -,2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 I1.2 1.4
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH 7.900 HAW/HT= .300 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 623 
--
0a'A UT SY"eOL C09iGUTIC,'J O.E;;[PTIc' ALPHA BETA 
CRUGW07 I - DATA "CT IM'AI'$ABLE .000 .00 



















t RUG13) 012/IH2i (CAL wST !73-i00) 37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .00o 
LI 
c: 1 .000 w~ 














2-4 -. 2 0 O2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 11.2 1.4
'HRDWISE L ATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, Xl 
 _ 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER, RN/LI
 
MACH 7.900 HAW/HT= .300 2Y/B .500 PAGE G30
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0FIGU'ATICN DeS:RIPTtZ[ 
(PUSW07 I fl QI.TA r-T .11pILtC 
(PUldl I 04121[H21 (U, iIT PT3-tO))
( ",411 y .H12/11,21 I'OL .', 73-V' 5l 
tPU4I2 CH1PIH21 (CAL HSI 173-100)































.­c u_ .010 
-,: 
-- JDIS L TIO AS ARCINO OCLCOD 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1 
MACHI = 7.900 HAW/HT : .800 2Y/8 = GOO PAGE 6:31 
DATA SET SIyqPL '.x!oUPAit;r* DrzC-I-flI ,(PUV07 ) DATA :C A A t SLT (RIIV) E T|H2; (CAL HST 73-1O0)(RUG.I ) 012/IH21 (CAL HSI [73-!00)(R'-Jrw2 ) CH12/I ; (CAL uS? 173-100) 
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Lu 
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-r.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
• CHORDWISE LO ATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/D
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MACH : 7.900 HAW/HT= .917. 2Y/B = .7 50 PAGE 1332
 
DATA SET SYMSOL COOIGATI0N 
D 
ESCRIPI N ALPHA BETA 
I UGW07 I 
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 633 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCtWIGU-RATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
EP*WG073I DATA j0T AVAIL19LE .000 .000
(RUOVIO) O'I2t-2; (CAL '-S 13-200) 37) 0 V!-ICl L.S, 25.00 .000
 
(PUG~d2I Ht~ ,j (LAt. 7- 001; 7 a w20 Ls. 20 0 t
 
(Rul 2 f DH12/IH21 (CAL ,ST I73-rJO; 37 0 WI'G L.S. 33,000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATIO14 AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X4C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.3C. HA/ 1.030 .2 =.B .2Z0 PAGE 634 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGW07) 0 OATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(RUGWIO)0 01412/1H21 CCAL NSF 173-t00 
(RUGWII I C H12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100 
CRUGWI2) CH12/lH21 [CAL HST 173-100) 
u(RUGWI3) H12/I1H2I [CAL FST 173-100) 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION'AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT O HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 7.900 NAW/NT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 635
 
DATA SET SyfMBOL COIIFIGUPATIOC1 USCRiPT ION ALPNA BETA
 
(PUGW07 1 0 DATA OI AVAILABLE 
.000 .000(pUrtIOi) OHi2/H21 (CL PST 173-100) 37 0 WI'IG L.S. 25.OD .000(PUS@I; (TH12/Ib,2 rCAL H-T 173-100) 37 0 WI'J0L.S. 30.0O0 .ogo(cPOd12 p U21Z (CAL HFT 173-100) 37 0 WI1 L.S. 35.,0D .000 
(RU,3 ) JI02/If12: 
(CAL HS5 173-l1003 37 0 WIFJGLS.. 40'.00 ,000 
LU 
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 7.900 H/.T 1.000 2(/B .500 PAGE 636
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
tRUGWO7 I C DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(RGWIO 0HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WINC L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGWII I 04121IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 3C.000 .000
 
(RUGW122 Oi4I2/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WIN- L.S. 35.000 .000
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.SOO HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 637 
DATA SET SYMOLL COWIGURATION DESCRIPT ION 
(RUOV07) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
CRUOWIO IU 0HI2/IH2I CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
IRUGWII 1 0 0HI2/IH7I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
(RUGWV2) 012/1H21 (CAL TST173-100) 370 
LL (RUG ) i 01412/IH I (CAL MST 17J-l0 37 0 
LlJ 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
A IG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER' RN/L 
MACH =- 7.900 HAW/HT-- 1.000 2Y/9 -= .750 PAGE B38 
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
H1I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
0H12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100)
HI2/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100)
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTI6ON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 639 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
IRUGW07)I DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 (RUGWIO I OH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 (RUGWi ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 30.000 .000 
(RUGWI2) OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
 
JRUGWI 3 ) 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS, A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 640 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGU ATION C-ESCRIPTION 
(RUOWC7 I C DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(RUGWO)I U O IH2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-10) 
(RULGOI I DATA NOT AVAILABLE (RUGWI2 I OHI2/I421 ICAL "IST 173-tOO)
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WINS HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI:
 
MACH 8.010 HAW/HP- .850 2Y/B .400 PAGE 641
 
DATA SET SYH4O C0WIGURATION 0LCRiPTIf0p ALPHA BETrA
 
(RUG007 C D ATA 14V! A'VALABLL .000 .C00
 
fUrn vlio 11 HI2/I"?7 tCAt IST 173-lrJC) 37 0 WING L.S. 29.00f0 .0110
 
C JGullI ) 0AtA 1401 A/AILMULL 30.000 .Quo
 
(PUGW2I 01,121114e tCAL "ll 173-101) 37 0 L.S. 3',5.000 .c,0O
Witt.. 

H(RUtI3) (CA. 173-100) 3"70 WVztCL.S. 40.0U0 .000OI012/1114 -
Ll 
1 .000.. , ,.. . 
--... .... .- --- ­
- L A A . ,LL 
. ..
. 0.1......... . . . . .. . .. 

LLU 









o :YIGAPs:N NOSTRAtOR& TRWIN7HET TzNFE I RN/Li~ 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HTt .850 2Y/3 = .500 PAGE 642 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWO? 1 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
CRUGWIO) U OH12/121 (CAL HST 173-1Ow 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 (RiUGWlI ) DATA Xt #VPILABLE 20.000 .000
 (RUGWi2] 4 0II2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WitO L.S. 35.000 .000
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FIG. -22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER'WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/13 .£00 PAGE G43
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DATA SET SYPS L CO'rIG ArON DESCR;PTION ALPHA BETACIRWO7 I DATA NO' AVM:LALE .0., .000f RUG!O) DL 2OI"21 CCALPST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
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.- 4 -. CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/Cl
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 64
 
DATA SET SYHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALP4A BETA 




OH12/iH121 (CAL NST 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 













(RUGWI3 I CHI2/IH2; (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .000 
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/O = .950 PAGE 645
 
DATA SET SYM@O. C0NFIGUPk*T;N 0ESCP [PIIC'i ALPHA BETA 
( RUOV07 ) Q- DAA 1OT AVA;LACLE .000 .000 
(R 'UWIOJ C 12/1"421 ZCAL 37 0 L.S. .00) ST 173-100) WIN. 25.000 
(RJGWIII ) DATA N3T A'VAILABLE 20.000 .MCI
 (RUWI2 I M42/IP21 (CAL HS 173-1001 37 0 WI1O L.S. 35.000 .00o 
LI(RUGWI3 D 0412/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 wING L.S. 40.000 .CO0 
u
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MACH 8 .010 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/9 
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 PAGE 646 
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U (RUWV 3 ) 






















ATA NOT AVAILABLE 

QH12/IPj21 (CA, HSt 173-105 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

OHI2/lH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
OI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
. ..... ,,I, . . . . . . ...... . . . ... ..... . . ...

















37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .000 
T r". 

-C . -. 2 0 .C2 g-- . 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
0 CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA*ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACHA 8.010 HAW/HTh .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 647 
i 
DATA SET SYHBOt COnIGATICN DESCRI TION 
RUO W07) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
( RuGWIO I C412/1"21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
( tJGVII ) DATA NOT AVA:LASLE (RUGVI2) 0r12/1"21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
( RU13 091211H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
LUJ 
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.4 .2CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XlC i
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER I RN/LI
 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 648
 
DATA SET SYmBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA BETA
 
IRUGW07 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
.000 .000(RUGWIC)U 0N12'H21 (CAL PST 173-JOD) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 
 .000
(RUGWII I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 20.000 .00
























CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRAOtION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C

FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH .O O HAW/HT .900 2Y/B .600 PAGE 649 
DATA SET SYM'OMa CDN$I ATICN DESCqIPTION ALP"A qEtA
 
(RGVOV7) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
IRGW10) L OHI21IH21 (CAL HST 173-1003 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .X00
 




LL.(RUGVI ) I 012/1H21 (CAL HST 173-ICO) 37 0 WING L.S. 40.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 650 







1- .0 0 0 
Ui-1 
u 
CONTIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE .00 
0H12/I-21 (CAL MST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S, 25.000 
DATA NOT AVAILAB E 30.000 
CHI2I12I (CAL MST 173-IC0) 37 0 WINS L.S. 35.000 
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H -.801 HAWHT .900 2YI .6 PAGE01.61. 
OATA SET SYf CNFIGUOATIGN DESCRIPTION 
(CUV0 DATA NOT AVAILABLEfRIL.0I)0 11i2/1A21 (CAL PST 173-100)
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DATA SET SYMBOL C0NF!GUR4TICN OESCRi TION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW073 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .CO .000
(RUOWI 0 0X PZ/IH21 37 0 WING -.5. 25.00 .000
(CAL MST 173-CO0) 
(RUOWII I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 30.000 .000 
(PUGWI2 ) CHT2/IH21 (CAL NST 173-100) 370 WING I.,S. 35.CO0 .030 
(RUGWI3I 0HI2)IH21 (CAL MST 173-1CO) 37 0 S. .000
WING -.. 40.000 

u
 1 .0 00 " { .. ....,i ."ir I.........  ..
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j DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OHI2/Il21 (CAL HS' 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OH12/iH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
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, .4 -. 2 C O n IE...2 .4 .6 8..01,2 . CHODWSELOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C ' 1.
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/L1
 
MACH = 8.00 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .500 PAGE 654
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUPATICN DESCRIPTION 
(RUGW07 0 DATA NOT AVAILAB3LE 
(RGoLWIO I 0L12/I421 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 
LRU WII ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(PUGWI2 0I12/1IH21 (CAL PST 173-1CO) 37 0 (RUGW13 UHM0 HF2/2I (CAL PST 73-1003 37 0 
LU­ 1 .0 00 . ....... .... ......... 
'r 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1

MACH = 80010 HAW/HT= .000 2Y/B .600 PAGE 655
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF I0GUATIN0DSCIPTION ALPVA DETA 
(RuOWO)
(RLWIO)L 
(RJOWI I I 
(RUGV12) 
LI fluM 13 ) 
DATA %0T AVAILADLE 
CH121i21 CAL WS! 
DATA NOT AVAILABtE 
CH12/l1121 (CAL "ST 








WING LS. 25.000 
30.000 
WING LS. 35.000 
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CHORWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C'
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER' RN/LI 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .750 PAGE 6561 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIOI DESCRIPT:ON ALPHA BETA 
(RUGWO7 I DATA NOT AVAILADLE ,000 .000 
CRUGWI0)
(RUGWII II 0q /,H21 CAL MST 173-100)MDATA NOT AVAILADLE 37 0 WING L.S. 25,00030.000 .000 .000 
(RUGW12I 
-1RUGWI3) I 
OH12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100 
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CHOkO~lSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/Ir. 1.O00 2Y,/8 .950 PAGE 657 
OATA SET SYMEOL CNfIGUPR'ATIN OESCPIPTION ALPtAk QETA 
(PJGW07 ) Q 
(PUGWIO ) U 
(RULWI I 
R WU0W12 Q(PUWI3 
DATA NOT PVA;LAE.E 
0412/IH2I (CAL PST I73-:C0I 
C 12 1 ,CAL HST 71-:00) 
0'1?IH21 (CAL -'ST 173-!00)





















































DATA SET SY80L CONFIGURATION DSCRIPTION (RUGWO7 I1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
(PUGWID ] O12IN21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUOWII Q0 HI2/121 CAL MST 173-100) 
(RUGWV2 ) 01H22/I21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISrIURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH 10.500 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .400 PAGE 659 






DATA NOT AVAILABLE0"12/IP21 (CAL PST 173-100)














I RUGW3 I N DATA N3T AVAILA3LE 40.000 .0-
LU 
1 .000 -np' ,. 
- - -- --
Cr 
.100-- --- --------­ iI ------
LU 
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FI.22 EFFECT OF H16H ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =10.500 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 1 660
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
H02/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
H12/1P21 (CAL PST 173-100)
4i2/lH21 (CAL JST 173-1001 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 661 
DATA SET SYVB0L 














DATA NOT AVA!luLnt 
0H12/It21 (CAL PST j73-100) 
0$12/IH21 (CAL PSr 173-t0C)
0HI2/IN21 (CAL PST 173-100 
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CHRIS-OAINA RCTO FLCLCOD I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------­
-CH= 050 HA/T 
C.3 
.SO 2/ = .50PE 62 






fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0HI2/IP2 (CAL HST 173-1001 
0I-12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1D0) 
0HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100 
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" CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOD, /
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10,500 HAW/HT= .B50 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 663 
OATA SET Svrsa COWIGCRATION OESCPIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGWO7)(puGOVI0) 
(RUGVI I) 
j DATA NOT AVAILAOLE[II Ofl Z2 (CAL 14ST 173-100) 
OHI2/iH21 (CAL HST 173-10O) 
37 0 








('1V I2 O14/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 3 5.00 .000 
(RIJGVI3 . DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LLI 
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CHORDWLSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT ,CF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B 250 PAGE 664 
DATA SET SYMBOL CGNCIGUPATICN TSCqIPICN ALPHA BETA
 
( ROW07) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 (RUGWIO [ CH12/IP21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 W:NG L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RtGWII ) GHI2/IH2I (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RUGW12) CI42/IH21 (CAL HST 173-l0D) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHR, /
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISl[URBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/8 .400 PAGE 665
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC-,rIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
IRIGVO7 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .030 
u 
(RUGWI0 
(R VII I 1 
C(RUGW12 I 
(RV|33 
L 0l-tI2/ZH2I (CAL MST 
01'I2/I21 (CAL PST 
0HI2/IH2I (CAL HST 
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FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 10.500 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/B = .500 PAGE' 6G
 
DATA SET STBOL CONF URATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUOVO? ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .0 .000
 
CRUGWIC ) C!H12/1H21 (CAL PST 173-1003 37 0 WINS L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGWII I 0H12/1421 (CAL PST 173-1003 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(R1GW12 I O|2/1H2I (CAL PST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LO AS AFRACTION OF LOCL CHR, X/CLTION 

FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 667 
-- --
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CMTIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU'VO7 I 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .(00
(RUO WI) OKI2/I"2t (CAL HST 173-I0M) 37 0 WINO L.S. 23.000 CO
 
I 0I42/IH2j 37 0
CRUGVWI ( ICAL HST 173-:00) INOL.S. 30.000 CO 
CRUr12) 0$I2/IH2l (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.9. 30.000 .000 
1 }RUSWI3) GATA AVAILABLE 40.000 .000D NOT 40.DGO .00O 
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O01 ... . . - .. ..... 

CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C J"
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
MACH = 10.500 HAW/H1= .900 2Y/1 '. .750 PAGE I 6SB 
---
DATA SET SYVBOL CONFIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
( QUGW07 DATA NOT AVAILABLE O0 .000
 
(PUWID) 0H2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
ERUGWLI ) ONI2/IH21 (CAL TiST173-100) 37 D WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RUGWI2 ) HI2/IH21 (CAL bgT 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
I RUGWI3) DATA NUT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
ct:: 1 .0 00 


















Of -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 669 
DATA SET SYMMB& CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 







'I2/IH21(CAL MST 173-100] 
0N12/IH2 (CAL MST 173-lO]
OLi21IH21 (CAL PST 173-100)
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH =10.500 HAW/HT= 1 .000 2Y/B8 .250 PAGE 670 
DATA SET SYM30L CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(UOW07) I 
(RP Vi)o I 
(RUldII I 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OHI2/1H21 (CAL PST 173-1001 















CHO2/I421 (CAL PST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .400 PAGE 671 
DATA SET SYMBOL CF!GUOATItN CESCRIPTION ALPA BETA
 
(R 0 C O .000 O00
DA T,A'VAILABLE
(RUGVI) U 2H2I (CAL HS 173-10) 37 0 WINS L .S. 5.000 .000
 
(RUWlI CHI2/121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 50.000 .030
 
IRU512) 0fHl2/II2I (CAL M Tfl-I0O) 37 0 WINlGL.S. 25.000 .0201
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR, XlC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNIp -

MACH 10I.500 HAWIHT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 672
 






0H12/1P21 (CAL f'T 173-100) 
OH12/IH21 (CAL H'JT173-103) 















L (RUGW13) DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LUIr­
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CHORDWISE LOCATION A 'A FRACTIlON OF LO8CAL CHORD,, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = I0.500 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/8 = .0O0 PAGE G73 
-c 







L CO'WIGL ATI0N DESCRIPTIN 
DATA !4T AVAILAS . 
O1I202!"21 (CAL kST 173-100) 
OH12/1421 (CAL 4ST [73-IG0) 
CHL12/1421 (CAL MST 173-100) 




























i*_ .010 4u .20 0 2 . . . . 








,---.4 -. 2 CHRWS OAION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XICl 1. 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HE'AT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH -- 10.500 MAW/NT- I .000 2Y/B =" .750 PAGE I 674 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
IRUGgO7) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE .0O .000 
(RUGWIO) I U m012/iH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
(RUOWII 1 Q 0412/1421 (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000 (RUGdI2J1 t O12/121 (CAL WST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. f5.000 .000
.(RUGWI3 t DATA NOT AV4ILABLE 40.000 .000 






















CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= l.OOO 2Y/B = ,950, PAGE 675 
DATA SET SyrSa CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION . ALPHA BETA
 
SUGV'O7 1 j 1ATA HOT AVAILABLE .0 .0
LS Om .000(R VIO) H12/lIH21 (CAL MST 173-100 37 0 , 25.00 (RUOVI 17 0 412/I21 (CAL MST 73-:0c) 37 0 WING L.S. 30200 00 
(PUGV12 3 C12/IH2I (CAL HSI 173-1CO) 37 0 WiNO L.S. 305000 .000 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
 40.000 .000 
LU
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG., 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN'/L!
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPIA BETA
 
(RUGW07 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000 
(RUGWIO3 C12 "II21 173-100 0 25.000(CAL PST 37 WING L.S. .000 (RUGWVII OHI2/IN21 (CAL PST 173-:0,) 37 0 WI14GL.S. 30.000 .000 
(RUGWI2 I OHI2/II21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 55.000 .000 

























00- .0..F.. .. 
IX'v .4 - .2 .2 .4 .6 .S I.0 1 .2 1.4 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= .850 2YIB = .400 PAGE 677
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
UOGW07) 0 (RUGVIO) Ii 
tRUGWII I Q(RUGWI2] ft 
it I ,) 













0|2/If21 (CAL HST 173-100)
0412/IH21 (CAL HST !73-100)
02/IH21 tCAL HST i73-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/Ll 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B) = .500 PAGE i G78 
---
DATA SET SYW.OL CNFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 	 ALPHA BETA
 
(RU3WC7 ) 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(RUGWIO) I OH2'12I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WInG LS. 25.000 .000
 
(RUWII I 0 N12/1H1 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
fRUGWI2 ) 4 	 H2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
 
ATA NOT AVAILABLE
1 l..( 3 	 40.000 .OU
 
1:.000 ... 	 ..........I 4
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LU .2 FETO IHAPH NU:ITRE RIERWN ETTASE NL
 
C =1.0 A/T 0 80 2/ 4101.2 G0PG 	 71..4j -. 2 
MACH -= WHT w8 ---.---2 -- 6 0P 	 G 70 / 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO4F;WRATO4 0CSCRIPli0' 
 ALPJA BETA
I RGV07 I C) DTA NOT AVAIL'gLE 
.000 .000 
C(PUSIO) U D12/IH21 (CAL L4ST173-OG) 37 0 WING L.S. 15.OOo .003
(RUGWII) 0,12/I'421 (CAL -ST 173-l00) 37 0 WING L.S. 
 30.000 .CO
(ROGVI2) 012/lH21 (CAL PST 173-0) 37 0 WING L.3. 5.00j0 .00ow
 

























I- ... ... ...... 2 .. ., .... .. .. .... 1 2 1.4,4 -  2 . .... 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD9 X/C
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER 
RN/Li 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HTz .850 2Y/B = .750 
 PAGE 1 680
 







DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0H12/Il21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
OH12/ H21 (CAL HST 173-100)















CRUGW13 OAT4 NOT AVAILABLE 40.020 .000 










J ] I I 
C 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .,4 .6 ,8 1 .0 1,.2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll 
MACH : 12.200 IIAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .950 PAGE 681 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPIA BETA
 
I RLIGV7 I7) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
(RUGWi02 .12/IHt HST 173-100) WING L.S. 25.000 .000
(CAL 37 0 (PRUGWII I C 12/IH21 fCAL 1ST 173--00) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .COO (RUGW1I2) BH12/1H21 (CAL HS1 173-IC0) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
UC R W13 DATA NOT AV ILABLE .40.000 .000 
LU 


















,..-.4 -.2 a .2 .1 .2 1.0 1.4"
CHORDWISE LOCATION A6 FRACTION OF COAL HC,,,, XIC I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 12.200 HAWIHT= .900 2YIB = .250 PAGE 682
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COSI GURATI10J 0ESCRIT1CN ALPHA BETA 







DATA NT AVAILABLE 
0$P12/1H21 (CAL H3T 
0 /121[H-2LCAL HST 


















_L RUG13 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LUJ 
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C.4 -. 4 -. 2 0 -2.-1 .6 e8 1.O 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A'FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBEU ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH -- 12.20 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 683
 
DATA SET SflOL CaNrIGURATMn ECSCR1TIOn ALpflA BETA
 
fRftiW07 I DATA NnT AVAILABLE 
.CCO
(RIGWIO I (0I2/I421 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 .000
 
tRUGVII1 0-12/1 21 (CAL HST 173-10G) 37 0 VI'N L.S, 30.00O .U00(RUbWI2lI 0U12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 





























x. -.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .. ,o x 1 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 12.200 HAW/HT= 
 .900 2Y/8 = .500 PAGE 884 
DATA SET SY$20L CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGWO7 3 OAT NOT AVAILABLE 
(RLIGIO ) ON12/IH21 fCAL HST 173-100) 
(RUOVII ) V C'u /I:21 (CAL " S' 173-tOO) 
tRUGW12 ) 012/1i21 (CAL US? 173-100) 
IRUGW13 ) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LUJ 


























.4I 2 0 -­ 2. 6. 1. 2 1. 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH 12.200 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/9 .GOO PAGE 685
 
--
DATA SET SyrROI C0,$ :Su AT IO CESCRIPI :CN A, 'A BETA 
1(RLU-,07 I DATA NOT AVAILPDLE 
(truVIO) OD12/;H21 (CAL HST 
(RU ,WII) 0N21H2i (CAL HST 
(IJGVI2I 012/121 (CAL MST 















- .000 =0C 
173-10) 37 0 WENG L.S. 2 .000 .000 
173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 20.000 .00
 




-.0-U- 8 10 2 1 
CHOROWISE LOCKTION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/CI 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH =12.200 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/8 .750 PAGE 1686 
DATA SET SYXSOL COF[0URATIO-4 DSCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWD7 ) DATA NOT AVA:LABLE .000 .000
(RUGOV1 ) OHI2/IH21 (CAL NST 173-1O0) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .0
(RUGWI) 04I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 27 0 WINOML.S. 30.000 .000
(RUOVI2 DM1211H21 (CAL ST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 O00
 





























. -. 2 0 .2 4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 12.200 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B .950 PAGE 687
 
DATA SET Si0L CNFJIGURATI0N DESEPIPTION 
(RUOV07 I DATA NOT AVAILBLE 
(RUGWIO I 012/1P21 (CAL PST 173-100)
(RJGVIL I 9 0412/1H2 CAL PST 173-100)
R1UGW12) 0H12,II21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
t RU6VI23 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
LUJ 
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LiJ 
IX -.4 -.2 0 .2 .CLOCATION AS A FRACION OF L0CAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILl
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/Hl= 1.000 2Y/B= .250 PAGE 11689
 
DATA SET SYreOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
tRUWO7 ) DATA NOI AVqILAE 
CRUGVIO)1I 012/IH21 (CAL PST i73-100)
(PUGWI I 042/jN2I1 (CAL AST 173-iCo) 
(RUGWI2) O12 .1121(CAL H,T 173-100) 
L . RUGW13 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
Lu. 
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-.4 -. 2 0.2 ,4 .6.8 1,0 1.2 1.4tCHORD;VISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 889
 
-- -
DATA SET SYre{L CMCFIGLgATION DESCOIPTION ALPHA B A
 
(RIUG017 ) ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .co
 
(puwI0) iH21IH2I [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S 25.0D0 .000
 
(RtUviI 1 0 H12/1H21 (CAL HIS 173-100), 37 0 WIMO L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(CJwI2) OHI?/IHZI (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WIJS L.S, 35.000 .003
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€ - .2 ' 0 .2 .4 .6.8 1 .0CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 2I .
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER lIN/LI
 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 1 690 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGWO7 ) DATA NOT AVAILASLE 
ROVI I L CH$2.1L21 (CAL VSG 173-1O) 
(RUGVII ) C) I2/IH2 (LAL 4T 171-!00)CRUGWI2 ) CH12IIH21 (CAL HST 1730-0)D
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. 4 .2 0 .2 .,I .6 .8 1.0 ].2 1 ,4
.4 -2CHOROWISE LOCATION M!A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 




DATA SET SYtTBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
,IROW07 ) O DATA NOVAVAILABLE 
(RUGIOCI i 01I2/II.21 (CAL MST 173 0C) 
tRUGWII) OHI2/I2I (CAL MST 17,100) 
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CHORUWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNij1LI 
MACH 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .750 PAGE 692 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNPIGU'ATICI 0tSCPIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUG.07 1 DATA NOT A'/AILA-_E .CO0 .000
 (PRtl1C)i U CH12/II-21 (CAL HST 7 3- Ot 37 0 WING L.S. 25.0C0 .000
 
(RUGy)) C OHI2AIH2 (CAL HSE 173-i00) 37 0 WrNG L.S. 30.000 .030
 (RUGWI2 04I2/I12I (CAL HST 173-130) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .030
 
fCPAW13I1 I DATA OT AVAILABLE 40.000 .00
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( -4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 I.0 k 2 1 .4 
CHO]ROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT: 1.000 2Y/E3 = .350 PAGE 83 
U-1 
DATA SET SYXSL CDFTC4'A'IC4 OtES:-pr:c% ALP.4A DETA 
('UG07) N ZCAL 173-IU) WING L.S. .0031'-1l2: 'S' 37 0 .000 (PUIDWO ) H12121 IST 37 WING W5oG0021 (CAL 173-100 0 L.S. .0 
(IJGWII I CHI2/121 (CAL FST :73-10O) 27 0 WING L.S. 30.000l .00 
PlI(Ru12 1 04121;12I1 I AL '-ST 173-100) 37 G WING L.S. 35.O00 .mzo 
it RVI3 I DATA NOT AVAILACLE 4O.j o .(flo 














CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/I 
I J- ~LU UJ-- . 
.00O1 ....... 
,0.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1 .0 1 .2 1.4 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI 
MACH = 1.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 694 
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFIGUPATIGN DESC4IPTICN ALPWA BETA
 
(RUGW07 I 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST i73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .0co .000
 T 

IPUGWIO0 I 0I12/i21 (C. "S 173-100) 37 0 WING0L.S. 25.000 .000 
(RUGWII 2 Q HI2/IP?I (CAL HST 173-1PO) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .0o0 
(PUGWi2 0W12/1l"21 (Ll iST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 3$.900 .000 




















CHORDWISE LOCATIGN AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 695 
--
DATA SET SYM9iB CON IGURATON ESCQIPrION ALPHA BETA 





C412I1.2! (CA IT173-IC) 
52/lU2; (CAL -5T I73-ICO) 













LJRUGWI3 DATA ':3T AVMLL, E 40.000 .000 















CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORO, X/C ,
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER iRN/LI 
MACH 16.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 = .500 PAGEt 698 
U-i 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
CRUGW07 ) Q OH12/IH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000 
(RUGWIo LI OHI12/IH21 ECAL HST 173-I00) 37 0 WIN1GL.S. 25.000 .000 
cPUOWII ) 0 0412/1"21 tCAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000 
IPUGWI2) t 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
E I3 A 40.000 .000I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
















-.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 .4 
CHORDWHSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X6C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 16.000 HAVI/HT= .850 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 697 
C 
-1 
DATA SET SYIBOL CON71GURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(PUGW07 C 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .000 
CPurldOJ. OHI?/H1121 (CAL HSI 171-100) 27 0 WIIJGLS, 25.000 .000
CPU5YIlI 0N12/1H21 (CAL 14SI173-ICJOJ 37 0 WIhI& L.S. 30.000 rO(PjSWI2 ) 0112/I2l (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.0o0 .000 















. 4 -. 2 0 C2 .4 .8 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 .PAGE 699 







H2 1 2; (CAL -ST 173-!00)
CHI W/il21(CAL H'l 173-lI0) 
CH!2/IH21 (CAL HNt :73-tOO) 
C 112/1[42I (CAL IS! 173-10) 
37 037 0 
37 0 
27 0 










L-(RUG13 . DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
I-LJ 
L- I L 
LU 
U-
I--I- I !-l-I 
If .100 
-
5- --- I]I 
- - - - - - - - - - - ------
0 
< .01.00 
. 8 1,01 2 1. 
= 4 .2 0 .2 . 
LU 
MC. . 0010 8 2 -. P 9 
C-' I' 
-J. 
-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 . .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4CHOROWISE LOCATI(JN AS A FRACTION OF L.OCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/H-T= .850 2Y'R .950 PAGE 699 
DATA SET SYfl8L CONT;GURATI CCSCRi'TIMN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGT07) 042.11"21 (CAL 'ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .030 .000
(UOIvI i C-I2/1-2 CL iST 173-00) 37 0 wI'40L.S. 25.000 .0f0(RUGWII I 0"12'1121 tZL 1 I-tCO) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .003, 
(PUGWI2) 0"121'21 (CAL 1ST 3"100) 37 0 WING I.,S. 3.000 .000 
L(RUGW3 I i DATA NOT AVAILABJt 40.000 .00 
LJ 
























-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1 ..2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI 
MACH = 16.000 IAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 n r *flnn 
DATA SET SYeBOL CONFIGU-ATI0N DESCRIPTION ALPA BETA
 
I UWO7) CH /IH2I (CAL V 173-1C0) 

LUG
II OHI2/ "21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUoWII 1 0HI2/IH2I tCAL LST 173-1001 
(RIGW12) OHI2/121 tCAL HST 173-1O )





















37 0 dING L.S. .CO .000
 
37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 





.O I ...................... ... ...........................  . ..
 
s .4 - .2 0 ,C2 .4 ,6.8 1 .0 1 2 1 4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.000 HAWIHT= .900 2YIIB = 400 PAGE 701
 
DATA SET SYpOeL CCNrIGIRATIG4 0ESCRIPTION 
(RJOWO7) C C.42/ 2; (CAL IST 7-3-10)















CPUGW1tI C"1PIH2 1 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 3b.ClC0 .020 
IRLGWI 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .00 
LJ 
0= 1 .ooo00,0,_,, r ....... . ..... m* . , 
- I 

























o= .4 - .2 0 .2.4 .6.8 '. . 
"CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C . 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFEFR, RN/LI 
MACH 16.000 HAW/HTP .000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 702 
--
DATA SET SYVB0L CONFIGURA!IC'J 0ESCR:PTICNJ ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07) 0H12/IP21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING t.s. .000 .000
 
IORUGVI0) I 0412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-10C 37 0 WING I.S. 25.000 .000 (RUGWII 0412/I"21 (CAtLPST 173-1001 37 0 VING 7.5. 30.000 .000 (RUGV?2) 0412/INI (CAI PT 171-l00) 37 0 WING I.. 35.000 .000 
L RUOWI I iN UAIA 110f AVAILAULE 40.00 .000 
LLi 
1000 p . ;. . r 
S[I I J 
J-Ll 









.00 1 ...... J 
, --.4 - 2 -. .4 . - 0 . 1 
CHORDW SE L'OCATION AS A FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHOR°D, X/C' .
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEDOIRBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
=
 MACH = 16.000 FHAW'/HT[ .900 2Y/B = GO00 PAGE 7.'03
 
DATA SET SYtisOt CCV IGUVAT ION DESCRIPTIC%4 ALPHA QETA 
I[RUGV0727(RuLd4O ) 
(RUOWI I) 
I 0'I2'"-2 (CAL 4Sl 173-100)011I2/:P21 (CAL F6T 17J- I0 ) 
0G12t1421 (CAL H'ST 173-I00) 















1 4 0'4121!U21 (Cl -S, 173-10)
IUGWN3 DATA C,0T VAIL/OLE 
























'-0 .O1 ........... .J...
............ L 
-4 -2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1)2 1.4
,-..4 -2 CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH' 16.000 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B .750 PAGE 704 
u 
DATA SET SYMBCL CCNI0UPATION DESCRIPTICN 
(RJ3407) 0 O121I21 [CAL PST 173-lCD)
RUo0 D)w U ]2/l2! (CAL HST ]73-l'00) 
(RUGVi)01 CH2/IP2i tCAL PST 173-ICC)
(RUGW12) CH211H2 (CPL PST 173-1001 







































0 2.81LOCTIO AS A iRCOFLCLCOD 012 1. 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 705
 
OATA SET 5tBOL COD'$IRATClGZ DSCRJPTION ALPA BE'
 
(RUGWO7 ) 0 C'12/;H21 (CAL ST 173-130) 37 0 V!NG L.S. .000 .20"0
 
(PUSvIO i 012/1iH21 (CA. HST 173-IC0) 37 0 VW12 L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RLWII ) 012/H21 (CAl ST i73-l00) 37 0 V!r L.S. 30.0C00 .000
 
(PtfV'12) C'4!2/tH21 (CAL HST 173-tCO) 37 0 VING L.S. 35.000 .CO
 
L UV L3 DATA PICTAVAIL '.-E 40.c0 .-0 
LU
 
. . . . . . . . . . . 











--. 00 1 .......... ..  =... 

o:-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .,8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/O
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L]
 
MACH = 16,000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 706 
DATA SET SYUEOL 
(RUGWO7) C 





1 .00 0 
--
CONFIGUPATION DESCRIPTICN 
H012/IN21 (CAL -ST 173-100) 
H2/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100) 
0N12/IH21 tCAL HSI 73-ICC) 
0$I12/I2; !CAL 'ST :73-100) 









WING L.S. .000 
WING L.5. 25.000 
WING L.S. 30.CCO 























i i i I 
4 .2.4.--01-2 1 4 
.4 -2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/ALI
 
MACH =16.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 707
 
---
DATA SET SY8OL COWIGUATTON DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(R WO7 I 0 O412/171 1CAL NST 173-t00) 37 0 WING L.S. .000 .00
 (RtWIO) CH02/"21 (CAL 'ST 173-10"- 37 0 WING 1-5. 25.0100 .00j0
 
(RUGVII I CH12/1W21 (CAL ST !73-1001 37 0 WING .S. 20.003 .0O0
 
(RW12) 0 12/11121 (CAL HST 173-1033 37 0 WING L.S. 35.OO .00
 
















- .00 1 - ... ..... .... ....
1 .. ............ 

- -.4 .2 0 4 8 Q 1 2 -. 1.4 
CHORDWISE L A TION AS A FRACTION OF L0OCAL CHORD XIC i
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH -- 6].000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 708
 
DATA SET SVHBOL CCNFIGURATION CESCPIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWO7 ] 0 $2/11'21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING LS. .000 .O00
 
(PUGWIO H 1) (CAL HST 173-1OO) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000
B .0O
 
I{RLJOWI] 0H12'II21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
SRUGW12) 173-100) WING L.S. 35.000 .000
0Hi2/IH 1 (CAL HST 37 0 

IJRUGWI3) C". DATA NOT AVAiLABLE 40.000 .CO0 
w 









Lu FIG 22 EFFET O ! -- ql .
.00 .....C 1 0 1
 
z- •l0 .2 .4 .6 .81..
 






CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTUREED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= I.000 2YIB = .600 PAGE 709 
DATA SET SYMBOL COCIGUQATION OESCRIP0rION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGVO7) 0 i21 (CAL :" i73-tJ' VING .000 .O02
OIC'/I?- 1.1. 370 

(RUGVIO I i OH 'l2/12 (CAL "$T V-4J) 37 0 WNO L.5. 25.r00 .,o0
 
(RLIJWGII 0 OHI/IH2I (CAL ,t 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. 33.000 0o
 
(RIOW2 i O42/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 CO0
 
L(PVUGWI3 I OM7A l AVAILAPLE 40.000 G0O 



















c -.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .. I.0 

CHORDWISE LOCATION4 AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFE R RN/L1
 
MACH : 16.000 HAW/HT= 1.,00D 2Y/B : .750 PAGE 710
 





I RUGWI3 L 
LLJ 
CC14FIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
0N12/W2I (CAL IST 173-100)
ON2/IH21 (CA. HST 17'-100)
04I2/!H21 [CAL IST 175-100)
GH12/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100)





WING I .S. 
WINGL.S. 
WING 1.S. 























i4 --0 .2 
------------------------------------------------------
C)I~ L..OW au .0.10.IW 4 4 Mis t~W 4 II I 1±JI. nu I .. ;.. LL Ii.L n n 
MACH 16.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/1 .50 PAGE 711 







01412/1142t (CAL H5T I73-1I0) 
H0 21'-"21 (CAL 'IS! 17I-03 
HCI2/IH2I (CAL WST 173-100) 
HI2/l'21 (CAL HST 173-100] 


































,, .OlO 1! 1 






* 00 1 ia' II,& n aL n uJi ta n a IhiSJ at 4 LU l I jL ii. lA M l iLL Lid UL MI l M Oijl IMPii
-. 4 .2 0.2.4 .6 .8 1.0 1!-l.2c1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/CI
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 712
1 







1 , O00OI Ui 
CONrIGURATCN DESCRIPTIN 
0H12/iH21 (CAL LST 173-100 37 0 
0I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-l] 37 0 
CH12/)21 (CAL HST :73-100) 37 0 
O]1I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 )ATA t.OTAVAILABLE 
"...
*Z V 1 ' n1f r lY n 
ALPHA YETA 
VINS US. .000 .000 
WINS L.S. 25.00 .000 
WIN3 LS. 30.000 .000 
WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
4 D.000 .000 
.... ...... ... . 'T"...".'... 
jIW'~- I l ln':'fl-n y 
... "T. 
I 








.4 I 1 ! I40 
< .01 
i i i I IO A 
PIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTUREO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT' .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 713 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CC'$IGU TIC'4 C.SCRPTIO ALP"A SET 





ON12/H2I (MCAL HS' 173-100) 
CM2/121 (CAL FST :73-IOC) 
0"12/421 (CAL PST 173-100) 


















































- -.4 .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 l. 2 i 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER -FN/LI
 
MACH 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 2YIB = .500 PAGEI 714 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC.%IGUQATION CESCPIPTION 
(RGW07 ) C012/1421 (CAL 14ST :73-1o) 
(RUGWID) I CH12/iH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUGWII I GH12/11-21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUGW12) 0412/1421 (CAL 431 173-100) 
( RUGWI3 ) DATA NOT AVAILAI.E 























- - . . .. rr . i , ... 
-- -- 7 I I I-I l 
L-- -I -I 
-------------------------------­
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_ _-II-- ILU 

Ij .... I I Jll 11.1.t'l 
L4 -. 2 0 .4 . .G 1.01 
CHORDWISE LCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/ ' .
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1 
MAC14 =19.170 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 715 
DATA SET SYMBL' CONrIGUPATION DESCR:PTI04 ALPHA BETA
 
(RUJVO C) OPI1J;21 (CAL PST 173-1001 37 0 wM LS. 000 .0C
 (RUGWIO 0 0H12/I 21 (C&,PST 73-100) 37 0 1lN6 LS. 	25,000 .. C 
(RL*VII ) C) 012/IW2; (CAL HST 173-I00; 37 0 WING L.S. 	 30.000 .0 3
 
(RUGWI2) 0'P121':21 (CAL P51 173-lo) 37 0 WING L.S. 	 35,000 .000
 
40,000 .000




























-.4 -. 2 0 	 .4 .6 .8 1. .2 1 .4 
CHORDWlSE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR, X/C '
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISIURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ,RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAWIHT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE I 716
t
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 







O|2/IW2I (CAL PST 173-IM) 
CHI 12/q2 CAL PST 173-100) 
OHI2/iH2I (CAL PS5 173-I00) 
012/11H21 (CAL HS7 173-lO)
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

































---. 0 0 1 ........... ....... ...............................................
......... ................. .  

-4 -2 0.2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4 
-. -2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .950 PAGE 717
 
DATA SET SYMBOL "O.rIGWTATICN 0ESCPIPTICN ALPUA BETA 
(flVW073 I ( I$WiO)10 
(LCV )I 1 
(PUGWI2J 
C)2/tHI (CAL P+SY 111-100)
0 12/1Zi (CAL HST !fl-i003 
L0.2/ U21 (CAL .JST .173-10 

















LI9RUGv13 1 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .X0O 
Lu 
"I" It 1 






.L .010 - I I 




:-.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 1.0 1 .48 1,.2
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/Cj
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/LI
 
MACH = 19.174 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 718
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





r 1 .000 
CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
O112/I2l (CAL PST 173-100 
I 2/IN2I (CAL PST 173-100 
OHI2/IH2I (CAL P4ST173-100)
OH42/1(U21 (CAL HST 173-100) 




































c -. 4 -. 2 0.0 2 .. G.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION A6 FRACTIlON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 19.•170 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 719
 
DATA SET SYMO. CO IGL ATION DESCPIPTION ALPA BETA 
(1-ll d7 C 0412/Z121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING 1.S. .000 .000
 
(RUGw ) 0CH12/I"21 (CAL S.'173-1003 37 0 WING 1.. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGWII 2 Hi2/10 2 1 (CAL ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .0"0
 1RUGVI21 4HI2/I42I (CALt HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.00 .000
 



















f- '° .4 -.. .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
PAGE 720
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .500 

--------- -- - - - - - - - - - -
-
- - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CCWIGUqATICN OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGW07 I C H12/IH21 (CAL HS! 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 000 .0o
 
(RUGWIO I C"I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-l00) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGWII I N12/1H21 (CAL -ST 173-100) 37 0 W:NG L.S. 30.000 .oo
 
(RUGIWI2) 012/IH21 fCAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .00) 


























.0101 .. .. .. .... L-. 0 '' ".. .".... ..... . 
CD 
o .4 -. 2 0 .C2 .4 .6 .8 I .0 1 .2 i1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISIrURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH =19.170 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 721
 
L.L 




































I3) DATA I'T AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 









U-, -­ , -
-C .010 
L .010 -........ .. ... . 
Ck -.4 2 0 -.-. .6 1 X 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE L ATION AS A FRACTION OF .08CAL'CHO'RD, /C 
FIG. 22 EFFET OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN -L 
MACH = 19.170 HAWIHT= .900 , 2Y/B = .750 PAGE j722 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONVIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
IRUGWO7 ) I2/IN2 (CAL PST 173-1002 37 0 WING L.S. .000 0co
 ( rGWlO) 0W12/1H21 (CAL ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.00 .000
 
(RUGWII CHI2/H2I (CAL HST i73-I00) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RUGW12 f CH12/IH21 (CAL HST [73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
 
uiRUWI3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000
 
.O ... . . ... .. "J. ... . ..
















,-f.4 - .2 G .2 .4 .6.8 1 .0 1 2 4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNILI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 723
 
DATA SET SY$30. COJFZGUQATICN DESCPIPTiCNj ALPIA 2ETA
 
I U$G07 3 0 C4121IH21 (CAL MST 37 0 1.S. .000 .020
t3-100) LtNG 

[POW:3 CW 2/1H2I (CAL MST 173- C) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .C
 
H 2IflIH21 37 0 

(RLJGVI2) 012/1IH2I (CAL MST 173-1i00 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000
 




(RUoVII ( (CAL VIST173-100 VING L.S. 30.000 .000
 


















1 I [I0 










.-AH -.2 CHRWS OAINA A RCINO OA CHORD, "Xl 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li

MAH=19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE t724
 
DATA SET SYWB0L CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTION 
(RUGTV07 0 0H12/1421 (CAL MST 173-100) 
(Rt:GWIO ) 0N12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
(RUGWII 3 C12/IH21 (CAL MST j73-100)
(R'JGWI2) CH12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
JL{RUGWI3 1 DATA NOT AVtILABLE 
LzJ 
a: 























. ! ... I.. i ]. 




















'f Ll I 
(ED 
. .. .. I ... ...L' ... .. 
-.4 -. 2 0 ,2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH =19.170 HAWIHT = 1.000 2YIB = 400 PAGE 725
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0WIGUATtON 0ESCP!TION ALPWA BE'A
 
(RLGW07) I 0H2/IH21 (ICALHST I73-!CD) 37 C WING L,.. .OD .000
 
(RUGVIO ) 0Hj2/IN2 tCAL HSE 173-100) 37 0 WING L.$. 25,000 .000
 (RUOWII ) 0l12/1H21 (CAL HST 1'3-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 0.0000 .000 
(RUGWI2) 0HI2/IP21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L!.. 35.000 .COO 
( RLW|3 ) 'DAtA Wo AVAILAGLC 40.000 .OO 
LU 























. DO10.. ....... 

LU 
.4 - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 1
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/LI
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE, 726
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZC! CESCRIPT:0N 
(RUGe07I C 0H412/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(RUGWIO )U O2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
CRUOWII ) OHI/IH2I (CAIL HST !73-100) 
(RUGWI2I OHI2/IH2I (CAL NST 173-100) 











































.:.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4 
CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .600 PAGE 727 
DATA SET S- B L CPI.CIGUPATIC.V OESCqlPTI N AltQ A BET
 
(RUGWO?) t"12. I21 (CAL HSI 173-ICO) 37 0 WI'.GL.S. ,COO c:Zt
 
tRLGVI0 ) CP12,w*21 (EkL -ST 173-103) 370 u 1-13 L.S. 25.OO0 .CC3
 
(RLM 0 >!21"Il (CAL HSr 172-1-O) 37 0 30.000
WII WIS L.S. 

(QU6V12) CHI2/ u21 (CAL $S j73-ICOC 37 0 WIG L.S. 3b.CC0 0D2
 
I 3 DATA ':CT AVA:LABLE 40.00 .'0
 
Lu 
:l 1.000 Yrrm"1 rr~,..'1~r ~ -- T-''nv-~[YTr ,r' .... ~ ''' 


































)-c .001 1....... 
c -.4 -.2 0 .2 .i .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OFLOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L1
 
MACH = 19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 728
 
- -
OATA SET SYBO. CCW'IGURATION DESCRIPTICN 
(RIUO07 Q 0H12/121 (CAL NST 173-ICC) 
CRUGWI) CHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-tOO) 
(RUGWII ) 0412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
RUGWI2) 0H2/1H21 (CAL MST I73-I0CI 


















































....J .'-E ..........l ... .... ... ..... I"'' 

-< .0 -. 4 -,2 0 -2 -.4 .B 18I.0 ,2 1.4 
CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LO8CAL CHORD, XlC
 
FIG. 22 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH =19.170 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 729
 
--
DATA SET SYM OL C0,\FIGL ATI.N CESCR:rIPTf" ALPMA, SE'& 
IRLGV07 (RUDVI0] Cl CW12/WH21 (CAL PST 173-100)Cl12,IlH2 (CAL 14ST173-100) 37 0 37 0 VERTICAL VERTICAL .Cco 25.00 .CCO .000 
(RJOVII I 0-I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .000 
(RGVI2J 
J(RGI3) 
OHI2/IH21 (CAL MiST173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 












L 	 .100 
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C= 	 .72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 11.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV 1
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER R/LI 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 730 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCPIPTLON ALA BETA
 
(RUGVO7 1 0 CHI2/I21 (CAL MST 172-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .000 .000
 
(RUGYI 0 CH2/I H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25,000 .000
 
(ROVII 1 OH2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-IO) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .000
 
(RUVI2 4 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.000\ HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 731 
DATA SET SYMSOL 
(RUGV07) 0(RUOVI) I 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 








C"42/I121 (CAL MST 173-100)









La.("V I - DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
L-i 





















72,, ,76 .90.4.8 .2 .96 1.00 '1.04
SPN VSEERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BVI
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 7.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE t732
 
DATA SET SYrBCL C0NFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPA BETA 
(RUGV07 I 
(RUGVIO3 I 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 











(CAL HST 173-100) 
(CAL HST t73-1001 
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 733 
OATA SET SYMBO CONF IGURATIO;N DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
t RUOV07 I 1) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 .000
 
[RUGVIO) U 0-12/11H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000
 (Rt42VII11- O 12/iH21[CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .000
 (RUGVI2 4 01HI2/H1142(CAL )ST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .'C0
 
I 3 4RU1 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 40.000 .0COt CH12/IH21 (CAL HST 
LJ 








0::Liu­u_ .010 (m 
LL,,L I 
--. D0 | ........ ,,,.-. ...... ...... I"' It. .. .. A" .. ...... . . ... . .. .. 
'r .72 .76 .80 1 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 1 .04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, ZIBV I
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/,LI
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE '734
 
DATA SET SYHMOL CO'IGRATION OESCRIPTION 
(RUGVO7 ) DOATA NO' AVAILABLE 
(RUGVI 3I Ct12/[I21 CAL PST 173-100)(RU.VII20 Cl4I21tH2I (CAL HST 171-leO) 
(RUYi2 ) OH12/IH21 (UAL HST 173-100) 
_t RUBVI3) 01412/1H21 (CAL. HST 173-100) 
1 .0 0 .B





VERTICAL 25.0C0 .0 
VERTICAL 30.000 .000 
VERTICAL 35.O .000 
VERTICAL 40.000 .000 
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uJ 











SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L]
 
MACH = 7.900 HAW/HT= 1.0OBO GAGENO= 410,000 PAGE 735
 
DATA SET SYM9GL 






. 1:.0 0 0 
cc 
r: 
CONV UL'ATION CESCRIPTION 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
C.412/1j21 (CAL HST 173-10) 37 0 VERTICAL 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-l0CO 37 0 VERTICAL 
012/1"21 (CAL IST 173-1O0) 37 0 VERTICAL 
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FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HLIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8 .010 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 1 736
 







DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
OH12/IH2t (CAL HST 173-100) 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 













I RGVI3 IL 0N1.2/1" 2L CL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 43.000 .030 
LuJ 
=I- I.00 0 .... .. ...... .. ............. .... . .. ...... 








" 72 7 6 . 0.84 .88 .9 2 .96 SPANWISE VERTICAL TAI'L LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, ZlBV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH 8 .010 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 737
 
DATA SET SYMSOI 

(RUVO7) 'Q


































DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

D"12/I021 (CAL PST 173-100 

DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

O 2/1H21 (CAL HSIT173-100) 
















37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .0CO
 
37 0 VERTICAL 40.000 .00
 







.80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 4.04
._1
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV!
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER FRN/LI 
MACH = 8.010 HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 738 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0 'IS ATION DESCRI'TICN ALPA BETA
 
(RUGV07 I ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE .000 OD
 
(RLGVI0) U C12/:-21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.010 .000

IRUGVILI Q 0H2/IH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 33.000 .000(RUV12I) & H12/1IH2 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000 
L (uRilVl3 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
LLJ" .:E .. ............ .... fl-_-"rr .. ... . . . . ... .. . .. r
























w- FI. 23{EFETO IHAPAO NITR RIE ALHA RNFRR/i 
0 ",0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
 
w: 7 7 B 8 8 B B O 0
 
SPNLEVRIA AL OAINA RCINJFEPSDSAZB
 
FI.20FET IHAPAO NITUBDOBTRTI ETTASE NL
 
CH 050 HWH: ,5 AEO 000PG 3
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCIGUMATIC., DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGV07 3 DATA NOT AVA:LAOLE .00 .000
 
(RUOVIO) l C1I2/IH21 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .COD
 
(RUGVII ) HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .Occ
 
(RULVI2) OH12/IH21 (CAL 45T 173-IC0) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000
 
LL.RUGVI3 ) DATA NOT AVAILAOLE 40.000 .030 
Lu 
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(::.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 I .00 104SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV I
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI
 
MACH = 10.500 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 740
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUIRATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGV07 fl DATA NOT AVAILABLE .00 .000
 (RUOVIO ) C12IIJ21 (CAL 4ST I3-1C0) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000
 (RUGVII ) CHI2/IH2L (CAL HSI 173-1CU) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .00o(RUGSVI21 H12/iH21 (CAL '-ST J73-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000 
L (Ri.V3 - DATA NOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .000 
... . .... ' ......
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 0 ..00 HAW//HTh 1.000 GAENO= 0 .000 PAGE 7/41 






0 DATA NOT AVAILAFLE 
0UI2/121 (CAL PST 173-1O) 
OHj2/|H21 (CAL $ST 173-100) 
OH12/IH21 (CAILMST 173-100)


































.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .98 1.00 1.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN. Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Li 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 742 






1 .0 0 0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIOTIGN 
DATA NOT AVAILABLE 
0142/1821 (CAL IST 173-tO0) 37 0 
CHI2IH21 (C4L HST 173-ICO) 37 0 
OIM2/142I (CAL MST 173-1O0) 37 0 
DRUVt3ATA N3T AVAILABLE 













































FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 1'2.200 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 743
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
tRUGV07 I Q DATA NO' AVA!LABE .CCO .Oca 
R,.SVI0) U OH12/I"2l (CAL WS ,73-100) 37 0 VEOTICAL 25.CC0 .000 
(RUGYII C 1c211w7: (CAL -ST 173-1001 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .000
 
(RUGVI2I O12IH2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000 
I I OAV13D TA iOT AVAILABLE 40.000 .0 
L.I
 
.. ... Pcftfrrlf..... ......­.. 






















.7"7 Uu)LWL WL-L U)U)U)LU'L)L W. w.OO 5 1.4 
.72 .76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00 1.04 SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/LI 
MACH = 12.200 HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 744
 
DATA SET SYnGL CCWIGURATICN CESCPITI0N 
(RUGVO7 f C#-H12/IH2] (CAL -ST 173-IC0) 37 0 (RUOVIO ONI21IN2I (C'L FST 173-10O) 37 0 
IRUVI!I 3 0 2/121 (CPL MST 173-100) 37 0 
(RUGV12 ) 4 O12Iw2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
(RUGVI3 I DATA NOT AVAILABLE 

































.72 .7 .0 18 '87 .9I9 .0 0 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z!BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFE1R RNILI
 
MACH IG.OOO HAWIHT= .850 GAGENO 40.000 PAGE 745
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW IGRATION DISCRIPTION 

(RUGVO71 0 C-12/1i21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 
ARUGVID]I U CH12/12 (CAL HS1 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 
RUGvII I Q 0412/1"21 (CAL HST 173-tCO) 37 0 VERTICAL 
(RJGVIZ 0t2/IIL2I (CAL HST 173-1I0] 37 0 VERTICAL 
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FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANS'ER RNfrLI 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= .300 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE t746 
10 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RUGVO7 3 0(RGVIO 3 L 
CONFIGURATION DESCPIPTICN 






(RUOVII(RUV12) 0 CP12/l121CHV2/i42I CAL HST (CAL -ST 73 -I003 1?3-t00) 37 0 37 0 VERTICAL VERTICAL 20.000 35.000 .COO.00 
cRUGV13 ) CATA NOT AVAILAeLE 40.000 .000 
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.72 .7B 'To ,84 .88 .92 .96 1 ,00 1.04 
SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/Ll
 
MACH = 16.000 HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 -PAGE 747
 
DATA SET SYBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION )LPNA BETA 
(RU3V07
I RUGVLD ) 
(RUGVtI
(RUGV!2) 
( R V]3 
C L4I2/I121 (CAL HST 173-IC0]U N2/1I142 (CAL HST 173-100) 
O0 I2/IH2t CCAL NST I73-100 
0I2'I-2I (CAL ST 173-100) 




















1 .0 0 0 ... ......... 
c-' 
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.72 76 .80 .84 .88 .92 .g O 1.,04SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA hZB
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON.UNDISTURSED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RNILI
 
= 
MACH 19.170 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO 40.000 PAGE 1748
 
. 
DATA SET SYMBOL CC$IGLRAT!ON OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
CRUGVO7 I 0HI21Hrl (CAL H$I 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL COO .000
 
Rt;GVIO] 0 ']2/IH2) (CAL 4STT 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 2$.0o .000
 (RUGVi1 ) C!2/Iu21 (CAL H 173-10) 37 0 VERUICAL 3).000 .0,0
 
(RUGV12) 0HI2/HZl (CAL HST 1731CC 37 0 VERTICAL 35.=0 .000
 (RUGVI13 DATA NOT AA!LABIE 40.300 .000
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SPN7E .7G .88 .932 !G 100 .4Sl ERTCALTA''L'LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPA °ZlBV'°
 
FIG. 23 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED.ORBITER TAIL HEAT IRAN ER RNILl
 
MACH =19.170 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 749
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





= tIGLRATICO DESCRtOTION 
ClJ2/,H21 (CAL MST 173-IC0) 
0u12/IP2l (CAL HS' 173-10Q)
C12/H21 (CAL HST 173-ICO) 
C'I2/IH21 (CAL HST [73-100) 
















































DATA SET SYMBOL CON% GURAT;CN CESCR:PIOI ALPHA EETA 
RUGS!IS) 0H12/LJ21 (COL PSI [73-;O0) 37 0 FUSELAGE 2.00C C02o5 (RUGSl6 CHj2/IH2: (CAL PSI 173-100) 27 0 FUSELAGE 31.000 .000
(RUGS71 CH12/IH2I (CAL PSI 173-IC0 37 0 FUSELAGE 35 oo .000
 
LUI 















-. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .G. lO1.2" 1.4LONGITUDINAL LOCATION.AS A FRACTIONGOF BODYBL'ENGTHl, X/L
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 751
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CVNIGUATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGBISI H0NI2/H2I (CAL HST 173-100) 370 FUSELAG 25.0f ,O0
 
(RUGISI) CNI2/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 


























.4. 0.0140. - .- 1. 12 1. 
.LCTUDIN 
-c1 LOCATO AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH X/L
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURPED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RNI/13
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 1752
 
- -
DATA SET SYMISL CCCISUPAEION CESCC!OTICN ALPHA BETA 
IRUGB15 ) Ck!2/I AL 37 0 25.000 .000C21fHST 173-IC] rUSELAGE 
RUGBI G ) OL.;2/,H21 (CA, P57 173-:C]) 37 0 PUSELAGE 30.000 .000 
RU017 3 CHgl//12 1 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELACE 3 .00a .000 
LL) 71rDOG . .l ...-.. I -r". . r 'T "l... I....
... . r"Tl l.. .. 
0 .OO rI ± ±[ IIr IF I I
 



















U L1I AS A 
4 I I 1 l! 81 I !I.4 1 101 [ . L ,I 
II 
1I . 
to---Fl-I - - 1 I I 
F I- Rll 
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- I WI LW, r , , , 
MACH =I 2[I3 80 PI = 000PG LI/T 5 
-.4 , -.2 0 ,2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG24EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 PhI = 30.000 PAGE 753 
DATA SET SYFaSL CO&FGURATION DESCPIPTION 4LPtf BETA 
tRUSES I CHI2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100] 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
iRUGBIG ) G012/1H21 (CAL PST 73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(RUGBS7 3 9 012/ (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE ISO= .000
I 21KI 

Ui I .0 0 0 . ... ..... ..............
 














J -. LOGTDNLLCTINA RCINO OYLNTX L
 
41 2- .4G.-1-.2 1 1.-i.. 

FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH =12.030 HAW/HT= .850 PHI 180.000 PAGE 1754 
DATA SET SYMBOL 





OHI2/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100)
CH12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-t00)































Li..001 , . ......... ..... 
-.2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA-ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT: .900 PHI = .000 PAGE 755
 
4 
- --- -- --------
Ol DCSC-IPTION SETA
 
(RU9IS : Q CHI2/1"21 (CAL HSI 173-1,-J) 37 0 'USELAGE 25.000 .000
 
(UGSIS 1 V 054l2/IF421 (CAL PET 173-!00) 37 0 CUSELAGE 30.000 .000
 
(PLZ31 0'-12/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-00 37 0 rUSELAGE 35.C00 .000
 


























.6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.40 .4S-.4 -. .2 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT = .900 PHI = 25.000 IPAGE 756
 





I .0 0 0 
Lu 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIUN 
OH12/IH2 (CAL HST 173-100)
0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100)
OH12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 
. .. 
37 0 FUSELAGE 
27 0 FUSELAGE 























-. 4 -. 2 0 f.2 .4 .G .8 1 .0 1 .2 1 .4 
LONGITUDINAL.LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL I
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-3
 
MACH =12.030 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 757
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 




OHI2/IH2I (CAL MST 173-106) 
0412/1H21 CAL WST 173-10r) 




























fJ, .4G .'8, 1.,4
.4 T.2 2 .1 1.2 
LON62 TUOINAL LOCATION AS ATFRACTIONOF BODY LEGH, XIL
 
Fff. 24 EFfECT OF HiGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 758
 
--- - - - - -
DATA SET SYMBOL CC-rIrUPATIO'l DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 













1- 1a ML ..... uW..1,4 
tJ -. 4 .2 .4 .a 1.2 1.4 
- LON@TUDINAL LOCATfION AS A FRACTION16OF BODf8LENGTIL *X/L 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY 1HEAT TRANSFER RN/LS3 
MACH 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 759 
, 

DATA SET SyrBOL C iIJCUOATIV4 z-ESCrIPTlo, ALPS BETA
 
fR1Jt385) C OH121i,121 !CAL HST 173-1C0) 37 0 IUSCL AGE 25.000 .00
 
f(Qtr3IG U O12/1H21 (CAL IST 173-10) 37 0 FrUELAGE 30.00 X00
A 





r - 1.000. . , .... .. . 
.444













FIG 2:EFEC OFHIHlAPH O 
'C . L. O A . G. - . . 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI 25.000 [PAGE 760 
DATA SET SYFBL CDUC!%,ATIC'4 CESCPJPTTCN ALPHA BETA 
( 1Y A i l oItz/:,i rCL 1,T 173-:=) 37 0 FIJ'LtSE ?5.Tfl .00
 
t PV;IJ [ Cd1Z/i " ! (CIL ,' 173-;7,) 37 0 r'JZL(,E Y8.f.C/ .OCjO
 fRPfAI7 . OsI2/l12l (CAL .,ST 173-100) 31 0 FUJS.LAGE 35.Co .r=
 
L.LJi.X. 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIONI0OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 Pi = 30.000 PAGE 761 
- -
DATA SET SY DCL CTFIGU*kTI0C 0ESCRIPTICN ALPWA 9ETA
(RuGgiS) 0 0N12/-21 (CAL PST 173-00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.030 .000
(RUG16 0n12/IP21 (CML HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
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Of-. -.2 0 .2 . .6 .B 1.0 1.2 I.4
 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X1IL
 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-3
 
MACH= 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 762
 
DATA SET S M80L 

(PUGB S ) 0 
(RUCBI4 ) U 
(RUGB17) 













COSIGO ATICN DESCPIPTION 
412/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 
OHI2/2HI (CAL H$T 171-100) 
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 763 
DATA SET S~nSDL CCNF!GCRAuIZl 0ES,~PTCN AL-1'S ?-7A
 
(tRUGI Q C ON! 2/t1I2l ECIL SI 37 0 25.0CC
H 173-IC0C) FLSELAOE .000
 
(RUGIS 3j V HI2/I2T tCAL HST 173-I00) 37 0 rLS5LA0E 30.030 .00
 
(RUIG7 CH HI 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.00 00
I2/ (CAL HST 173-!00) 
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH =15.720 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 25.000 IPAGE 764
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RIOBIS I Q OHI2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100] 37 0 FOS-LAGE 25.000 .000
 
(RUGBI6J IV 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
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FI.2IFET- IHAPAO NITUBOOBTRBD ETTASE NL
 
-JH=1,2 A/T 85 H 000PG 6
 
DATA SET SYMS, . CC\W IGURTICN DESCPIPTION 
(RUG815J t CH12/121 (CAL PJST173-I0C) 
tRUGSIS ) U $12/ 1)21 (CAL HST I73-10C 
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MACH 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 PHI 180.000 PAGE 766
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IPURI5) 0 I2/!P21 (CAL 'ST173-;0C) 
IPUGBIS ) C1l2.'H2! (CAL HST 173-ICC) 
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = .000 PAGE 767 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RU1815) p 0W!2/121 (CAL NST 173-I00) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 .000
 
IRUOBIS ) OH12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH 15.720 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 768 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGBI55 
(RUGBIG)
(RUG17 I Q 
O-I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-10O 
0RI2/I 2I (CAL PST 173-1003 
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI .000 PAGE 771 
DATA SET SYnBOL CONFIGURATIOIN DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
CRLIGBI5 ] O I2,IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 rUSELAGE 25,000 .000
 
(RUGBIS6 ) O012/ 21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 30.000 .000
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 772
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CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHk 

CN12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 25.000 

OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-ICC) 37 0 FU ELAGE 30.000 

OHI2/IH2I (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FU',E.AGE 35.00 
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FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
.MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 773
 
DATA SET SYMen CCS !3!ATICN DESCRIPTIN ALPIH A'A
 
IRU0915u O' 4 12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 370 FUSELAGE 25.002 .03
( RUgIS9 37 O I12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-10]) 37 0 FUSEAGE 30.0CO .000
 
(RUGO 1-)112/I 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE 35.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/LI 
FIG. 24 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 PIGE 774| 
OATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATIGN CESCRIPTICN 
tRUGIS} g I-II2/IH21 CCAL HST 173-IC03 
CRUGWIs) 0H12,I/21 (CAL HST 173-100)
CRUGW17 C) HI12/IP2 (CAL 8BT 173-ICO) 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 .250 PAGE 775
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DATA SET SY1K0L CONflIGURATI0N4 CESCRIPTION ALPA BETA
 
(RUGYI5) f l 0'-2/J21 (CAL '4ST173-ICD) 37 0 WNG L.S. 25.=30 .00"
 
(RtI.3163 ] '12/ll21 (CAL PST 173-IO) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.0oo .000
 
(RUGV )] O$2/1IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WInG L.S. 35.000 .00(3
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBEC ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/'B = .400 PA GE 7T 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L-3 
MACH 12.030 HAW/HT= .80 2Y/B .500 .AGE 777 
DATA SET SYXSOL CONFIGURATICN OESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA 
(RUGWiS) g 0P121IM21 (CAL PST 173-100 37 0 WINt, L.S. 25.000 .000 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAWIHr= .850 2Y/B = 600 PAGE 778 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONCIGURATION DESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWIS I 0H2/1H21 (CAL MST 173-lC0) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.CQO .000
 
RUwIS) L !2/IH2l (CAL ST 173-100 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT' TRANSFER RN/L3
 
ACH =12.030 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 779
 
DATA SET SYMOL C0'IG.RATION OESCRIPTICN ALPHA BETA
 
(RuoViS) 0H12/[H2l (CAL H$T 173-1W) 37 0 WINO L.S. 25.0o .030
 
(RU$V6Is 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VINC L.S. 30.000 .000
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
= .bO PAGE 780
ACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B 
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DATA SET SYmBOl CCN IGURATIOn CESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 (RUGVIS f HII-lH 37 0 WIt1 L.S. 25.00 .000
0HI2 (CAL HST 173-100)
(RUGOJI 3 N412/IP21 (CAL HST J73-1003 37 0 WRO L.S. 3O0o .000
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DATA SET SY t.0 CONFIGJRATION C-SCPIPTION ALPWA BETA
 
(RUJW15 C 0J I2/H21(CAL HST 173-tIO) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.00 .000
 
tPUGWI 6 ig 0H12/1H21 (CAL UT 173-ICO) 37 0 W;'r L.S. 30.300 .4-C 
(RUGWI7 ) CHI2/IH21 [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 .ING L.S. 35.C00 .0co 
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 LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/CI
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF IGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFERI RN/L3' 
MACH HAW/HI= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 782=12.030 
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4 ,DATA SET Sn"4L CON;rGUPATIO ESCRIPTICN ALPHA EET
 
(PUGOWI ) CH12/1H21 (CAL -ST 173-lCO) 37 0 WIN! L.S. 25.000 .00
 
(RUGWI) L56OH2/IH2: (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 dlN'3L.S. 30.000 .CO0
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF H'IGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HTZ .900 2Y/B8 .500 PAGE 783 
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DATA SET SYSOL CDN ISIUJATIC4 CESCRIPTICN ALP',A EETA
 
(RUOW5) 0 IV I2I21 (CAL ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .0
 
IRIJOVISI ) 0H121I"21 (CAL 45T 173-1-M) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RU6W7 ) C12/11121 tCAL HST I'3-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.O0 .0I
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAVJ/HT= .900 2Y/() .600 PAGE 784 
--
DATA SET SYtMBCL COG4,IGURATICN DESCRIPTION ALPHA 8ETA
 
CRUOVI5I C H12/!H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000'
 
CRUGWIG I L ONI2 I 21 (CAL MST 173-1G0 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH =12.030 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/8 = .750 PAGE 785
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1,000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 787 
0TA SET SYXbOL 
(PUIVIs I C 
(R WIs) U 
CRUGWI? 0 
CCNFIGU'n-A CN CESCPIPT:CN 
I21i21 (CAL , 173-13C 
C12/I"21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 2YIG = .400 PAGE 788 
C 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFiCURATIC, DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWI5 1 ] 012/1"21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORB17ER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = b5o0 PAGE 799
 
DATA SET SYMSCL 
IRUV15 p-)(RUGWIS )
1RL*WV17 ) 
CONCIGUOATICN DESCRIP T ION 
012/IH2/ (.CL I-ST 173-100)
OM2/iH2I (CAL PST 173-00)
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER lRN/L3
 
MACH 12.030 HAW/HT= I .000 2Y/B .600 PAGE 790 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12,030 HAW/HT: 1.000 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 791
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DATA SET SYSOL COtIGURATION DESCRPTICN ALPMA BETA 
( RLWI5 ) g
c(RUGw 6 )J 
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CHORIDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTUROED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/L3 
NACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .9bD PAGE 792 
-- ----
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
 ALPHA BETA
 
IRUGWI5 I 0P12/IH2I (CAL HST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
ERUGN16 1 I 12/1H21 (CAL UST 173-100) 37 0 WIND L.S. 30.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C

FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 793 
DATA SET SYMBOL COtIGUPATI , UESCRIOTION ALPA PETA 
(RUGiVI51
IRUOWIS) 
gU 0I/2U20-H121H2 (CAL MST (CAL HSI 173-100)173-100) 3- 0 37 0 WING L.. WING L.S. 25.000 30.000 CO .00 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 1
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 794 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATIGN CESCRIPTION kLPHA BETA
 
(RV15 I "t12/I21 (CAL MST 173-I00) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGWIS) 012/1N21 tGAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.OCO .000
 
(RUGW17 3 0 0H12/IH21 [CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L S. 35.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS AFRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTUR8EO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 = .500 PAGE 795 
DATA SET SYPBOL ONrIGURATIGN DESCRIPTION ALP-A BETA 
(RUrGVI51 01412/1121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RIG)[63 ] 0lH-]I2/IH21(CAL IST '73-1003 37 0 VING L.S. 30.000 .030
 
(RUGV17 1 ) 04-I21IH21 (CAL wSr '73-I00) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .c0
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CHOROISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD,~ X/Cl
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTUR8EO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER I RN/LS 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 .600 PALQE 796 
DATA SET SYMBCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RGVIS) 0 12/ 121 (CAL HST 173-100) 
*%I6) C412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 








WING L.3. 25.0C 
WING L.3. 30.000 
WING L.A. 35.000 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 797 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONWIGUPATION DESCRIPTION ALPA BETA
 
CRU'VIS) 0 OM12/1H21 (CAL ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
IRUWIG) HI2/iH2I (CAL HST 173-1003 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C I
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH =15.720 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .950 PAGE t 798
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(UGWIS ) Q CtI2/I-21 (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
(RUGYIS I 1'412/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RUGWI7 I UHi2'I H2I (CAL PSI 173-lCD) 37 0 WIN3 L.S. 35.000 .000
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DATA SET SGrsc.. CO IOURATION CESZR:PT.N ALPWA BE
 (ubw5 ] &112/1N21 (CAL HST i73-1001 37 0 25.000
WING L.S. .0:0
(RiOVIG L 0HI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 30.000WING L.S. .000IRUIvI? 1 9 CHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.GO0 C00 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA O N UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER R ./L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .40O0 PAGE 1800 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION 
(RUGWVI51 0142/IH2I (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S, 
CRUGWI 6 1 OHI2/IH2t (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 
CRUW17 1 9 CH 2/I- (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.5. 
J-LL. 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH :15720 HAWIHT= .900 2Y/B .500 PAGE 801
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C4TA SET SYV"3L CONF[GIAATION DESCRIPTION ALP$HA 9ETA
 
( RUGWI5 CQ 0 2/121 (CAL MST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.0C0 .000
 
tRUowl6i j CHI2/ P21 (CAL WST 173-10) 37 0 'ING L.S. 30.C0O .00
 


















,-r - - .2 0 .2 .4 .6 .1 .0 Il .- .4 CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORW, XIC 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RNIL3 
MACH =15.720 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B :- .600 PAGE J 802 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGWI5)I OH12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 
CRUGWIG) I OH12/H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 
IRUGW17) OH12/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 
L­
=000 I .U U ............... . . . 
ALPHA 
WING L S. 25.000 
WING LS. 30.000 
WING L.S. 35.000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 803 
.00-.4 1.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(RUGWIS) C 012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) WING L.S. 25.000 .000
H 37 0 

(RUGWIG ) OH12/11121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 30.000 .000
 
(RUGW17) 9 0H]2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 804 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUOGWI5 1 0"12/1H21 (CAL HSI 173-ICO) 37 0 (RUGWIS] I H!2/IH2l (CAL HST 172-00] 37 0 
(RUGWIT7 (> O12/1L421 (CAL FST 173-OC] 37 0 
LiJ 
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CHOROWISE IOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 805
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0.LIGUR TICN CESCRlTIZN ALP4A BETA 
(RUGV IS I 0Q42/IH21 (CAL HST 173-DOG) 370 VING L. E . 25.020 .000 (RUGWIS) 0I2/;!121 (Ch. ST 173-100) 37 0 dING L.S. 30.00 .000 
CRUGWI7 H12/2IIII (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 35.000 .COO 
LLLUJ 
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FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER IRN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 80G 
-------
DATA SET SYMG. CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION L-RA BETA 
(RUGWIS) Q 012IH21 (CAL PST 173-t00] 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000 
(RUGWIS) U OHI2/121 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WIN* L.S. 30.000 .o0 
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MACH = -1.72 HW2 T 10 .2Y/ .0 PAG 8071.
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON;IGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA
 
(IRUGWI 5 ) 0412/IN21 (CAL HST1 73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. 25.000 .000
 
CRUGI)WIG) J 0412/I] 21  (CAL IST 173-110) 37 0 WING L.S, 30.000 .0CO
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD,
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER ,WINGHEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH :15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/13: .600 PAGE 808 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(RUGWIS) Q 
(RUGW16]I U 
IRUGI7 ) Q 
CCNFGUPATION CESCRIPTION 
0H12/IH21 (CAL PST (73-100)
OI2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100)
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG. 25 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 809
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ACH 14 CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD,~X/C 
PIG. 25 EFFECT OP HIGH ALPHA ON UNOISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 15.720 HAW/HT: 1 .000 2Y/B :: .950 PAGE 810 
DATA SET SYV.80L CONIGUR'TICH OESCRJPT!CN ALPHA 8ETA
 
(I GV15 I 0Q 37 0 25.000 .000
H2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-I00 VERTICAL 

tRUGVI6 ) U H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-I-01 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 Cco
 
(RUGV17 1 04L /IH21 (CAL H" I73-]0] 37 C VERTICAL 35.000 .000
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, ZI8V
 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .850 GAG'tNC= 40.000 PAGE 811
 
DATA SET SYnea. 
(RUGVIS] Q(K VIG)I 
IRUGVI7) v 
Lu 






COWIURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
CH12/IH2I (CAL kST 173-1O) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000 
0"12/IH21 (CAL FIST173-100 37 0 VERTICAL 10.000 .000
 
CHI2/IH2t (CAL HST 173-J00) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, ZIBV
 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH = 12.030 HAW/HT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 812 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 
(RUSVIS) Q I-12/1I21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 
(RUYO16 ) U 0 2/'2 (CAL ST 173"100) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 (RUGVI7 ) Q CHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 
u-
LUJ 
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV

FIG26EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH HAW/HT= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 813=12.030 
DATA SET SYMBOL CI$IG4JRATICN DESCRIPTION ALP4A BETA
 
(RUOV15 Q 0H1211N21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000
 
(RUGVI6) L 0N12119421 (CAL HST 173-1003 37 0 VEPTICAL 30.000 .00
 
(RUGVI7 0412/1"21 (CAL HST 173-10) 37 0 VERTICAL 35.000 .000
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k SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BVi
 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH =15.720 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 81B4
 
---- ---- ---- --- ---------------
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA BETA 
(RUGVIS I DH12/IH21 (CAL HS 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 25.000 .000 
RtIJBV16 U012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL 30.000 .000
 


















,- 72 .76 .8184 188,92 96 1.00 1O0 SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATIO AS A FRACIN 0F EXOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISIURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3
 
MACH -* 15.720 HAWHT= .900 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 815'
 
-- --- 
DATA SET SYMCL COCrCJRATION DESCRIPTION 
(RUGVS)3 0 0412/1121 (CAL 1S4 173-100)
C FrUVIS) U 012/1IM21 (CAL MST 173-100) 





































": .72 .7G .80 .84 .88 .92 .96 1.00O !1.04 SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BVI
 
FIG. 26 EFFECT OF HIGH ALPHA ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER RN/L3 
MACH =15.720 HAWIHT= 1.000 GAGF!40= 40.000 PAGE 816 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DOSCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
IEUOJOI ) 0 Oh12/|H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .262 25.000 .000 
1JUGBI5) [ 012/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSEL GE .955 25.000 .000 




















FI.7EFC FRYOD O NU0 URE RIE OYHA RNFRAPA2 
MAH 1.0 A/T 85 H 00RG 1 
DATA SET SYtP80L COWIGURATON DESCRPTION RN/L ALPLA GETA 
(ELr!3O) Q C12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-ICO 37 0 FUSEI.AGE .2".2 25.C00 .000 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 PHI 25.000 PAGEI 818 
DATA SET SYISOL CONFIGSUATION DESCRIPTION 
(EUG10 0 OHI2/1P21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.2"/ EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
 
MACH=: 12. 100 HAW,,'T= .850 PHI 30.000 PAGE 819
 
C.TA SET SYflGC4. C0'47J,5 T l, GESCPIPTIS'I PIL ALPaA BETA 
(ELOI0 1 CH4211,21 (CAL 'ST 172-:10) 37 0 FUSEL, SE .2,2 2j.00o .000
 
(JU 1I5} [ G-412/IP21 (CAL HST 173-10) 37 0 FUELAGE .955 25.C00 .000
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FIG27EFFCLOFiTUYNALOATON ANSTURACTIO OFTE BODYLEGT XINERALHA2 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 820 
DATA SE? SYMOC. CC!WIrlUPAI OESCPIPT"IOt PtJ/tL ALPM BETA 
( EUG3O1j 3 - 0H12/1121 (CUL PSI 73-10') 37 0 FU.'-LL,.GE .262 25.000 .000 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MA'CH = 12.100 HFd/HT= .909 PHI = GOD0 PAGE 821 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIG'JAATION CESCRIPTICN RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(EU BO 0 0HI2/IH2 (CAL PST 173-10 ) 37 0 FUSELAGE .262 25.000 .0001 
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LOWUOIATLLOCATION A'A RACTION OF BODY LENGTH , X/L I
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA25
 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT=-- .900 PHI = 25.00- P-AGE e22
 
DATA SET SYKGDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION PN/L ALPHA BETA 
(E'"9IO 3 Q 0HI2IH2I (CAL wST 173-JOC] 37 0 FLSFLAGE .262 25.000 .000 
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cz:LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNIDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 12.!00 HAW/PHT= . 900 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 823 
DATA SET SYXBa COrIGURATICT4 DESCIPTIC4 R|/L ALPHA BETA 
(0L6e10) 0 OH2/H21 (CAL HST 173-ICO) 37 0 FU-ELAGE .262 25.000 .000 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/Li
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA:25
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 PAGE 824
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA RETA
 
(EUCBI) 0H12/1 21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 ?USTL4GE .262 25.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA25 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1 .0010 PMi - .000 PAGE 825 
---- 
DATA SET SYtflt CON 'IGURATID4 DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(209910) a -12/1H14 (CAL HST 173-lOG) 37 0 FUSELAGE .262 25.000 .000
 
04ls 37 0 FUSELAGE .955 2b.00 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATIN'AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF 'REYNOLDS NO. ON-UNOISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPiA=25 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 'PHI = 25.000 PAGE 826 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGBIO 0 ON12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUIELAGE .262 25.000 .000
 
(JUGBI5)5 0912/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FU;ELAGE .955 25.000 .000
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 LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT 1.000 PHI 30.000 PAGE 827
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COW|GURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA ETA
 
(EUC 101 0 0$12/1H21 ICA'-MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .262 25.030 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 180.000 RAGE 828 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION DCSCRIP7TCN ON/L ALPHA BETA 
rFUGSIo I 
CUD15 I a 
01112/IH21 (CAL HST 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = U' .880 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = .000 PAGE 829 
DATA SET SYM3aL CCNFIGL'RATION DESCRIPION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(FUGSI0 R 0H12/1H21 [CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .045 25.000 .000 
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FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UND ISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSIFER ALPHA=25
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 PHI =25.000 AGE 8:30
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-. 4 -. 2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4.. LONTUINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTHO, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT, TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 PHi = 30.000 PAGE 831 
DATA SET SYMSL CONFIGURtTICN DESCRIPTION QU/t ALPHA BETA 
) O12/112 (CAL HST 173-IM3 37 0 FUSELAGE .045 25.Coo .000
 
luOs512/1121 (CAL PST 173-1003 37 0 FUSELAGE .238 25.0 .O0
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, 
 X/'L
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH 15.880 HAW/H[= .850 PHI 180.000 PAGE 832 
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FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
 




DATA SET SYVraL CONFIGlUATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALP4A BETA (rUGeIO, C I21H21 (CAL HST 173-100] 37 0 FUSELAGE .045 25.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A RACTION F BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 15.'880 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 834 
DATA SET SYMOOL COW IGJATION DESCqIPTION QN/L ALPHA 8ETA 
(FUGIO) 
(IUGB5) 8 
CH2/H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA25
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT: .900 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 835
 
DATA SET SYH9I. COAIWIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(FBIOI f Gi2/1H21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSSLACE .045 25.000 .000 
MoIumB15) 0112/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELIGE .238 25.000 .900 
.mLu 
I­
1 .0 0 ..... .......... 
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8 10 1 2 1. 
MACH =15.880 HAW/HT= 9.00 PHI =1130.000 PAGE 836
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION 
(FUGBIC B 01I2/IH21 (CAL HST 173:100) 
IUGOS ) 04I2/ H21 (CAL MST I73-100) 
LL 
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cm 
LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH. X/L 
F!G.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 837 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION RN/L ALJA BETA
 
(FUGB O 8 Dm42/21 (CAL HST 173-l00) 37 ( FUSELAGE .045 25.000 .000
 
IUGI5I 0H12/"21 (CAL HIT 173-103) 37 0 FUSELAGE .238 25.000 .000
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LONGITUOINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODYLENGTH. 'XIL
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
C = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI 25.000 PAGE 838 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
CFUGBI0) 
(IUGGIS5 ) 
8 OHI2IH21 (CAL HSI 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.27 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PH: = 30.000 PAGE 839 
DATA SET SYM8OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA SETA(PUGO8O) OH2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .045 25.000 .000 
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,-. -2CHORDWISE L TO SA FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG28 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT-TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 .250 ' PAGE 841 
.0 
DATA SET SYMSOi COWrIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(EUGWIO)0 
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M.. FIG,28 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
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DATA SET SYMBOL COTIG RATION DESCRIPTION 
IEUGWIOI1 CH12/IH2I (CAL NM 173-100) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(EUGWIO) a 0H12/IH21 (CA. MST 173- Ct) 37 0 WING L.S. .262 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCPTPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUOWIO] a G,:2/121 (CAL .ST 173-100) 370 WING L.S. .262 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYVOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
IEUtWIO) O ( 2/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATION LESCRIPTION 
(EUGWIOI) 01-12/IH21 [CAL. H S 173-100 
(JUGVIS1 1 C412/1121 (CAL MST 173-1001 
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DATA SET SYHGOL CONrIGLPATION OESCR;PTICN RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGVIO) 0 CHI'IH2 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .252 25.0^0 .000
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,DATA SE-T SYfTOL COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPI' BETA
 
(EUGWIO0 0112/I-H21 (CAL lST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .262 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONPiSURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA OCTA
 
(EUGWIO 0 CH12/1j2t (CAL -ST 173-I0O) 37 0 WIN3 L.5. .2G2 25.000 .Coc
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DATA SET SYPSCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(E'JGWIO 0 012/1021 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .262 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYhMBOL COnF'IGUrATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPNA BETA
 
IEULGWIO) 0"412/1"21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WIN* L.S. .212 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL 
CFUDWI0) 0 
(IU WI5 ) J 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
OHt2/IH21 (CAL HS1 173-10) 
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OATA SEt SYP9OL CCNrIGURATIO04 DESCPIPTION RN/L ALPaA BETA 
IFLjWI ) 0'!2/lH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.000 .000 
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DATA SET SYMeOL DNr13uOATICN DESCRIPTION RN/L ALOHA SETA
 
( VGWI0) C C'12/IH i (CAL WS7 173-ICC) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.0C .c00
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DATA SET S"SOL COFIGURATION OESCRIOTTON ON/L ALPA BETA 
(rFUviO I J-12/IN21 (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.GCC .0008 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COFIGURATION CESCRIPTION QNL ALPHA BETA 
(FLJGLO2 B 01211H2I (CAL ST 173-100) 37 U WING L.S. .045 ?5.0CO .OC0
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DATA SET SY-MBCL CONFIG RATION DESCPIPT [ON RlL AL O1 eETA
 
(FUGWj0) C 0I2/tH2l (CAL -S 173-10=) 37 0 g1t4OL.S. .045 25.C0C .00
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO'$IGURATION CESCRIPTEIN PN/L ALrnM BETA 
(FUG O B 0II /WM21 (CAL MST ;73-100) 27 0 VING L.S. .045 25.0-0 .000 
(IUOWIS 0lB12,11H21 (CAL 'ST 173-100) 37 0 VING L... .239 25.000 .CO0 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONnGUATICN OESCRIPTI N 
 ON/L A,,lU*A QETA
trUIOwI I 0H12,$421 (CAL lST 173-100] 37 0 .045 25.000 .00YING L.S.
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DA)rA,SET SYMBOL CONlGURATIONr DESCRITICIN RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGWID) C' OHI12/,21 (CAL HST :73-100) 37 0 WING L.5, .045 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CO'SIGUPATION CESCrIOTICN RN'L AL HA BETA
 
(UGWI0 B O'JI2'121 (CAL NS( 173-1=0) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.CCo .CCO
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DATA SET SV'PCL CC 'tNIGURA.!04OES'I T:(CN N/L ALPHA BETA
 
CFUGWIO3I DSI2/1M21 (CAL PST i73-1001 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.000 .C0
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DATA SET SYMX COWILLRATION CESCRIPTIcN NL ALP'M BETA
 
(F IVIO Q 0N12/IHZt (CA. PST 73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.000 .000
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DATA SET SYPBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA 3ETA
 
(PUGWI0) C,1I2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-10) 37 0 WING L.S. .045 25.0C0 .000
 
JUGyIS) GCw2/l42I (C/L MST 173-100) 37 C WING L.S, .238 25.000 l000
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DATA SET SYM3_ ' CCNVTUfATIN OESCRIPI"4 RN/L ALPHA BETA
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONICUATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPLJA BETA 
EIUGVIO I 
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FIG,29 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT: .850 GAGENC= 40.000 PAGE 877
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COWIGURATICN DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CEISVIO) Q CH12/IH21 (CAL PST 173-I100 7 0 VERTICAL .262 25.000 .C
 
( JUJVI5 ) U 0N12/H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .955 25.Coo .00
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DATA SET SIP90L CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(EZVIO) 8 0HW/I-21 (:AL PSI 73-1O) 
JUDVIB5 ) CIZ/1H21 (CAL PST 173-00) 
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MACH = 12.100 IHAW/HT= 1,000 GA0E'NO= 40.000 PAGE 873 
DATA SEI SY-30L CGnOIGURATION rESCPP;I0., 441L 4LrP. BETA
 
(FUGVIO) CH12/H I (CAL I-ST173-100] 37 0 VERTICAL .045 25.CC0 .CCC
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FIG.29 EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NO. ON UNOISIURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO- 40.000 PAGE 1 880 
DATA SET SYPISOt CCU T1GURATION DESCRIPTIC4 
(FUIGY 0 OHI2/II421 (CAL P T 173-[0) 
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FIG.29 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=25
 
PAGE 882
MACH = 15.880 HAW/H1= 1.000 GAGENO= 40.000 

DTA SET SYMOL CCNF;IGW'NTUItz DESCRIPTION Rn/L ALPHA erTA
 
tEUGBII ) 0 012/iH21 (CAL IJ3T 173-100) 37 0 FLSELAGE .254 30.C00 .000
 
tJGBI 6 ) 0H12/iH21 (CAL tST 173-tO0) 37 0 rLSELAGE .563 30.000 .000
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DATA SET SYMBS CONFIGURATION OESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EU5 II ) 0 0H12/IHI2 (CAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 ;USELAGE .254 30.000 
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MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 885
 
DATA SET SV"BOL CN GURAT:C!, CESCRIPTIN P./t ALPHA BETA 
CEUIBIl1 HI2/II21 (CAL PST 173-t00) 37 0 FUSCLAQE .254 30.000 .000 
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CH12/IP21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HA."/HT= .900 PHI = .,O0 PAGE 887 
OATASET SY ,OL CO4tGUG$AIlt4 DESCIOPTION P.L ALP"A BETA
 
(EU , 0 C.' L 'ST 173-:0 ) 3 q F-'ELA3E .2?4 3 .V-O .000
EII ) 'IM2/H21 

(JUGBIG U Cw2':'2: PST 37 Z .Cj 20.CCO .000
Li CAL 173-1t:0) JSELAGE 
Li
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, &/
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRAOSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH 12.100 . PI 1 PAGE
HA,W/HT= 200 25.000 888
 
DATA SET SYMBOL C0CNJGURATICN CESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CEUGBII) 0Hl2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-I00] 37 0 FUSELAGE .254 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O 
MACH = 12,100 , HAWIF1T= .900 PI1 = 30.000 PAGE 889 
RN/L AL wl BETA
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CO~rIGUoATIjCJ CCSCRWOTID\ 

CEUS81 Q W I2/I421(CAL -ST 173-100) 37 0 F,SrLAGE .254 30 0o0 .C00
 


























SLOWTUINAL LOCATNIN AS A FRACTION OF BOY"LENGTH, /L
 
FIG.3O EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 180.000 iPAGE, 890
 
C 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGUPAT!ON DESCRIPT2ON R4/L ALPHA BETA 
(EUG811 
(JUGBIS) U 
0"i2/'42I (CAL MST 
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MAC 1210 HWH= .00 PI .00PG'9 
FIG,30 FETO ENLSN.O UNISTURBED2 tJ RBITERJ BOYHET TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT = I.O0 Pm = .000O PAGE 891 
- -
-- 
DATA SET SM3&- CCN-IGUPATICN 0ESCRIPT:G'- RN/L ALPA BETA
 
tEUG$IS 0I R21 (CAL UST 173-I10) 37 0 FUSELAGE .254 3J.COO .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTICOOF BODY ENGTH,- X/jL
 
FIG.3O EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30'
MACH - 12.I0 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PAGE 892
 
- -- 
DATA SET SYMBOL CON IGURATI0N DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA ErA
 
(EUGII I C Hi12/IHJ (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 rUSELAGE .254 30,000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, XIL
 
FIG.3O EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA:30
 
MACH = 12.100 HAWIHT= 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 893
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUQATION CESCRItTION SLPMA
QN/L BETA
 
(E l II ) 0 OH12/;H2 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .254 33.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X4L
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRASFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 P-li = 180.000 PAGE 894 
DATA SET SYXOOL 
(FUGSII ) 0 
(IUG)16 I U 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTrON 
0L 12/I1J21 (CAL PST 172-:00) 
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH. X/L
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER EODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPJ-A=3O 
MACI- = 15.880 I-AW/HT= .850 Pn-[ .000 PAGE 895 
DATA SET SYKBDt C0%rt'qUATICN DCSCRIPrI;N RN'L ALP-kA BET&
 
(rUwlI 3 0 0m12/H21 (CAL WST i73-I00) 37 0 FLSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
 
(106163 0k12/ 21 (CAL HST 173-00) 37 0 FUSELAGE .245 33.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTIO OF BODY ENGTH', X/L,
 
FIG.3O EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH =15.880 HAWIHT= .850 PHi =25.000 PAGE 896
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DATA SET SYPBOL CONF:GURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FU8BII 0k12/IH21 CCAL HST 173-10D) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .00
 
(IUGRE) 0HI2/iH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .245 30.000 .000
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CIZ: .4 LWTUDNAT.LOCATIO'N AS A*FRACTION 6OF BODY 6LENGTH,1. XIL 12 1. 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH =15880 HAWIHT= .850 PHI1 30.000 PAGE 897 
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MAC = 1588 HA T .80 P [ =[ .0 PG 9 
1.8 HWH= .5 .2H= .PH[=.181.00 P .2 1.4 
DATA SET SYKBDL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGB11I ) OPI2/IH2l (CAL -ST 173-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
 
SUG816 O1 2/1H21 .AL HS7 173-100) 37 0 FIIS-LAGE .245 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG;30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .900 PHI .000 PAGE 89
 
DATA SET SYtBOL CGNFbGUDATIIN 3SCRIPTlT .N RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CFu0I ) Fl 0 OH12/421 (CAL -ST t73-lCO) 37 0 FUSELAGE 104, 30.0O .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/j
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON JNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .900 PHI = 25.000 ' IPAGE 900 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGBII I C) 0H12/IH2| (CAL MST 173-I00) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTHi XIL 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O
 




(FUGI! ) OH12/:H2 (CA, ISl 72-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
 
ClUGB16) 0N12/I 21 (CAL S' 173-I00) 37 0 FUSELAGE .245 20.000 .000
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LOGIUDNA LOCATION AS AFRACTION OF BODY LENGTHP X/LI 
FIG.303 EFFECT OP RUfNOLOS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3D 
MAH 15,880 HAW/PT= .900 PHI 180.000 PIAGE 902 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CC rIGuP#T CN OESCRIPT:C\ RN/L ALPUA 2ETA
 
tFUGBII ) 0 012/I)21 (CA, ST 173-500) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/t
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BOnY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 15,880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = .000 PAGE 903 
tDATA SET SYMBOL CONCIGURATtOC ESC ;NTTO0N RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUrBIs1 0 "12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-tO0) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.3O EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 15.880 HAWIHT= 1.000 PHI = 25.000 PIGE 904
 
DATA SCT SYMBO CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION RN/L AL A BETA
 
(FUG1I I CHI2/IP21 (CAL HST i73-100) 37 0 FUSELAGE .046 30.000 .000
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LONGITUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH, X/L
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 905 
UATA SET 5 80L' cu;FilGUA-icN £EScRF:O~N RN/L ALP H 0-TA
 
(FUOBII ) 6 0122:P21 MCILHST ["3-100} 37 C FUSELAGE .046 20. CC .c0o
 























.00 1 ........ W 
-. NOUDINAL LOCATf' AS A FRACTIONq Or BODY LENGTH X/Ll
 
FIG.30 EFFECT OF" REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANS(ER ALPHA=30
 
MACH . 15.80 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI= IBO.00 OE 90
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGLPATION OESCRIPTICN RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUWII 2 0 01211H21 (CAL MST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30,000 .000
 
(JUGVW6 L 012/IH21 (CAL 1ST 173-100) 37 0 WIlN [.S. .S63 30.000 .000
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CHORWISELOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FAG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNODISTUREDO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 907 
DATA SET SYMB. C$ICGURA';0 0ES-RIPTI0N RN/L A',yHA BETA
 
IEUGJWII ) 0 0i12/IH21 (CAL wST 173-T1O 37 0 WIO L.S. .254 30.000 .000
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Cl: -. 4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1 .2 1.3CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X,C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH =12.100 HAWIHT= .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 908
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGWI I 0 OH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1O) 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30.000 .000
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oiCHR-IS1--LOCTIO AS A FRCTO OFLCLCOD
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00 ~ CHORDWISE LOCATIO!N AS A FRACTmON OF L1ALC.R,4I 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTUR9ED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 909 
i 
DATA SET SvrOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION R4'L ALPPA 9ETA
 
(EIAWI I 1 " 0-12/2l (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WIWG ..S. .254 3C.000 .000 
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LLU
 
- .4 -.2CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTI ON OF LOCAL CHADO X/q
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA--3O
 
MACH =12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B .600 P66E 910
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONF]DUQATION DESCRIPI!ON RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
fEUGWI I I 01I2/IM21 (CtL 3T [73-WO0 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30.O02 .000
T
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
 
FIG.3I EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/S = .750 PAGE 911
 
OAT& SET SYMOOL C2FJ$GQuATI Jt CECP PT:CN RN/L PIPA eETA
 
(CIJ l ) C- 04142/1N21 )SV 1CAL73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30.0,0 .000
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CHORDWISE LO AION AS A FRACTION OF C0CAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT Or REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING; HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH =12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 912 




0H12/IH21 (CA.,HSI 73-1OO) 












































DATA SET SYMBOL CONCIGURATJON 0MSCRIPT!CN PN/L ALPHA BETA 
(FfWli 1 1 012 Q21 (CAL *C T I73-103) 37 0 VIN4G L.S. .254 30.003 000
 
JUGWI } 0N12/1N21 (C' . NSt 173-100) 37 0 VI1G LS. .93 30.coQ .000
 












U:S 4.G. 2 I.-4-20. 

FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B .400 PAGE 914
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA 8EA
 
(EUGWII ) 0 OPI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-I00) 37 0 WINC L.S. .254 30.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/E3 .500 PAGE 915 
DATA SET SYMBO. CONFIlJRATION CIESCRiPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGWVI ) 01412/1H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 V1W3 L.S. .254 30.009 .000'
 
(JfLWIS ) 0412/[H2L (CAL H3 173-100) 37 0 V1N3 L.S. .9S3 30.000 .000
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C= .4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 .8 1.0 1.2 1.4CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 '2Y/B .600 PAGE 916 
DATA SET SYBOL 
IEUG II ) 0 
(JUGWI6)I . 
CONrIGURAT[CN 0-SCRIPTICN 
R12/11421 (CAL UST 173-100) 
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DATA SET S BCOL C0'$IGUA'ICN DCSCPIPTI N 4N/L AY4A BETA
 
LEUGV tII N2/IH21 (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 IN L.S. .254 30.0c0 .000
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.4 -.2 0 .2 .4 1.2
CHOROWISE LOCATION A A FRACTION OF L-CAL , XlC 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBEID ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA:30 
MACH . 12.100 HAW/HT: .900 2Y/B = .950 917PAGE 

.4 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONrIGURATION CESCRIPTION RN/L ALPH BETA
 
IELJWII I 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING LS. .254 30.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TANSFER ALPHA30
 
MACH =12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 919 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE . 920 
-------------
-----------
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGUPA'MCN ZESCP!PTICN RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGYZI 1 a CH12/IH21 (CAL HS1 i73-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30.000 .000
 
(JUGWIS) I 2/I21 (CAL HST 173-lO) 37 0 WING L.5. .963 30.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .500 PAGE 921 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
DATA SET SY2OL CONfIGURAIjON DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(IEUGVt 3 -0 OH12/IH21 (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .254 20.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FI6.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
'MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/E = .600 PAGE 922 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(FUOWII CHIZ/IHZI (CAL PST 173-100)





















11 00 HA/T 1.0 2/ .75 PAE-2 
U... 
*001,4 ' -. 2 ~ 0 U .2~.J .4 .S .8. 1 O 1.2 1 .4CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LocAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG,31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNOISTUREED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .750 ;PAGE 923 
OATA SET SYM2CL COWIGUqAiICM CESC OTICN "4,L ALPHA 9TA
 
(EUGVI II C 12/121 (CAL IS173-;00 37 0 WING L.S. .254 30= .003
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CHORDWISE LOCATION A A FR^UTFON OF LCA^L CHOR, X/c" .
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLS NO. ON UNDISTURBEO ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3O
 
-MACH =12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 924
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH =15.880 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/8 .250 PAGE 825
 
--
DATA SET SYMBOL CCNFIGL'qATICN DESCRIPTION RN/L LPA 9ETA
 
(ruGWII ) Q CHI2/IH21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. ,C46 30.000 .0C0
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 926
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iLli 
U N-0 -I . 
LU 
C -- 2 -A -E .- 1.O 12- . 
MACH 15.8 HA/T .85 
CHR-SCOAIN 
2 B.0 
FAIINO OA HRX 
PG]2 
FI.IEFC FRYNLSN.O NITRBDOBTRWNEA RNFRAPA3 
MCH 580HWHT 802/ - =-5OPG 
DATA SET S M DL CNflIGUMATI0" OESCRIP'ION RN/L ALPHA BETA
(FUOWI) 83 0H121l21 CAL HST 173-!00) 37 0 WING L.. 30.000
.046 .000
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•3 EFFECII OF RENOD NO OUNITREOITE WIGHA RNFRAPA3:~ ; ;A IFRAC 
0.0 . .... .. .. .... ..
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FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/RT= .850 2Y/B = .sO0 PAGE .928 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(FUGWII3 0 O0 12/1H21 (CAL MST 173-I00) 37 0 WING L.S. .046 30.000 .00O 















C-CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C
 
FIG.31 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=30 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 92S 
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rIG.33 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNJDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH =15.880 IHAW/FIT= 1.000 PHI = 30.000 PAGE 871 
U-1 
DATA SET SYI'20L COWiGURATIC4 DESCRIPTICN 
(FUGS12 3 '0H]21''21 (CA, .5T 173-:00) 
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LONG; EUDINAL LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF BODY LENGTH., X/L
 
FIG.33 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER BODY HEAT TRANSFER ALPI-A=35 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 PHI 180.000 PAGE 972 
DATA SET SYI2OL CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
IEUGVI2 ) 0812/1H421 (CAL PST 173-00 37 0 YIN3 L.S. .266 35.000 .000
 
(JUW17 1 L OH12/121 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 V1143L.S. .983 35.000 .000
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FIG.34 AS FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/CATIc; AL 
FI.4EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH- 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .250 PAGE 973 
L 
GATA SET SYSMBOL C00 IGURATION DESCRiPTION RN'L ALPNA BETA
 
IEUGWI2) C 0HI2/142I (CAL 9ST 173-100) 370 WING L.S. .26G 35.020 .000
 
fJU l7 I OMIZ/IH21 (CAL "5T 173-102) 
 37 0 WIN', L.S. .986 35.000 .0o3 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/13 .400 PAGE 974 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGtRATIO D ESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGWt2 1 8 GM12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. .266 35.000 .000
 
JUGVI7 1 014I2/I12I (CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .983 35.000 .000 
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1.0 1.2 1.40::-.4 -.2 0 2 .4 .6 .8 CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLOS NO. ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH 12.100 HAW/HT .850 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 975 
---
DATA SET SYDOiL CCN'IGURqATCN OESCRIPTION W4/L AL"-A BETA
 
(EUGW12I C 04I2/IH2: OAL "ST 173-t00) 37 0 WING L.S. .268 35.030 .000
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FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 976 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION {ESCRIPTICN 
(EUG 12 j 0 OH12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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F18.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON U14DISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 12.100 H-AW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 977 
.001 




of 1 .000 
COWIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
O12/IH21 (CAL kST 173-1001 
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MAC . 120A/T 
.00 
.5 YB= .0PG 7 
.4 - C 4. 8101 2 - 1. 
MACH .12.0_A/T .85 -/ -90PG 7 
DATA SET SYMBZL 
(EUGV12) 0 
(JUGWI7 I a 
CONrIGURATICN DESCRIPTICN 
CH12/IH21 (CAL HSI ;73-100) 
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DATA SET SYMBOL COIGIPAIIM CSCRIPTION 	 RfI/L ALPHA BETA 
(EUGVI2 1 	 04l2/I 2I (CAL 45 17D-100] 37 0 -ING L.S. .266 35.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS AFRACTION OIF LO0CAL CHOD, XlC
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLUS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH =12.100 HAW/FIT= .300 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 380
 
DATA SET SYvBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPAA BETA 
(EUGWI2 C 012/IH21 (C'L HST 173-100) WING L.S. 35.000H 37 0 .266 .000
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-CHORDISE X/C
LOATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. 

FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/IT= .900 2Y/E = .500 PAGE 981 
DATA SET Syft*,OL CCrIOGURATIcN DESCRIPTICN R/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGV12) C (CAL HSI 173-100) 37 0 WING .266 35.000 .000
0442/IH21 L.S, 

(JUGVI7 I a 0"I2/I421 [CAL M.ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .983 35.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOUCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .600 PAGE , 982 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
CEUGVI2 3 
CJUGW 7I I 
LLJ 
: 1.O0 00 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION A6 FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH .12.100 HAWHT= .900 2Y/B .750 PAGE 983
 
DATA SET SYM.BL CONFIGURATION OESCPIPTI0N RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CEUGWI2) 0 D12/IH21 (CAL HST 173100) 370 WING L.S. .26S 35.0o0 .020
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CHORIJWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
Ff6.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHM=35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/I-T=. .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 984 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA 
(EUGW12 ) 
(JUGWI 7 1 
0 G12/H21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
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.. 2 0 .2 .4 .G .8 1.0 1 .2 1 .4CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA:35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .250 PAGE 985 
I-i 
DATA SET SYMBO1 CONIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(EUGWI2I C 0N12/1J2 (CAL 'ST 173-100) 37 0 NGIN'S. .26G 35.000 .000 
I JU1VC171 L OHI2IH2 (CAL 4ST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .983 35.000 .000 
. ..











.4 -. 2 0 .2 .4 .6 1.2 -0.4 CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF OCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH =12.100O HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 986
 
DATA SET SVrBDL CCN-ItUR TION OESC'lPTICN RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CEIGWV12 1 O12/lH21 [CAL MST 173-100) 37 0 WING .. S. .266 fl.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
rIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B .500 PAGE 987 
DATA SCT SY"BOL CGNFIGU ATI0N DESCR!WTION QNa ALPHA BETA 
LEIWI? 432/I21 (CAL "ST 173-100) 37 0 WING LS. .266 23.ccD .000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WIN8 HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=3
 
MACH =12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .600 PACE 988
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(EIVZI2) C 
(JUG ? ) 
CONPIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CHI2/IH2t (CAL HST ;73-100) 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTN OF COCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA-35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 989 
DATA SET SYWSOI CONFIGUqATIcN DESCRIPTION RN/L LPMA BETA
 
(EUGW21 0 O-1211421 (CAL '4ST 173-100l 37 0 WING L.S. .266 35.000 .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 12.100 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 990 
DATA SET SYV'CL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(FUGWI2 1 0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
EIUGWV1 I OH12/1H21 (CAL HST 173-lO0) 
u-i 





WING L.S. .043 35,000 
WING L.5. .254 35,000 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION A6 FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XIC
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 15,BB0 HAWlHT= .B50 2Y/e = .250 1PAGE 991
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
IFUGW12) Q 
C IUGWI7 U 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
CO12/IH21 (CAL -ST 173-100) 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH z 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/6 = .400 PAGE 992 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONVIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGVI2) CH12/1H21 (CAL PST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .043 35.000 M00
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG,34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH :15.880 HAWIHT= .850 2Y18 .500 PAGE 993
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DATA SET SYMBO. CON IrURATION OESCPIPTION RN/L ALPHA BET.
 
(FUGVI2) - 0H12/IH21 (CAL 'ST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.S. .043 35.boo .000
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD. X/C 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT-- .850 2Y/b =" .600 PAGE 994
 
DATA SET SYMBOL COFlGURATIO4 DESCRIPTION 
CFUGWI2) OH12/1H21 (CAL. HST 173-100)
TUGW17) I0412/IH21 (CAL tqST173-100) 
37 0 
37 0 
WING L S. 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C1.
 
FiG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .850 2Y/B = .750 PAGE 995 
DATA SET SYMS& COWIGLIRATION DESCRIPTIC4 Rt4/L ALPHA 6ETA
 
(FUGW12) l 0112/IH21 (CL PST i73-100) 37 0 WINO L.S. .043 35.000 .030
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CHORDWISE LOCATION ASA FRACTON OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/14T= .850 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 99G 
RN/L ALP4A BETA
 
(FUGVI2) B OH12/1421 [CAL HST 173-t00) 37 0 WING L.S. .043 35.000 .000
 




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPISON 

.... ...... ....... ...... 










CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHOR, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH =15.880 HAWIHT= .900 2YIB = .250 PAGE 997
 
C 
DATA SET SY-BOL 
(FUGI2 ) 0 
(IUGv17 )I2/:2 
' 
cc;tIGuqAT:c.. CESC i0 -"I 
:2/121 (CAL -S; ;73-IC) 
(CtL ST 73-ID) 
37 0 
37 0 
WING L S. 
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CHORUWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .400 PAGE 998 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION 
(FUGWI2J1 0H12/421 (CAL HST 173-100) 
(IUGWI7 I OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 
LL; 
i .0 0 0 ....... .. ...... .... ... 
37 0 
37 0 
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, XlC
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=S5 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .900 ' 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 999 
--
--------
DATA SET SYr9CL CZO TGLAN OESC':2Ti0V RN/L ALPH4 BETS 
CrUGW12 I C12/:-2I (CIL 65 13-00) 37 0 WING L.S. .043 35.00 .030
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OP REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH =15,880 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .600 PAGE 1000
 
0 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONIGURATICN DESCR:PTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CFUGWI2) C 012/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) WING L.S , .043 35.000 .000
H 37 0 

































CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION O F LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA35 
MACH= 15.880 HAWHT= .000 2Y/B o .750 PAGE 1001 
DATA SET SYMQCL cz'"r I c " :Esc'I; i:0\ / "--.A 2E"h
 
( 'Ow 22) C CL121l21 Ck FSF2-100) 3- 0 iN3 1-5. C 3 25 0o .C0o
 
(IUGW17 ) 6 C12/l21 (CL 172-10) 27,0 WIL L.S. .254 35.cC .0
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CHORDWISE LO ATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= .900 2Y/B = .950 PAGE 1002 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(F9WI 2 ) OHI2/IH21 (CAL. HST 173-1001 37 0 WING L.5. .043 35.000 .000
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iD-c" ' '' " .. .. . .. . .. . . . . I.. .. . .. ..... h ~ ,, ... .. . . , 
-,C,-,2 - A ; 8 . 2, 
MACH =I580 HA/l CHRoS.00 2/ - RATO.20llG FLCLCOD 10OAINn /
 
-.21580 0 0 2Y/ .250.81.0 AG.
/H= 1.43 
OPTA SET Sy?80. 
(UGVI2 I1 
t UGW17 ) 
CC10!*flA7I1-4 OCSC'I"ID0N 
12/-21 (CkL 3S !73-1021 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNOISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MACH = 15,880 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/8 = .400 PAGE 1004 
DATA SET SYrSOL CONFISURATIOC DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
CFUGVI2) C0 12/IH21 (CAL HS- 173-ICD) 37 0 WING L.S. .041 35.000 .000
 
SUGWI?) CH!2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1CD) 37 0 WING L.5. .254 35.000 .000
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CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C
 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B = .500 PAGE 1005
 
C 
0ATA SST SYIROL CC ljGjPATICN0ESCD:P .ON PN/L AOPA BETA 
C rU012 0212/1t2! (CAL uSl :73-100) 37 0 WINS L.S. ..04i '5s.CO .0c0 
cUOVI7 I U Z12/IN2l (CAL S: :73-100) 37 0 WING L.A. .254 23.CQe 00 
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CHORDWISE LOCATION IS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 




(FUGVI2 I 0 112/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1D 1 37 0 WING L.S. .043 35.000 00a
 
IUGVI7) O1-12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 WING L.S. .254 35.000 .000
 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCPIPTION RN/L ALPA 

- - ............. .. .
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' " CHORDWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 15.880 HAW/HT= 1.000 2Y/B % .750 PAGE 1007 
041A SE! S~rE0L c ~~CESC 1f'fl2N RN/L l~ eETA






















-. 2-. 0 .2 4 £G .8 1.0 1 .2 1.4CHOROWISE LOCATION AS A FRACTION OF LOCAL CHORD, X/C 
FIG.34 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER WING HEAT TRANSFER ALPI-A=35 
MACHl = 15.880 HAW/HF= 1.000 2Y/13 % .950 PAGE 1008 
---------------------
--------------
DATA SET SYXBOL CDN IGUPATION 0C tRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
UG'I2J 0 0-12/IH21 (CAL WT 173-10O' 37 0 VEITICAL .266 35.000 loco
 (JUGV17] U 01412/1P21 (CAL -51 I73-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .983 35.000 .000 
-
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FIG.35 EFFECT OF REYNO3LDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
MAC14 = 12.10O0 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 1009 
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCAFION AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG.35 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNDISTURBED ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35
 
MACH = 12.100 -AW/IH= .900 GAGEI !n= 40.000 PAGE 1010
 
DATA SET SYMOM, CCNF[GUqTIjCN XZOIS:PTICN 
(EUGVI2) C t2/142! CCL HST 173-100) 
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SPANWISE VERTICAL TAIL LOCATI.JN AS A FRACTION OF EXPOSED SPAN, Z/BV
 
FIG.35 EFFECT OF REYNOLDS NO. ON UNOISTURBEC ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA=35 
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DATA SET Sv S8a CDb~7ctCS-OTr4 PN.'L p 1 P- MTA
 
(FUGVI2) 0"121f)-21 (CAL HS' 17 -:C0) 37 0 VErTICAL .X43 25.000 .00
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FIG.35 EFFECT Or REYNOLDIS NO. ON UNDISTURB50 ORBITER TAIL HEAT TRANSFER ALPHA-35
 
MACH =15.880 HAW/HT= .850 GAGENO= 40.000 PAGE 1012
 
DATA SET SYMBOL 
(FUGVI2) 0 
IIUGVI7 I U 
-r1.00 0 
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA 
H12/IH2 (CAL NST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .043 35.000 
0H12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-lOG) 37 0 VERTICAL .254 35.000 
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION RN/L ALPHA BETA
 
(FUGVI2) OHI12/IH21 (CAL HST 173-1002 37 0 VERTICAL .043 35.000 .000
 
(UOV17)3 U OHI2/IH21 (CAL HST 173-100) 37 0 VERTICAL .254 35.000 .000
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